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CHAPTER 1 
I n t r o d u c t i o n  
Combustion o f  f o s s i l  f u e l s  c u r r e n t l y  s u p p l i e s  more than 98% 
of  the  United  States  energy  needs.  While  the  development o f  
al ternat ive energy sources such as nuclear, solar, and geothermal 
shou ld  i nc rease  the i r  impor tance  in  fu tu re  yea rs ,  i t  wil be some 
t ime  be fo re  foss i l  f ue l  combus t ion  i s  rep laced  as o u r  dominant 
source  of  energy. An est imate  by  Starr ‘ ’ ’   ind icates  that   by  the 
year  2000 on ly  17% o f  t h e  t o t a l  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  e n e r g y  needs wil be 
supp l i ed  by  these  alternate  sources.  Unfortunately  combustion 
processes  invo lv ing  foss i  1 f u e l s  a r e  a l s o  m a j o r  c o n t r i b u t o r s  t o  
po l l u tan t   em iss ions .  The f r a c t i o n  o f  t o t a l  e m i s s i o n s  a t t r i b u t a b l e  
t o  combustion i s  shown i n  Table  1-1.  Since i t  i s  u n l i k e l y  t h a t  
combustion wil be e l i m i n a t e d  as  a major energy source i n  the near 
f u t u r e  i t  i s  i m p e r a t i v e  t h a t  methods o f  c o n t r o l l i n g  p o l l u t a n t  
format ion i n  various combustion processes be developed. 
TABLE 1 -1 .   Con t r i bu t i on   o f  Comb 
Sources t o   P o l l u t a n t   E m i s s i o n s  . On 
carbon  monoxi de 89% 
hydrocarbons 89% 
polynuclear  aroma t i c s  93% 
ox ides   o f   n i t rogen  98% 
o x i d e s   f   s u l f u r  7 6% 
p a r t i c u l a t e s  73% 
A i rc ra f t  eng ines  represent  a r e l a t i v e l y  s m a l l  c o n t r i b u t o r  
t o  t h e  t o t a l  a i r  p o l l u t i o n  p r o b l e m  ( T a b l e  1 - 2 ) .  On a l oca l   bas i s ,  
-2- 
TABLE 1-2. Aircraft   Contributio s t o  
Air Pollution, Percent of Totalr31. 
CO HC NO, Par t icu la te  SO, 
United S ta tes  , 1968 2.4 0.9 1.7 0.1 0.03 
New York City , 1968 0.6 0.6  0.2 0.2 - 
Los Angeles , 1970 1.5 3.2 1 .4 11.5 2.0 
San Francisco, 1970 1.0  1.5  1.3 6.6 1 .o 
San Francisco, 1985 10.9  3.5  1.6 9.3 2.2 
however, the growth of a i r  t r a f f i c  combined w i t h  control of other 
pollutant sources could make a i r c r a f t  (which are primarily powered 
by gas turbine type combustors) a s i g n i f i c a n t  source o f  poflut ion.  
This i s  part icular ly  appl icable  i n  the immediate v ic in i ty  of  an 
a i r p o r t  and i n  urban a i r   bas ins   conta in ing   la rger   a i rpor t s .  The 
gas turbine engine has a l so  been mentioned as an a l te rna t ive  power 
source for ground transportation and s ta t ionary power genera- 
t ion [ . 4 y  51 I t s  development as such could s igni f icant ly  change 
i t s  ro l e  a s  a minor source of a i r  pollution. 
The possible impact of h i g h  a l t i t ude  a i r c ra f t  emis s ions  on 
the e a r t h ’ s  ozone layer has recently been realized16’.  This ozone 
layer i s  respons ib le  for  f i l t e r ing  o u t  harmful untraviolet  
radiation from the  sun’s  rays. Some s c i e n t i s t s  have claimed t h a t  
the addition of a re la t ive ly  small amount of NO, could resul t  i n  
a s ignif icant  deplet ion of the ozone i n  the l a y e r .  [73  Crutzen c 81 
has  proposed a catalytic cycle involving the following reactions 
NO + O3 -f NO2 + O2 
NO + 0 -+ NO + O 2  
NET: O3 + 0 -f 2 O2  
- 3- 
The net  effect  i s  the destruction of ozone while the total amount 
. .  
,. 
k' 
of NO is conserved. Under such considerations  the  control of NOx 
X 4 
emissions from gas turbine type engines takes on a special 
importance. 
Typical exhaust emission data fo r  a commercial j e t  engine 
are  shown i n  Figure 1-1. Both unburned hydrocarbons ( U H C )  and CO 
are  h i g h  a t  low power set t ings,  whereas NOx i s  highest d u r i n g  take- 
off.  Inefficient combustion, a s .  reflected by high levels of UHC 
and CO, i s  the result  o f  inadequate b u r n i n g  rates i n the primary 
combustion zone followed by thermal quenching of oxidation 
reactions involving intermediate hydrocarbon species and CO i n  
cooler downstream regions and near  the combustor walls. This 
thermal quenching a t  low power set t ings is  primarily the result 
of 1) poor fuel atomization a t  low fuel flow rates ,  2)  low primary 
fuel-air  ra t ios ,  and 3) low combustor i n l e t  temperature and pres- 
sure ["I. Each can be reduced by p r o v i d i n g  sufficiently '  h i g h  
temperatures and long residence times. 
NO, formation on the other hand i s  almost solely determined 
by  maximum flame temperatures existing i n  the combustion zone. 
This strong dependence on flame temperature i s  shown i n  Figure 
1-2. NOx emissions from a number of different  gas turbines are 
found to correlate quite well w i t h  the maximum local temperature 
i n  the combustor (assuming stoichiometric  combustion). Residence 
time also has an effect ,  although somewhat smaller. Thus  most 
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. .  
The most d i r e c t  approach to  the  deve lopment  o f ,  .a low 
emission combustor i s  t h rough  m ino r  mod i f i ca t i on .  o f  , ex i s t i ng  
combustor  des igns.  This  invo lves improved fue l  : in ject ion ' techni -  
I [12, 131 
ques, changes i n  a i r f l o w  d i s t r i b u t i . o n ,  and water, i n j e c t i o n  
The r e s u l  ti ng design i s  a compromise w i t h   r e g a r d '  t o  t he   va r ious  
p o l l u t a n t s  and other aspects of  combustor performance'wi th a 
l i m i t e d  r a n g e  f o r  improvement. 
. .  
A more .pkomising approach i s   t h e  development o f  new advanced 
. I  
design  combustor  concepts. These i n c l u d e  v a r i a b l e  geometry,  staged 
combustion,  and  premixing o f  f u e l  and  airC1'].   Prel iminary cam- 
bustor designs incorporat ing these concepts 'under the NASA Clean 
Combustor Program have e i t h e r  a c h i e v e d  o r  c l o s e l y  a p p r o a c h e d  i d l e  
emiss ion   goa ls   fo r  CO and UHC. However, a l l  combustors f a i l e d  
t o  meet the  NO, emiss ion goal  o f  15 g NO,/kg fue l  dur ing takeof f  c93 . 
. .. > . 
A f u r t h e r  p r o b l e m  w i t h  NO, c o n t r o l  can be expected f o r  super- 
s o n i c  a i r c r a f t  o p e r a t i n g  u n d e r  c r u i s e  c o n d i t i o n s .  I n  s u b s o n i c  
f l i g h t  NO, emissions a t  c r u i s e  c o n d i t i o n s -  a r e  l e s s  t h a n  t h o s e  a t  
t a k e o f f  due to  the low ambient  temperature at  h igh a1 ti tudes. 
T h i s .  r e s u l t s  i n  a low combustor i n l e t  t e m p e r a t u r e  and a low flame 
temperature. NO,.emissions a t   a k e o f f   t h u s   r e p r e s e n t  an 
upper limit on expected NO, emiss ions .  For  superson ic  a i rc ra f t  
however;' combustor i n le t  t empera tu re  i nc reases .  s i , gn i ' f i can t l y  with 
, _  . . - .  
f l i g h t  mach number and can r e s u l t  i n  an increase i n  NO,.emissions. 
Combustion e f f i c i enc ies  approach ing  100% are  .comnonly:at;tained for 
1 .. . , I  , .!. . L .  
both subsoni 'c  and supersonic  a i rcraf t  under  cru ise condi t ions 
. .  
. .  
. . .  . 
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O f  the various advanced concep-ts being developed to-.reduce".NOx 
emissions perhaps those holding the greatest  promise involve.lean 
premixed combustion w i t h  fuel p r e v a p ~ r i z a t i o n ~ ~ ~ ] .  . Premixing' and 
prevapori za t ion  provide a. uniform mixture of fuel and a i r  t o  the 
combustion  zone. This eliminates locally fuel rich'mixtures: and 
low temperature regions associated with soot formation.and high ' 
levels of UHC and CO. Also eliminated are locally stoichiometric 
mixtures and the associated high' temperatures and NO 'production 
rates.  . Since h i g h  i n l e t  temperatures are desirable t o  a i d  in fuel 
prevaporization and are necessary in the automotive application 
o f  gas turbines due t o  regeneration , low  combus tion temperatures 
and NOx control are attained through lean in l e t  fueVa i r  mixtures. 
I n - a '  premixed/prevaporized system no time i s  required for fuel 
vaporizat ion and fuel-air  mixing .  . Thus i t  should be possible t o  
minimize the h i g h  temperature residence time without reducing 
combustor efficiency.  This  provides a further means of limiting 
NOx production. A secondary  advantage of premixed/prevaporized 
systems i.s a more uniform turbine inlet temperature, thus' 
eliminating  local ho t  spots on turbine  blades. I t  i s  w i t h  t h i s  
means of NOx emission control, namely premixed lean combustion 
with elevated inlet temperatures, t h a t  the present investigation i s  
concerned. 
The effect  of primary zone uniformity on n i t r i c  oxide produc- 
t i o n  has been' studied by .Fletcher and Heywood based -on a s t a t i s -  
tical evaluation of the primary zone equivalence ratio distribiti 'on. 
-7- 
The greater control over NOx emissions possible i n  a premixed system 
can be seen from Figure 1-3. Injection of l i q u i d  fuel as' a spray 
in to  the combustion zone resu l t s  i n  a wide variation i n  local fuel 
a i r   r a t i o  and a greatly reduced sensitivity of NOx formation to  
overall equivalence ratio. By providing a uniform fuel-air  mix- 
ture t o  the combustion 'zone .a very strong' dependence of NOx forina- 
t ion on equivalence ratio is found. T h i s  results i n  a significant-  
ly greater potential  to control NOx emissions through stoichiometry 
than is  possible w i t h  conventional combustors. 
I t  should be noted a pract ical  l imit  exists on the amount 
by which NO, emissions can be reduced. The above  combustor design 
concepts involve control of combustion temperature, and t o . a  l e s s e r  
extent combustor residence time, to  minimize emissions a t   a l l  
operating conditions. As mentioned previously the oxidation rates 
of UHC and CO depend on temperature as does the NO formation rate. 
As a result f o r  a given residence time, only a f in i te  range of 
temperatures exist where both NO, and CO can be maintained a t  
re la t ively low levels.  T h i s  i s  shown i n  Figure 1-4 for  a hypo- 
thetical  combustor. The limits f o r  CO and NO, shown i n  the graph 
correspond to  1977 automotive standards f o r  a fuel consumption of 
4.25 krnla. UHC emissions closely follow the trends shown for  CO. 
The combustor chosen f o r  this study is an opposed reacting 
j e t  (ORJ). The ORJ is shown i n  Figure 1-5. I t  consists of a main 
premixed stream of fuel and a i r ,  and a smaller stream o f  premixed 
fuel and a i r  i n j ec t ed  along the centerline and i n  a direction 
. .  
. .  
opposite to the main stream. The  result is  the formation of a 
~~ -~ ~. - 
-8- 
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:Figure  1-4.   Influence  of  primary-tnn  temperature on 
CO and NOx emissions. 125 
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Figure 1-5. Opposed reacting jet flowfield. 
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stagnation region and a zone of strongly recirculating combustion 
gases. This recirculation of hot  par t ia l ly  burned combustion 
gases back upstream i n t o  the flame zone allows stabil ization of a 
flame a t  ve loc i t i e s  s ign i f i can t ly  higher than the flame velocity 
associated w i t h  i n l e t  condi tions . 
The ORJ has several advantages which make i t  adaptable to an 
investigation of  the elementary processes governing pollutant 
formation. These are primarily due to  the simplified geometry and 
flowfield i t  provides.  In a more complex combustor configuration 
such as encountered i n  many f u l l  scale  combustors separation of 
f l u i d  mechani cal and chemi cal k i  netic aspects of the combustion 
process is  extremely d i f f i c u l t .  A model combustor  such as the 
ORJ f a c i l i t a t e s  this process by providing greater control over 
those parameters which most affect pollutant formation. These 
include  equivalence  ratio,  inlet  temperature, and recirculation 
zone s ize .  The axisymetri c geometry of the ORJ a1 so simp1 i f i  es 
the specification of boundary conditions and the choice of a g r i d  
network fo r  the numerical f in i te  difference calculations which 
are discussed i n  Chapter 4.  
The existence of a recirculation zone provides a re la t ion 
between the ORJ and most real combustor systems. In a typical 
gas turbine type combustor recirculat ion into the primary combus- 
t ion zone i s  controlled by secondary a i r  i n j ec t ion  through 
circumferentially located holes i n  the combustor walls, swirler 
vanes located a t  the upstream end of the combustor, o r  a  combina- 
-1 1- 
tion of these. A schematic of the resulting flowfields for a 
conventional combustor and  two advanced design combustors are  
shown i n  Figure 1-6. Most advanced combustor designs are  provided 
w i t h  a capabili ty for premixing fuel and a i r  i n  an  optimum r a t i o  
to  limit pollutant formation, b u t  flame s tabi l izat ion i n  the pri- 
mary combustion zone i s  s t i l l  provided by recirculation. Thus a 
fundamental study o f  pollutant formation i n  a simplified recircula- 
tion zone such as that provided by the ORJ has direct application 
to  most gas turbine type combus tors.  
Propane (C3H8) was selected as a fuel i n  the present i nvesti- 
gation. T h i s  lead to difficult ies i n  the kinetic modeling part  of 
the investigation due to uncertainties i n  the h i g h  temperature pro- 
pane oxidation mechanism.  However, propane was f e l t  to be more 
typical of the higher hydrocarbon constituents found i n  
a i rc raf t  fue ls  such as JP-4 than perhaps methane which is bet ter  
understood kinetically b u t  l ess  rea l i s t ic  as  an a i rc raf t  fue l .  
A comparison o f  operating condi tions i n  the model ORJ combus- 
to r  of the present investigation w i t h  those i n  several current and 
proposed gas turbine combustors i s  shown i n  Table  1-3. I t  can be 
seen tha t  both the maximum combustor i n l e t  temperature (600" K )  
used i n  the present investigation and the combustor exit  tempera- 
tures attained are comparable to those encountered i n  f u l l  scale 
gas turbine combustors.  Equivalence ra t ios  given for the f u l l  
scale  combustors represent overall values, i n c l u d i n g  d i lu t ion  a i r ,  
and are therefore not directly comparable w i t h  the values used i n  
this investigation. Actual combustion i n  current f u l l  scale combustors 
occurs a t  more nearly stoichiometric conditions. 
-1 2- 
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TABLE 1-3. REPRESENTATIVE OPERATING CONDITION COMPARISO F PRESENT 
AND PROPOSED GAS TURBINE COMBUSTORS !!I 9 . . .  
COMBUSTOR 
CRUISE CRUISE COMBUSTOR INLET  INLET COMBUSTOR EXIT EQUIVALENCE 
MACH. NO. ALTITUDE  (m) TEMPERATURE ( O K )  PRESSURE (atm) TEMPERATURE ( O K )  'RATIO, $ FUEL 
0.85  10,700  71 0 9.7  1410  .018*  JP-4 
. .  
0.85 12,200  661  7.2  1540  .026* JP-4 
0.85  10,670  703 10.1 - - ' JP-4 
2.0  17,700  824  6.5 1320 .'0141*  JP-4 I, 
w 
I 
2.7.  19,810  866  5.4 - - JP-4 
2.7  19,800  81 0 4.7  1770  .0299*  JP-4 
. .  burning turbo- 
fans  (supersonic) . .  . .  
This'  study , '  - - 300-600 1 .o 1400-1  900 9 ,O .  45-0.625  Propane ' 
1., 
. .' 
*. Overall combustor equivalence ratio, includes primary and secondary sir . . . .  . .  , . . .  , .. . .. . 
. .  
- .  
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The pressure i n  the model ORJ combustor is significantly lower 
than i.n full scale combustors. ' However the primary effect of a 
higher inlet  pressure on the combustion process is through an 
increase i n  flame temperature. Thus an increase i n  pressure 
could be expected to reduce both UHC and CO levels and increase the 
NO, levels measured i n  this study. A premixed/prevapori zed system 
achieves emission reductions primarily through combustion tempera- 
ture control. As mentioned above, the temperature range investigat- 
ed is similar t o  t h a t  which would be encountered i n  full scale gas 
turbine combustors. The effect of higher inlet  pressures under 
actual operating conditions would be compensated for by a decrease 
i n  equivalence r a t i o  and therefore emission levels could be expected 
t o  be similar in the model ORJ combustor and full scale premixed/ 
prevapori zed systems . 
In Chapters 4 and 5 an analytical modeling technique i s  
described and the predicted results from this model are compared 
w i t h  experimental results in an attempt t o  evaluate the usefulness of 
his model in predicting flowfield property and species concentration 
distributions. Combustor design development  has usually involved 
somewhat of an empirical t r i a l  and error approach in which previous 
experience and experimental data  on full scale combustors are used 
t o  modify existing designs until the desired results w i t h  respect 
1 t o  combustor performance o r  emission 
an approach however can be quite time 
Much of the time consuming exper 
this approach can be eliminated by u t  
analytical modeling techniques. This 
evels i s  achieved. Such 
consuming and expensive. 
mental work associated w i t h  
l i z i n g  the predictions of 
can be done only if  such 
model ing techniques can be demonstrated t o  yield accurate predic- 
tions of combustor performance for the complicated flowfields 
characteristically found i n  practical gas turbine combustors. 
CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENTAL  INVESTIGATION 
"1- 
The experimental part  of this investigation deals w i t h  the 
measurement of detailed composition and temperature profiles i n  an 
opposed reac t ing   je t  combus tor operating under fuel lean conditions. 
. .  
The present. chapter describes. the experimental ,equipment and pro- 
cedures  asso.ciated:with this investigation. The  combustor t e s t  
f a c i l i t y  i s  described i n  section 2.1. Section 2.2 discusses  the 
selection and fabrication of analytical equipment associated w i t h  
the composition and temperature measurements. 
2.1. Experimental Faci 1 i t y  
A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus .is shown 
i n  Figure 2-1. Air i s  supplied by the house a i r  system. The 
humidity of the incoming a i r  i s  measured continuously and found to  
remain constant a t  0.00151 gm H20/gm a i r .  Ins ta l la t ion  of s ix  6-Kw 
resistance heaters provide control over the reactant inlet tempera- 
ture up  to  approximately 700 K. Propane and  main stream are mixed 
upstream of  the combustor tes t  sect ion i n  a venturi section. The 
flow then passes down a 1 .O meter long' straightening section to 
assure a fully developed velocity profile and uniform composition. 
Measurements  were made o f  the radial  veloci ty 'prof i le  a t  the test 
sect ion inlet  u s i n g  a stagnation pressure probe i n  conjunction w i t h  
a s t a t i c  pressure tap i n  the wall. The veloci,ty profiJe indicated 
- . 
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turbulent flow exists under the entire range of experimental conditions 
(Re > lo4).  Composition measurements using a quartz 'sampling probe 
and a mass spectrometer- for  analysis o f  N2, O2 and C3H8 showed, . . that  
the venturi mixer is effective.in.produc,ing a uniform "compmitiori 
prof i ie  a t  the test section inlet. ?. 
. .  
I , .  . 
, .  .- 
, . .  
.. I 
. _  . .  ... .,. 
:, , . :.: .. ~ ., 
. :I, ' ' . ,  
The combustor test section is shown' in -Fi:gure: 2-2, The test 
section consists of a 58 mn I.D. x.356 mn iw'length h i g h  temperature 
vycor liner. The test  section is wrapped . .  in 25.4 inm,thick asbestos 
lagging to  make the combustor more nearly adiabati;c. Temperatures 
were measured a t  several locations inside the lagging to determine 
lagging effectiveness. The resul tins temperature profiles indicat- 
ed a heat loss o f  less than 0.3 percent o f .  the total energy release 
due to  combustion. 
, :  
. .  
, -  
Jet a i r  and propane are metered separately through rotometers 
and mixed i n  a mixing tee before passing i n t o  the je t  injector. 
The stainless steel j e t  injector extends 63.5 mn ' in to  the test sec- 
tion. I t  has a 6.35 mn O.D. and a 3.97 mm I.D. a t  the je t  exi t  the 
inner 'diameter is reduced t o  1.59 mn th rough a converging nozzle. 
The injector is  of standard t r ip le  wall construction to  a1 low water 
.. . 
cooling and operation of the ORJ a t  h i g h  combustion temperatures. 
The experimental faci l i ty  is discussed in.more detail i n  Appendix A. 
2.2. .Analytical Equipment 
. . .~ 
2.2.1.  Composition  Measurements 
Two primary considerations must be dealt w i t h  when taking 
composition measurements i n  combus t i o n  systems,. Any disturbance to 
the system being sampled from must be minimized and an accurate or 





* 356 mm 
Figure 2-2. Combustor t e s t  section. 











Three commonly  used gas sampling probes are cooled stainless 
steel  probes and cooled and uncooled quartz mi croprobes . In the 
case of the cooled probes, chemical reactions are quenched t h r o u g h  
a rapid reduction in temperature. [16' Additional quenching is often 
provided by expansion of the sample gases t o  a low pressure through 
a  mai l  diameter orifice located a t  the t i p  of the probe. A major 
disadvantage of the use of water cooled probes i n  recirculating 
flow systems i s  the possi bi 1 i ty  o f  disturbance t o  the system due 
t o  flow along the cold outer surface o f  the probe. In an effor t  
t o  minimize this  effect ,  i t  was decided t o  use a small diameter 
uncooled quar tz  probe designed according t o  recommendations by 
Fri s trom and Wes tenberg. [ I91  
A comparison of NO, measurements using a total ly  uncooled 
quartz  probe and a water cooled qua r t z  probe indicated t h a t  NO, 
levels up to  a maximum of 20% higher were obtained w i t h  the uncooled 
probe. These  measurements  were taken near the outer flame zone  where 
the flow i s  predominantly downstream and the effect o f  the cooled 
probe walls on the combus tion process was f e l t  t o  be minimal. Thus 
the higher NO, levels obtained with the uncooled probe were 
attributed to NO, being formed in the probe. I t  was f e l t  t h i s  was 
due to the h i g h  temperature of the probe walls resulting from the 
extended length ( 178 mm) of uncooled probe surface exposed t o  the 
hot  combustion gases. This probe formation of NOx was eliminated 
by enclosing all b u t  t h a t  portion of the probe entering the recircu- 
lation region i n  a stainless steel cooling jacket. ['*] The two 
probes used in the present investigation are shown in Figure 2-3. 
Both probes are identical except f o r  the 45" bend in the lower probe. 
. "  . - .  . . '  
WATER 
. .  
. .  . ,  I 
N " .  ' 
? 
I .  
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T h i s  bend  made 
tion region up 
The probe 
wh i ch p.rovi.des 
With the probe 
, .  ., . . 
i t  poss'ibl e t o  ob ta in  measurements i n  the reci rcula- 
t o  the combus ti on center1 i ne. 
i s  mounted on a specially built  traversing mechanism 
three degrees of freedom (Figures 2-4 and 2-5). 
inserted th.rough the downstream end of the t e s t  s,ec- 
. .  
. .  
ti'on , .  radial.-.postion can be' controlled t o  the nearest , : 
. a >  . 
0.025 mn . u s i G g  .micrometers, while axial 'position can be control7ed 
to  the' neirest 3.0 mm.;' 
I ,  
. .  
,. , . .. 
To determine the effectiveness of quenching, detailed kinetic 
calculations were made for temperature and pressure prof.iles i n  the 
probe which  were f e l t  t o  reasonably approximate the actual' profiles.  
These calculations and the results are described in Appendix B. The 
probe was predicted t o  provide quenching for  the stable species C3H8, 
. I.I 
CO., C02, H20 , 02, NO 'and N2. However, as A1 1en''g' has pointed 
x :  
ou t ,  wall reactions in'whizh NO can undergo recombination reactions 
with radicals (e.g. 0, H02) t o  form NO2 may be important in sampling 
probes. Wall reactions were not  included  in  the above kinetic 
calculations, and no attempt was  made t o  include reactions, i n v o l v -  
, _ .  
, . .  . . .  . .  
ing  convqrsion of NO t o  N O i . . .  _''_ .: , - .. I .. . . ,  . .: 
,L . . .  . .  I .  , ' .I , 
The .sample passes. through,'a 6..35 mm diameter .teflon'.'line t o  
. .  , , .... . - 
. .  . .  .. . . . .  
the  gas  ana1ysis.equipmen.t a f t e r  leaving  the.probe.  This i s  shown 
in".Figure 2-3'. Carbon monoxide  was measured using a Betkman Model 
315A nondispersive infrared analyzer. The presence of  water i n  the 
sample i s  known t o  interfere  with CO measurements. However, a t  the 
concentrations of interest in the present work ( less  than 10  mole 
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Figure 2-6. Gas  analysis  equipment. 
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NO and NO2' were 'measured usi,ng a l a b o r a t o r y   b u i  1 t chemi lumi -  
nescent n i t r i c   o x i d e   d e t e c t o r   m o d i f i e d   f o r   t h e  measurement .of t o t a l  
NOi .by t h e  a d d i t i o n  o f  a 'heated length of molybdenum tub ing  [ZO, 211. 
The heated molybdenum c a t a l y t i c a l l y  promotes the d issoc iat ion of NO2 
t o  NO. NOp i s  then taken as the  measured d i f f e r e n c e  between the  
t o t a l  NO, and the  NO readings. 
Severa l  d i f f i cu l t i es  a re  encoun te red  when measuring oxides o f  
n i t rogen .   Tu t t l e ,  " e t  a l .  c221 has p o i n t e d   o u t   t h a t   w a t e r  condensa- 
t i o n  i n  t h e  sample l i n e  i s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  s i g n i f i c a n t .  NO2 losses.  
This problem was so lved by  main ta in ing  the  sample  l ine  pressure  
a t  approximately 30 to r r  to  p revent  water  condensat ion .  A bu i l dup  
o f  c a r b o n  p a r t i c u l a t e  i n  t h e  sample system has been shown r221 to 
r e s u l t  i n  a d s o r p t i o n  o f  N O 2  and r e d u c t i o n  o f  NO2 t o  NO. However, 
because o f  t h e  l e a n  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  t h e  p r e s e n t  e x p e r i m e n t ,  v e r y  l i t t l e  
carbon was produced.  This was v e r i f i e d  by   p lac ing  a p a r t i c u l a t e  
f i l t e r  i n  t h e  sample l i n e .  N o  carbon bui ldup was found to  occur  on 
t h e  f i l t e r .  Thus the  presence o f  carbon i n  the  sample l i n e  was n o t  
cons idered to  be a source o f  e r r o r  i n  c o m p o s i t i o n  measurements. 
NO measurements us ing  a chemiluminescence detector can also 
be affected by the presence o f  H20 and C02 i n  the gas sample. , .  
Th is  i s  due t o  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  t h i r d  body e f f i c i e n c i e s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  
123, 241 
t h e  t h i r d  body  decay r e a c t i o n  
N O 2  + M + N 0 2  + M 
* 
(2-1 1 
Reaction (2-1) i s   i n  compe t i t i on  w i th  the  pho to re laxa t i on  reac t i on  




Thus variations i n  the concentrations of H20 and C02 a t  d i f ferent  
combustor locations can have an effect .  on measured NOx readings. 
T h i s  effect .  was' quantized through cal ibratiori and corresponding 
corrections were applied to the data, (Appendix C )  . All NOx.measure- 
' Wnts i n  this investigation were carr ied~ out  a t  a pressure- of.2.7 
torr '  in ' , ; the chemi luminescence 'detector. ' A t  this pressure the . . 
presence of 10 mole percent COP i n  the Ni car r ie r  gas was found to  
rksul t. in NO readings approximately 5 percent too low. Interference 
correcti:oris for  H20 were approximately 3 times those of .  C02. These 
valUes,are, i n  agreement w i t h  those of other investigators. P 3 ,  241 
Other'stable species were measured us ing  a Bendix model 17-210 
time-of-fl,ight mass spectrometer. These species  included H20, 02, 
Npy COPY and 'C3H8. In the case of HPO and O P Y '  dis t inc t  mass spectra 
peaks f ree  from  any interfering species existed at  mass numbers 
,' (m/e) o f  :17 'and 1'8 fo r  H20 and 32 fo r  O2 
determined direct ly .  N 2  (m/e = 1 4 ) ,  C02 
(m/e = 14, 49,  44) had interfering peaks 
computer 'program developed ly McLean and 
and the concentrations were 
(m/e = 14, 44) , and C3H8 
and a 1 east  mean squares, ' 
Sawyer  was used to  " 
analyze  the  data. Note i n  the  case of N 2  and C3H8 t h a t  secondary 
peaks , an'd not the primary or  base peaks, were used to determine the 
. .  
their -concentrations: Use of the above peaks was fdund to  minimize 
interference between the various species and provi.de maximum 
reproduci b i  1 i ty . . .  . .  . .  
,-Hydrocarbon species other t h a n  propane most certainly exist 
a t  some .point,in .the combustor. Investigations by Glassman, 
" e t  a l .  c263 of  propane i n  an adiabatic flow reactor  indicate i nterme- 
diate species C3H6, C2H4, CH4, and C2H6 ex i s t  i n  measurable quantit ies 
. : 1  
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dur ing the ear ly  ox idat ion phase o f  C3H8. However, examination o f  
the mass spectra obtained i n  the present work indicated these 
species existed i n  neg l i g ib le  concen t ra t i ons  compared t o  o t h e r  
species o f  i n t e r e s t .  Because o f  t h i s  t h e  o n l y  unburned  hydrocarbon 
species measured quan t i t a t i ve l y  was propane appropriate corrections 
were app l ied  to  the  mass spectrometer data to account for the 
presence o f  CO. 
2.2.2. Temperature Measurements 
Temperatures were measured using a Pt/Pt-13% Rh f i n e  w i r e  
thermocouple. The thermocouple and supporting ceramic stem are 
shown i n  Figure 2-7. A yt t r ium chlor ide-bery l l ium ox ide coat ing 
developed by KentE271 was used t o  reduce the p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  c a t a l y -  
t i c  reac t i ons  occu r r i ng  on the  thermocouple  surface. The thermo- 
couple probe was mounted on the same t ravers ing mechanism as was 
used with the sampling probes. 
Thermocouple measurements i n the  present combus t i o n  sys tem 
involve measuring relat ively high temperatures (" 1800 K )  i n  regions 
where steep  temperature  gradients  often  exist. Under such condit ions 
bo th  rad ia t i ve  and conductive heat losses from the thermocouple 
junc t ion  can be important. The use o f  0.076 mn lead wires between 
t h e   j u c t i o n   i t s e l f  and the stronger 0.254 mn diameter support wires 
can  be shown t o  make conduction losses negligible.C281 The lead 
wires are butt  welded together to form a j unc t i on  on ly  s l i gh t l y  
larger than the lead wire diameter (approximately a 0.114 mm 
diameter bead). Since readiat ive losses are proport ional  to bead 
s ize,  th is  a lso acts  to  min imize rad iat ive losses f rom the thermo- 
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F i  gure 2-7. Thermcoupl e probe. 
I 
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between the gas temperature and the measured ,thermocouple tempera- 
. .  . .  . . . .  , .  
.. .. . .  
' . ., ." 
ture can be estimated from the  following  relation .. . 
. /  . a .  . . 
(2-4) 
where 
TG = actual gas temperature 
TTC = measured thermocouple temperature 
TW 
= combustor wall temperature 
u = Stefan-Boltzman  constant 
E = emissivity of the thermocouple junction 
h = heat  transfer  coefficient 
The heat transfer coefficient,  h ,  can be obtained from the 
expression. I: 281 
which i s  v a l i d  for  0.01 < ReTC < 10000. Here d i s  the  thermocouple 
junction  diameter and k is  the gas thermal conductivity.  Unfortu- 
nately the information needed t o  calculate thermocouple corrections 
from the above equations is  largely unknown for  the flowfield of the 
present  investigation.  Estimates can  be  made of the  local gas 
properties for those cases i n  which complete composition and tempera- 
ture measurements were taken. However velocity measurements which 
are needed t o  calculate the local Reynolds number were no t  made, and 
i n  a recirculating flow such as encountered here even an estimate o f  
the velocity distribution would  be d i f f i c u l t .  Because of  these 
difficult ies radiation corrections t o  the thermocouple measurements 
. .  . .  
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. .  
were'not attempted. The maximum correction was estimated to be on 
the order o f  200" K a t  a measured temperature o f  1800" K.  This 
. .  




EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS 
Chapter 2 discusses the experimen.ta1 apparatus and describes 
the  analyt ical   equipment  used i n  t a k i n g  e x p e r i m e n t a l  data.: Th is  
chapter  p resents  the  exper imenta l  resu l ts  ob ta ined fo r  the  opposed 
r e a c t i n g  j e t .  E x p e r i m e n t a l l y  d e t e r m i n e d  l e a n  s t a b i l i t y  1 irni t s  o f  
the  ORJ and methods o f  i n c r e a s i n g   t h e s e   s t a b i l i t y  1 imi t s  a r e  
discussed i n  Sec t ion  3.1. Sec t ion  3.2 d iscusses   opera t ing   po in t  
se lect ion.   Selected  composi t ion and temperature  measurements  are 
presented i n  S e c t i o n  3.3. NO data are d iscussed i n  greater detai .1 
i n  Sec t ion  3.4. A comp le te  se t  o f  exper imen ta l  da ta  fo r  a l l  ope ra t -  
ing  cond i  ti ons can be found i n  Appendix D. 
3.1. S tab i  1 i ty L i m i t s  
As was men t ioned  ea r l i e r ,  t he  pu rpose  o f  t h i s  i nves t i ga t i on  
i s   t o  examine t h e  f o r m a t i o n  o f  p o l l u t a n t  s p e c i e s  i n  a r e c i  r c u l a t -  
i ng   reac t i ng   f l ow   under   f ue l   l ean   cond i t i ons .  Thus i n i t i a l  e f f o r t s  
were d i rected  toward  determin ing  the  lean  s tab i  1 i ty 1 imi t s   o f   t h e  
opposed r e a c t i n g  j e t  and ex tend ing  these l im i ts  to  lower  equ iva-  
1 ence r a t i  os. 
The p r i m a r y  v a r i a b l e s  w h i c h  a f f e c t  t h e  s t a b i l i t y  l i m i t s  o f  
the ORJ a r e  j e t  s t r e a m  e q u i v a l e n c e  r a t i o ,  j e t  s t r e a m  f l o w  r a t e ,  




when a p r e m i x e d  f u e l / a i r  j e t  was used were found by 
have l i t t l e   e f f e c t  on s t a b i l i t y  limits and were no t  
Figure 3-1 shows t h e  e f f e c t  o f  i n c r e a s i n g  j e t  s t r e a m  
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Figure 3-1. Effect o f  j e t  stream  equivalence r a t io  
on s tabi  1 i ty  1 imi t s  , o f  opposed reacting 
j e t  combus tor .  = 600 K; VJ = 95.9 m/s; TP . . .  TJ = 295 K. 
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equivalence r a t i o   a t  blowout can be reduced only by increasing the 
jet-.str.eam . c y S  va!.ence ~ r a t io  ,,, .The. net resu1.t , is . ,  1.i tt1.e or no 
: I '  I '  ', 
reduction i n  the equivalence ratio of the recirculation regn'on. 
Indeed Fuhs c301 has proposed that  there may  be one u n i q u e  blowout 
curve of main stream velocity a t  blowout as a function ofl'equiva- 
. . ., . . < ..., 
lence r a t io  i n  a small " c r i t i ca l "  zone located a t  the upstream end 
of the recirculation region. A further consideration i s  that  i,n 
. . _I ' 
I .A 
the, numerical cal  cul a t i  ons one species ,conservation  equation can- 
I, *% ,; c ; . ,.. 
* , :. . ;. 
be ':eliminated.by maintaini'ng a uniforin equivalence ratio:iQrough- 
out ?the flowfield. This can ,be accomplished by keeping the primary 
/ I  
, '  . .. ?: 
stream and j e t  stream equivalence ratios,.equal. Thus  exteniing" 
, .  
the s t ab i l i t y  limits to  lower equivalence  ratios through a,yari,a- , ~, 
tion i n  t h e   j e t  stream"c0mposi ti& does not appear useful, $ n  the.- 
current application. 
.. i; ;.;> j .t.: 
8 .  . .  
. .  i t  , .  ,a. 
. ,  . .  . .. 
. .. 
. Stable  operation w i t h  ,both a lean primary and j e t  st*am ., <., can 
be accomplished by increasing the je t  exi t  veloci ty ,  as  is  show;- 
i n  Figure 3-2. There i s  however a limit on increasing the"jet 




than 0.5 c31 to  avoid compressi b i  1 i t y  effects .  Compressibj l'i ty  
. I  
effects threaten the convergence: of the numerical so lu t iok  a!nd 
change.-the- nature of the--governing equations ,from el.lipt,ic to 
hyperbol i c. A j e t  exi t velocity o f  168.4 m/s corresponds t o  
= 0.5 and t h u s  represents  'an upper 1 imi t. 
. ,  
, .  
. .  , .. .. . . .>., , ..... m,. 1 .. .'_ : .., . - : r  ,, . . - - 3 - b  . .: . : . ,. . .  . 
M~~~ EXIT 
With .  a . . j e t  (exit velocity of 168,4 m/s :the flame t i p '  i s  located 
:! . . . -  . , . . .  . . I  r .  
approximately 230 mn upstream of 'the j e t  ex i t .  A shorter flame 
zone  would  be desirable for two reasons. First probes  of the 
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type used i n  this investigation ( w i t h  a triple-wall water cooling 
jacket)  become  more difficult  to construct as their  l e n g t h  
increases. Second, a longer  flame zone requires a greater number 
o f  g r i d  points to obtain an accurate numerical solution. This 
can s ignif icant ly  affect  the time required to obtain a solution. 
For the composition and temperature measurements of the present 
investigation a je t  ex i t  ve loc i ty  of  95.9 m/s  was selected. This 
a1 lowed a significant reduction i n  the number of g r i d  points 
required (the maximum upstream position of the flamefront was 
approximately 152  mm)while a t  the same time providing a flame zone 
large enough t o  make possible good spatial resolution i n  the com- 
position and temperature measurements. 
The most effective way o f  increasing the lean stability 
1 imi ts of the ORJ was found t o  be an increase i n  primary stream 
inlet temperature. This is  shown i n  Figure 3-3. For a j e t  exit 
velocity of 95.9 m/s and a primary stream velocity of 7.74 m/s, 
an i n l e t  temperature of 600'K allowed stable operation to be main- 
tained a t  an overall equivalence ratio as low as 0.45. An 
increase i n  je t  veloci ty  would of course reduce this s t a b i l i t y  
1 imi t further.  
3 . 2 .  Operating  Conditions 
The operating variables affecting NO, formation i n  the ORJ 
are 1) main stream inlet  temperature, 2 )  equivalence ratio, and 
3 )  main stream inlet  velocity.  The a f fec t  on NO, formation occurs 
primarily through a result ing change i n  flame temperature and 
combustor residence  time. Experimental  composition and tempera- 
-35- 
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Figure 3-3. Effect of main stream i n l e t  temperature 
on s tab i l i ty  l imi t s  of  opposed reacting 
j e t  combustor. VJ = 95.9 m/s; TJ = 295 K. 
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I .' . 
-: .. r.. 
ture measurements were carried o u t  over  a  range o f  these . .  operating 
variables . .  which  would r e f l ec t   t he j r  influence . .  on NO, production. . .1 , 
The experimental conditions considered are shown i n  Table.3-1.. In 
a l l  cases, the j e t  stream velocity and temperature were maintained 
constant  a t  95.9 m/s and 295OK respectively. NO,, NO and tempera- 
ture prof i les  were measured at  a l l  condi t ions.  02,  COZY H20, CO, 
and unburned hydrocarbons were measured only for cases 1-, 3,  and 6. 
. . .  
, .  
TABLE 3-1. EXPERIMENTAL  OPERATING  CONDITIONS 
MAIN STREAM 
EQUIVALENCE* MAIN STREAM INLET VELOCITY ADIABATIC FLAME - CASE RATIO  TEMPERATURE (OK) (m/sec) ' TEMPERATURE (OK) 
1 0.625 300 7.74 
2 0.625 450 7.74 
3  0.625 600 7.74 
4  0.625 600 13.59 
5 0.550 600 7.74 
. .  . -  
6  0.450 600 7.74 







. , .  
1649 
. .  
*Jet and main flow equivalence ratios are equal i n  all cases 
reported, 
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3.3.  Composition  and  Temperature  Measurements 
In t h i s  section representative axial and radial profiles are 
presented and discussed. For c lar i ty  , the section i s  .divided - 
into three subsections, 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3, i n  which cases 
. .  
" 1 , 3, and 6 are discussed individual ly  . Emphasis is  placed O n  the 
: '  hydrocarbon 'system, although profiles' for oxides of nitrogen ' . . 
presented as .total NOx are also. presented. The effect  of operat- 
i ng conditions . on NOi formation .and measurements of NO .and NO2 
are discussed i n  more detail i n  Section 3.4. 
3.3.1. Case 1: 4 = 0.625, T = 300 K; Vp = 7.74 m/s; P 
Selected axial concentration and temperature profiles for 
, case 1 are shown i n  Figures 3-4  through 3-6 a t  radial positions 
of 19.2, 11.6, and 1.4 mn from the centerline, respectively. I t  
should be noted no temperature measurements were taken a t  the 
1.4 mn position due to probing limitations. The profiles of 
Figure 3-4 ( r  = 19.2 mn) show that CO begins increasing approxi- 
mately 110 mn upstream o f  the combustor exit .  The  low temperatures 
encountered a t  this radial location (T < 800°K) indicate this is  
probably the result  of diffusion from the inner combustion region 
since 1 i t t l  e pyrolysis of C3H8 would be expected a t  these tempera- 
tures. The same considerations would also apply to the apparent 
bu i ldup  of other combustion products such as C02 farther down- 
stream. 
Axi a1 concentration and temperature prof i les   a t  a radi a1 
position. of 11.6 mm from the combustor centerline  are shown i n  
F igure  3-5. A difference is imnediately apparent between the 
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Figure 3-4. Axial concentration and ternperature,dis- 
t r i b u t i o n s  a t  a radial location o f  19.2 m 
from the combus tor center1 i ne. Experimental 
case 1. Tp = 300 K ;  $I = 0.625; Vp = 7.74 m/s; 
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Figure 3-5. Axial concentration and temperature dis- 
t r i b u t i o n s  a t  a radial location o f  11.6 mm 
from the combus tor  center1 i ne. Experimental 
- case 1.  T = 300 K; @ = 0.625; V = 7.74 m/s; 
VJ = 95.9 Pm/s. P 
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laminar flames i n  which the flamefront extends over a distance 
of,:only several millimeters. As can be seen i n  Figure 3-5 the 
flamefront extends over a much greater axial distance (approxi- 
mately: 20 m) due to the turbulent unsteady nature of the flow- 
f i e ld . .  The decrease i n  C3H8,and H20 i s  accompanied by a rapid 
r i se  i n  temperature to  approximately 1200 K as the flamefront is 
crossed: In agreement w i  t h  1 ami nar f l  ame studies 
forlns'.more rapidly than does C02. This i s  due to the more rapid 
kinetics associated w i t h  H20 formation. 
C17, 261 
H2° 
The absence.of maximum CO a t  the flamefront can be seen i n  
Figure  3-5. CO levels i n  fuel 
balance between the primary CO 
\ -  . .  
HCO + OH 
lean systems are controlled by a 
formation and destruction reactions 
CO + OH -+ C02 + H (3-2) 
. .  
The absence of an i n i t i a l  maximum in CO indicates that under 
the conditions existing at  this radial  location the rates of 
reactions  (3-1) and (3-2)  are comparable.  Rate constants  for 
thdse reactions have  been given as t '  
.log k, = 10 13.7  [32] 
log k 2  = 10.83 + 3.94 x T 
'' Note :that k l  i s  independent of temperature  and, for temperatures 
greater than 1200 K, k 2  i's a strongly increasing function of 
temperature. The r a t io  of  the  rates of production and destruction 
of CO 'via reactions (3-1) and (3-2) can then be written 
% =HI 10 2.87 + 3.94 x T 
R1 
-41 - 
Thus  on the basis of temperature only, a maximum i n  CO could-be.  :. 
expected a t  lower temperatures ( R l  >> R 2 ) .  This i s  contrary,  to 
the results of the present investigation. A maximum i n  CO was 
found to  occur only i n  h i g h  temperature regions (see for ,example 
Figure 3-6). I t  therefore appears that the presence (or 1 ack) of 
a maximum 5.n CO. is  attr ibutable to the more rapid formation o f  1 '  
HCO via propane oxidation a t  h igher  temperatures. Uncertainties 
in t h e  propane oxidation mechanism make i t  d i f f i c u l t   t o  draw any 
further conclusions 
Fenimore and Moore [341 have shown tha t   for  tempera,tures 
greater t h a n  1300 K and suff ic ient ly  low post-combustion  gas 
cooling  rates ( -dT/d t  < 3.4 x 10 T exp (-19790/T) K/sec) 
reaction (3-2) i s  i n  par t ia l  equilibrium. These conditions  appear 
t o  be true here once the initial flamefront (as characterized by 
a r a p i d  r i s e  i n  temperature) has been traversed. Thus  i n  the 
5 2  
downstream region of Figure 3-5 the relative concentrations of CO 
and C02 are governed by the partial  equi 1 ibr ium expression 
where K2 is the equilibrium constant for reaction (3-2). Since 
the temperature i s  relatively constant from the  in i t ia l  flame- 
front to the exit, i t  appears that the ratio [CO]/[C02] i s  primarily 
controlled by the relative radical concentrations, i n  particular 
Figure 3-6 shows concentration profiles a t  r = 1.4 m from. 
the combustor center1 ine. The flamefront is now located 
approximately 150 mm upstream  of the combustor exit. The 
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Figure 3-6. Axi a1 concent ra t ion  and temperature di s- 
t r i b u t i o n s  a t  a r a d i a l  l o c a t i o n  o f  1.4 mm 
f r o m  the  combustor  centerl ine.  Experimental 
case  1. Tp = 300 K; $I = 0.625; Vp = 7.74 m/s; 
VJ = 95.9 m/s. 
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relatively h i g h  levels of COP and H20 indicate more complete 
combustion occurring i n  the intensely mixed recirculation zone 
upstream of the j e t   e x i t  due to  the relat ively long residence 
time and h i g h  temperatures i n  the recirculation zone. The  maxi- 
mum mole fract ions for  H20 and C02 of 0.093 and 0.072 compare 
closely w i t h  equilibrium values of 0.093 and 0.0747. 
The CO and C02 profiles appear a t  f i rs t  surprising, w i t h  a 
peak i n  C02 appearing upstream  of the CO. A possible explanation 
of this resu l t  can be found i n  the recirculating nature of the 
flowfield, w i t h  the flow a t  this radial position moving upstream 
due to  the h i g h  je t  veloci ty .  T h i s  peak i n  CO i s  probably 
associated w i t h  the oxidation o f  j e t  in jec ted  C3H8. 
Some general observations can  be  made concerning NOx forma- 
tion based on the resul ts shown i n  Figures 3-4 through 3-6. The 
strong dependence of  NOx on temperature and  residence time i s  
apparent, w i t h  NO, increasing as one moves radially inward higher 
temperature and downstream toward t h e  combus tor exit  ( longer 
residence  time). Maximum NO, levels  occur i n  the  recirculation 
zone ( 3 . 2  PPM) where relatively h i g h  temperatures and long resi-  
dence times occur. 
Typical radial profiles for case 1 are shown i n  Figures 
3-7 through 3-9. A t  the combustor exit  (Figure 3-7) the low 
temperature and combustion product concentrations near the Vycor 
wall indicate the flamefront has not ye t  reached the outer Vycor 
wall. Moving radially inward a buildup of H20, CO, and C02 occur 
w i t h  a  corresponding  decrease in C3H8 and 02. The maximum. 
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Figure 3-7. Radi a1 concentrati on and temperature 
d i s t r ibu t ions  a t  the combustor ex i t .  
Experimental  case 1 .  Ty, = 300 K; + = 0.625; VO = 7.74 m/s; V ,  = 95.9 m/s. 
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Figure 3-8. Radia l   concentrat ion  and  temperature  d is t r i -  
b u t i o n s  a t  a a x i a l  l o c a t i o n  o f  88.9 m upstream 
o f  the  combustor  exit .   Experimental  case. 
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Figure 3-9.  Radial concentration and temperature di s t r i -  
butions a t  an  axinal location o f  114.3 mm 
upstream o f  the combustor e x i t .  ExDerimental 
case 1 .  Tp = 300 K ;  @ = 0.625; Vp = 7.74 m/s; 
VJ = 95.9 ' m/s. 
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temperature attained of 1380 K compares w i t h  an ad a i  b latic flame 
temperature of 1740 K ,  reflecting both radiative losses from the 
thermocouple and incomplete combus tion. Usi ng Equation (2-4) the 
radiative losses can be calculated to be approximately 200 K a t  
the combus tor   ex i t .  
. .  A :relatively rapid increase i n  C02 can be seen as the j e t  . 
wall is approached even though the temperature appears t o  be 
decreasing. T h i s  can be accounted f o r  by the downstream transport 
of the large quantities of COP existing i n  the recirculation 
region as opposed to  any increase i n  the local oxidation rate of 
co . 
The NOx concentration profiles again closely follow the 
temperature profile, reaching a maximum o f  2.4 PPM i n  the h igh  
temperature combustion region. The effects  of radial  diffusion 
are apparent i n  the finite quanti  t ies of NOx existing a s  the 
Vycor wall i s  approached even  though the temperature has decreased 
to  a relatively low value. 
Figure 3-8 presents radial profiles of the same species a t  an 
axi a1 position of 88.9mm upstream of the combus tor  exi t. The 
flamefront has moved inward toward the combustor centerline. The 
e f fec t  of the j e t  i n j e c t o r  i s  characterized by  an increase i n  O2 
and a decrease i n  H20  and COP as  the centerline is approached. 
The  rapid increase i n  CO accompanied by a relatively low level of 
C3H8 as the center1 i ne i s  approached indicates a rapid oxidation 
of je t  injected C3H8 t o  CO. 
-48- 
A t  a distance  of 1 14.3mm from the combus t o r   e x i t  (Figure 3-9) 
the effects of 
appeared. The 
. .  
.fairly 'uniform 
. ,  
. .  
j e t  i.njected reactants have almost ent i re ly  dies-: 
concentrations. o f  02,,. H20,  CO, and C3H8 hav$ become 
over the entire  recirculation  region. The COP :, 
. .  . .  
_ .  
concentration is  also relat ively uniform across this region. w i t h  
.the' exception of a d i p  between the centerline and the outer flame- 
front. Once again, since conditions are such i n  the recirculation 
zone that  partial  equilibrium of reaction , .  (3-2) would be expected, 
this  ref lects  the interaction of relative radical concentrations 
(specif ical ly  H and OH) and temperature and the i r  e f fec t  on this 
I .  
partial  equilibrium via Equation (3-3). 
3 . 3 . 2 .  Case  3: 4 = 0.625, T = 600 K ,  V = 7.74 m/s 
P P 
Experimental results for case 3 are  shown i n  Figures 3-10 
.through 3-14. The axial profile shown i n  Figure 3-10 f o r  a radia.1 
.position of r = 11.6 mm from the centerline reflects the influence 
of the elevated inlet temperature. The sharp ini t ia l  peak i n  CO 
that  was character is t ic  only of the h i g h  temperature recirculation 
.. . 
zone i n  case 1 i s  present here a t  a l l  rad ia l  loca t ions .  This 
maximum . in  CO i s  followed by  much  more r a p i d  conversion of CO to  
C02 than was found i n  case 1 .  As the combustor e x i t  i s  approached 
C3H8 and CO mole fractions decrease to much lower values, accom- 
panied by  much higher concentrations of  COP. 
NOx concentrations have increased by nearly a factor of 4 
over  those  obtained i n  case 1 .  This is  primarily a resul t  of the 
higher combustion temperatures and the larger region over which 
these  temperatures  are  maintained. Maximum concentrations  are 
-49- 
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. Figure 3-10. Axial   concentrat ion and tempera ture  
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  a t  a   r ad ia l   l oca t ion   o f  
11.6 mm from the  combus to r  cen te r l ine .  
Experimental  case 3 .  T = 600 K; 4 = 0.625; 
. V, = 7.74 m/s; VJ = 95.8 m/s. 
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obtained a t  the combustor ex i t .  This reflects the 1 i near depen- 
dence of NO formation on residence time since temperature. is  , . 
maintained a t  r e l a t ive ly  h i g h  values across much of the combustor. 
A t  a radial distance of 1.4 mm from the combustor center1 i ne 
(Figure 3-1 1) the flamefront has become quite steep due t o  the 
ef fec t  of the elevated inlet temperature. The  mole fractions of 
H20 and COP r i s e  abruptly and remain approximately constant as the 
j e t  e x i t  is approached. A sharp peak occurs i n  the CO a t  the 
upstream flamefront. The r i s e  i n  CO a t  the two points nearest 
the je t  exi t  indicates  the possibi l i ty  of  a second peak due t o  the 
oxidat ion of j e t  in jec ted  propane just a f t e r  t he  j e t  ex i t .  
Radial p rof i les  a t  the  combustor ex i t  a re  shown in Figure 3-12. 
Due t o  the higher inlet temperature the flamefront has spread out 
much far ther  i n t o  the main stream flow than in case 1 .  Significant 
combus t i o n  occurs almost enti rely across the combustor exit. The 
primary combustion products are H20 and COP w i t h  very l i t t l e  of  
the C3H8 and CO remaining. Mole fractions of H20, C O P ,  and CO 
correspond closely t o  the equilibrium values of 0.099, 0.0744, and 
0.0003, respectively. The average  temperature is  i n  excess of 
1700 K (uncorrected) over most of the combustor ex i t .  This com- 
pares w i t h  an adiabatic flame temperature of 1970 K. 
Radial profiles a t  an ax ia l  distance 88.9mmupstream of the 
combustor ex i t  a re  shown i n  Figure  3-13. While the effects of 
the j e t  i n j ec to r  were readily apparent i n  case 1 as a decrease i n  
COP and H20 and a sharp increase i n  CO near the combustor center- 
l ine ,  such effects  are  s ignif icant ly  reduced  here. Only a small 
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Figure 3-11. Axial  concentration  and  temperature 
distributions  at a radial  location o f  
1.4 mm  from  the  combustor  centerline. 
Experimental  case 3. T = 600 K; 0 = 0.625; 
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Figure  3-12. Radia l   concentrat ion and temperature 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  a t  the  combustor  ex i t .  
Experimental  case 3. T = 600 K; 
@ = 0.625; V, = 7.74 m/!; VJ = 95.9 m/s. 
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Figure  3-13.  Radial  concentration a n d  temperature 
d is t r ibu t ions  a t  an  axial location o f  
28.9 mm upstream o f  the combustor e x i t .  
Experimental  .case 3. T, = 600 K; 4 = 0.625; 
V, = 7.74  m/s; V.l = 95.9  m/s. 
. .  
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decrease i n  C O Y  and a slight rise i n  CO can be seen i n  Figure 3-15 
as the centerline i s  approached. ' T h i s  again reflects the more 
rapid oxidation of C3H8 and CO a t  the h igher  combustion tempera- 
tures of case 3. A region of re1 a t i  vely uniform composition 
appears to exist out to approximately 20.0 mm from the combustor 
centerl i ne. Such uniform radia 
i n  the  recirculation  region  of 
3.3.3. Case 6: 4 = 0.45, T = 
P 
1  profi 
case 3 
600 K, 
les were found t o  be typical 
V = 7.74 m/s 
P 
Axial profiles for case 6 are  shown i n  Figure 3-14  and 3-15. 
The general characteristics of these profiles are quite s imilar  
to those of case 1.  A t  a radial position of  11.6mrn from the 
centerline the flamefront i s  f a i r l y  well defined, w i t h  abrupt 
changes i n  temperature and species  concentrations. No i n i t i a l  
peaks i n  CO exist. This behavior was also character is t ic  of the 
lower temperature  regions i n  case 1 .  The temperature  increases 
t o  a value of approximately 1400 K and remains relatively constant 
as the e x i t  i s  approached. T h i s  compares with  a maximum tempera- 
ture for the same axial  prof i le  o f  1300 K i n  case 1 .  S i  nce the 
adiabatic flame temperature is lower for the present case (1649 K 
versus 1746 K for case l ) ¶  an explanation would seem t o  l i e  i n  
the more complete combustion attained i n  case 6. 
Figure 3-15 shows concentration and temperature profiles a t  a 
radial distance of 1.4 mm from the combus tor centerl  i ne. The 
flamefront has become very abrupt, as indicated by the rapid rise 
i n  H20 and COP.  As the j e t  e x i t  i s  a x i a l l y  approached the i nflu- 
ence of jet  injected reactants again becomes apparent as an 
-55- 
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Figure  3-14.  Axial  concentration and temperature  distri-  
butions a t  a radial location of 11.6 mm from 
the combustor center l ine.  Experimental  case 6. 
Tp = 600 K ;  4 = 0.45; Vp = 7.74 m/s; VJ = 95.9 m/s .  
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Figure   3 -15 .   Axia l   concent ra t ion   and   tempera ture   d i s t r i -  
b u t i o n s  a t  a r a d i a l  l o c a t i o n  o f  1 .4  mm f r o m  
the combustor centerline.  Experimental case 6. 
T, = 600 K; 4 = 0.45; V p  = 7.74 m/s; VJ = 95.9 n.,s 
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increase i n  O2 and C3H8. As w i t h  case 1 the mole fractions asso- 
ciated w i t h  H20 and C02, 0.075 and 0.054 respectively, compare 
quite closely w i t h  the equilibrium values of 0.073 and 0.055. 
A comparison of Figure 3-1 5 w i t h  the corresponding axial 
profile for case 1 (Figure 3-6) indicates a peak i n  the CO concen- 
t ra t ion i n  both cases. However this peak occurs closer to the 
j e t  exit and is significantly higher  i n  case 1 ,  indicating more 
rapid conversion of C3H8 t o  CO. This primarily reflects the effect 
of increased equivalence r a t io  on the C3H8' oxidation rate since 
the j e t  temperature is the same in bo th  cases. 
An ,examination of the experimental data reveals that the 
flamefront i n  case 6 extends farther out into the main stream than 
i n  case 1. T h u s  i t  appears that differences between cases 6 and 1 
can be explained by the existence of two regions in which e i ther  
equivalence r a t io  o r  i n l e t  temperature exerts the dominant 
influence. Near the combustor center l ine s ince the je t  inlet  
temperature is  the same in both cases, the effect of a higher 
equivalence rat io  for  case 1 results i n  a higher local temperature 
and a more rapid oxidation of C3H8 t o  CO and of CO to  COP.  In the 
outer regions of the combustor the e f f ec t  of an increased inlet 
temperature i n  case 6 compensates for the decrease i n  equivalence 
ra t io .  The resu l t  i s  a flamefront extending farther out into the 
mainstream and far ther  upstream ( i .e . ,  greater  flame velocity) and 
a higher flame temperature being achieved in the outer regions o f  
the combustor. 
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Radial p rof i les  a t  the  combustor ex i t  a re  shown i n  Figure 
3-16 for  case  6. The maximum NO, level achieved i s  1.26 PPM. T h i s  
i s  less than half the maximum value of 2.9 PPM obtained i n  case 1 
i n  sp i t e  of a 300 K increase i n  i n l e t  temperature. Comparison of 
the NOx p ro f i l e  a t  t he  combustor e x i t  w i t h  that  o f  case 1 (Figure 
3-7) shows that  NOx concentrations i n  the present case are less 
than  those of case 1 over the entire combustor ex i t .  T h i s  i s  sur- 
prising i n  tha t  temperatures i n  the outer regions of the combustor 
were found t o  be higher  i n  case 6.  Two explanations can be pro- 
posed fo r  this. First, due to  the  higher  apparent  temperatures i n  
the recirculation region for case 1 greater quantit ies of NOx would 
be expected to  form i n  this region (a maximum of 3.5 PPM was found 
i n  the recirculation region for case 1 versus 1.4 PPM for case 6 ) .  
Through radial mixing the NOx levels attained i n  the recirculation 
zone will effect those levels obtained away from the combustor 
center1 ine, especially downstream as the combustor exit i s  
approached. NOx formation i s  a l so  dependent on 0 atom concentra- 
tion. Thus a difference i n  0 atom concentration profiles yields 
a second possible explanation. Unfortunately 0 atom concentrations 
were not measured and therefore no conclusions can be  drawn about 
the validity of this explanation. As i n  the recirculation zone, 
both H20 and C02 approach their equilibrium values as the j e t  wall 
is approached. 
Radial profiles for case 6 a t  axial distances of 114.3 mm 
and 139.7 mm from the combustor ex i t  a r e  shown i n  Figures 3-17 
and 3-18 respectively . These profiles are similar t o  the corres- 
-59- 
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Figure 3-16. Radial concentration and temperature distri- 
butions, a t  the combustor exi t .  Experimental 
case 6. Tp = 600 K; C$ = 0.45; V p  = 7.74 m/s; 
VJ = 95.9 m/s. 
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Figure 3-17.  Radial  concentration and temperature d i s t r i -  
butions a t  an axial  location of 114.3 mm upstreaci 
o f  the combustor ex i t .  Experimental  case 6.  
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Figure  3-18.  Radial   concentrat ion and t e m p e r a t u r e   d i s t r i -  
b u t i o n s  a t  an a x i a l  l o c a t i o n  o f  139.7 mm 
upstream o f  t h e  combustor ex i t .   Exper imenta l  
case  6. Tp - 600 K; $I = 0.45; Vp = 7.74 m/s; 
VJ = 95.9 m/s. 
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pondi ng profi les for case 1. Again the composition is q u i  t e  u n i -  
form across the entire recirculation region. The  mole fractions 
of both H20 and C02 are  approximately  equal to their  respective ' 
equilibrium values. The d i p  in the COP profi le  near the center- 
1 i ne i's due to the slower rate of CO oxidation upstream of the 
j e t   e x i t .  
3 . 3 . 4 .  Summary 
The results of this section emphasize several important 
aspects of combustion i n  the ORJ. Most apparent  is the'existence 
of a well mixed region corresponding to the recirculation zone 
upstream of  the j e t   e x i t  i n  which species concentrations are quite 
uniform once the effect of  jet  injected reactants has disappeared. 
In  a l l  cases the mole fractions of H20 existing in this zone 
approach those that would  be expected a t  equilibrium. The r a t io  
of CO to C02 i s   a t  a value somewhat higher t h a n  would be expected 
a t  total  equilibrium. A t  the  relatively h i g h  temperatures exist-  
i n g  in the recirculation zone the primary C02 producing reaction 
CO + OH C02 + H i s  i n  partial  equilibrium and the ratio 
[ C O ] / [ C O , ]  i s  governed by relative radical concentrations and 
temperature th rough  Equation ( 3 - 3 ) .  
. .  
I t  would  be desirable t o  compare emission levels obtained i n  
the present investigation with those obtained i n  typical aircraft  
combustors. Emission levels  are  frequently  presented  in terms o f  
a n  "emission index" (grams of pollutant per kilogram of fuel 
burned) t o  normalize emissions on the  basis of  fuel flow. The 
emission index was calculated for cases 1 ,  3 ,  and 6 of the.present 
-6.3- 
investigation based on average UHC,  COY and NOx concentrations a t  
the test  section exit. In cases 1 and 6 the flamefront d i d  not 
extend across the entire combustor. Therefore to nake any compari- 
sons more r e a l i s t i c ,  a local emission index was calculated based 
on concentration measurements i n  that portion of the exiting gases 
which  had undergone combus t ion.  The  resul ts  are  shown i n  Table 
3-2 along w i t h  calculated combustion efficiencies. Combustion 
efficiency i s  related to  the CO and UHC emission index values by 
the following  expression C351.  , 
1 - nc = [0.232 (EICo) + E l U H C ]  x (3-4) 
where n, = combustion efficiency, E l i  = emission index of species i .  
L 
TABLE 3-2. POLLUTANT EMISSION LEVELS 
EIUHC EICO E1 NO2 







11.4 76.7 0.11 (1 .75)  0.97 
6.8 5.2 0.58 (3.22)  0.99 
1 . 2  85.1  0.07 (0.34) 0.98 
0.1 - 0.3 0.2 - 0.8 16-23 1.0 
< 1  1 - 5  18-1 9 1 .9  
* . Reference [9]. 
Also shown i n  the table are emission levels for two typical j e t  
a i r c ra f t  engines operating at cruise conditions , the JT9D for  
subsonic a i r c r a f t  and the Olympus 593 turbojet  engine fo r  super- 
sonic  a i rcraf t .  The  NO2 emission index values'in parentheses 
-64- 
represent values corrected to typical inlet conditions a t  c r u i s e  
for the Olympus 593 engine (see Table 1-3). A correl'ation 
equation developed by Niedzwiecki and Jones [77' for application 
to  swirl can  and other lean combustors was used to correct the 
experimental data of the present invesitgation: 
where P, and T, refer  t o  combustor inlet  pressure and temperature, 
3 3 
respectively. 
In case 1 (Tp 
oxides of nitrogen 
less than found in 
high levels of UHC 
f 1 ame tempera t u  res 
= 300 K, @ = 0.625) the emission index  for  
(presented as NO2) of 0.11 was significantly 
the j e t  engine  combustors. However unacceptably 
and  CO'were obtained due to the low resulting 
and insufficient  residence  time. Ca.ses 3 
(Tp = 600 K, @ = 0.625) and 6 (Tp = 600 K,  @ = 0.45) resulted i n  
combustion efficiencies only s l igh t ly  below those attained i n  both 
j e t  engine combustors, w i t h  NO2 emission index values significant-  
ly reduced. An emission  index less than 1 kg N02/kg fuel was also 
attained by Anderson c361 i n  a lean premixed propane a i r  experiment- 
al burner operating a t  conditions comparable to turbojet  combustors 
and by Roffe and Ferri r373 i n  a laboratory burner using premixed- 
prevaporized JP-5 fuel.  
As noted above, UHC and CO emission levels were s l igh t ly  
higher than those found i n  a i r c ra f t  engines operating a t  c r u i s e  
condi ti ons . Anderson c363 has shown i n  a lean premixed system 
that  a tradeoff  exists between combus ti on efficiency and NOx pro- 
I 
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duction which .effectively p u t s  a ! l i m i t  on minimum NOx emission 
levels attainable in such a  system. Under conditions  encountered 
i n -  typical gas turbine combustors NO, production is  proportional 
to  combustor residence  time.  Limiting h i g h  temperatu,re :residence 
time is  an effective means  0.f ,,reducing NO emissions. however, 
as residence time is  reduced insuff ic ient  time becomes available 
to  completely  oxidize unburned fuel and  CO. More favorable UHC 
and CO emission levels could be hbtained in.the present investi-  
gation, w i t h  ,some increase i n  NO, ,emissions, by providing slightly 
longer residence times in the exit portion of the combustor t e s t  
section. In  the  study by Anderson an emission  index for  oxides 
of .ni t rogen,as  low as 0 .3  g N02/kg fuel was measured a t  a com- 
bustion efficiency greater t h a n  99 percent. Thus fuel  lean pre- 
m i  xed combus tion does appear t o  be an .effective means of reducing 
NOx emissions while a t  the same time maintaining h i g h  combustion 
effie.iencies. 
3.4.1. NO Formation 
I .  
' I  
-X 
The primary,variables effecting NO, formation are temperature, 
equivalence ratio,, ,and residence time: I n  this section the effect  
of these variables. on NO, formation wi  11  be discuss,ed. In a1 1 
cases :NO, concentrations will be, presented uncorrected fo r  H20 and 
C02 interference i n  the chemiluminescent detector since thes,e 
species were not measured i n  a l l  cases presented. 
.Figure 3-19  shows radial NOx and temperature profi.1es . a t  the 
combustor. exit for  main stream i n l e t  .tempera,tures.,of 300 K ,  ,450 K ,  
and 60,0,.b. ; .The: .operating points represented .correspond to cases 
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Figure. 3-19. The e f f ec t  o f  main stream i n l e t  temperature 
on oxides o f  nitrogen and temperature distributions 
a t  the combustor ex i t .  op  = 0.625; Vp = 7.74 m/s; 
$J = 0.625; VJ = 95.9 m/s.  
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valence r a t io  a re  maintained constant a t  7.74 m/s and 0.625 
respectively. The strong effect  of flame temperature on NO, pro- 
duction is apparent. An increase i n  inlet temperature by a factor 
o f  two results i n  approximately a factor  of five increase i n  
average NO, concentration a t  t h e  e x i t  from 2 ppm f o r  an inlet 
temperature of 300 K t o  10.5 pprn f o r  an in1 e t  temperature of 600 K. 
While this 1 arge increase i n  NO, is  predominantly the r e su l t  of 
temperature, residence time could also play an increase i n  flame 
a  role.  For the 600 
and temperature prof 
combus t i  on zone w i  t h  
K i n l e t  temperature case the concentration 
iles discussed i n  Section 3.3.1 reveal a larger 
the flame front  moving both upstream and out- 
ward toward the Vycor wall. Thus combustion gases would have a 
longer residence time i n  this h i g h  temperature combustion zone 
before reaching the ex i t .  
The e f f ec t  of equivalence r a t i o  i s  shown i n  Figure 3-20.  In 
a1 1 cases the main stream and j e t  stream equivalence ratios were 
equal. An increase i n  equivalence r a t i o  from 0.45 t o  0.625 resul ts  
i n  over an order of magnitude increase i n  average NO, a t  the com- 
bustor  e x i t  (from 0.9 pprn to 10.5 ppm) . Once again this can be 
explained i n  terms of the result ing change i n  flame temperature. 
Cernansky, e t  a1  and Lipfert  c381 have shown that  NO, emissions 
from di f fe ren t  gas turbine combustors can be correlated Over a 
range of operating conditions w i t h  the maximum flame temperature 
(assumed t o  be equal t o  the adiabatic flame temperature for  
stoichiometric  combustion).  Figure 3-21 shows a similar. plot of 
average NO, concentration a t  t h e  combustor exi t  as  a function of 
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Figure 3-20. The effect  of  equivalence ratio.on o.xides o f  
nitrogen and temperature distributions a t  the 
combustor ex i t .  Vp = 7.74 m/s;-Tp = 600 K;  
VJ = 95.9 m/s. 
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Figure 3-21. Arrhenius plot o f  average oxides o f  nitrogen 
concentration a t  the combustor exit .  
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. .and 3-20. The cor re la t ion   i s   qu i te  good. NOx formation' thus,, ,. . .  
appears t o  'be exponentially dependent on flame temperature as would 
: be expected from the  discussion of NOx kinetics  presented  in.Chapter 
4, and ' the effect  of changes i n  i n l e t  temperature and equivalence 
_ I  . . 
r a t io  on NO, production i s  primarily through the i r  e f fec t  on 
f 1 ame temperature. 
Figure 3-22 shows the effect  of increasing main stream i n l e t  
velocity on NO, formation. The trend is much as would  be expected 
due t o  the 1 inear dependence of NOx formation on residence time. 
The average value of NO, a t  the combustor ex i t  can be seen t o  
decrease from 70.5 PPM a t  an inlet  velocity o f  13.59 m/s t o  9.5 
PPM a t  a velocity of 7.74 m/s. Since changes i n  inlet  velocity 
were found to  e f fec t  both residence time (through. increased mass 
flow rate)  and temperature dis t r ibut ion i n  the combustor, quant i -  
t a t i v e l y   i t  would  be d i f f i cu l t  t o  evaluate the effect of residence- 
time on NO, formation from the present experimental results. 
Oxides of  nitrogen emission index values were calculated for 
a l l  experimental cases based on average tes t  sect ion exi t  concen- 
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Figure 3-22. Radial distributions  of  oxides  of'nitrogen a t  
the combustor exit for different main stream I 
inlet   velocit ies .  4p = 0.625; $J = 0.625; , 1 
VJ = 95.9 m/s. 
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emission index values obtained i n   t h i s  
imi 1 ar   s tud ies  r36337 ' on the use o f  pre- 
tems t o  1 imi t NOx emissions emphasize the 
f e a s i b i l i t y  o f  a c h i e v i n g  low NOx emission levels through advanced 
combus t o r  design . 
.. . .  
An informat ive comparison can be made between the ORJ and an 
ideal ' ized wel l  s t i r red reactor .  The w e l l  s t i r r e d  r e a c t o r  i s  a 
constant volume steady f low reactor i n  which mixing i s  assumed t o  
occur instantaneously between cold incoming reactants and react ing 
gases e x i   s t i  ng i n  the reactor.  Thus the composit ion within the 
reactor i s  homogeneous and the combus t i o n  process i s   k i n e t i c a l l y  
1 i m i  ted. A we1 1 s t i r red  reactor   represents   the 1 imi t i n g  case o f  a 
turbulent,  premixed recirculat ing f low system. 
Experimental NOx emission index values obtained i n   t h i s  inves- 
, , t i g a t i o n  f o r  cases 3 through 6 (T = 600 K)  were  c6npared w i th  the  
~ concentrations predicted i n  an ideal  ized we1 1 s t i r red  reac to r .  
The governing equations were solved using a computer program 
, ,  P 
. ,  
. .  . .  . .  . . .  
developed by P r a t t  and Bowman. [391 Propane was  assumed t o  be 
- 73- . , .  
p r e p y r o l i z e d  t o  H2 and CO, s i nce  p red ic ted  NOx p roduc t ion  was found 
t o  be i n s e n s i t i v e  t o  t h e  propane o x i d a t i o n  mechanism  used. A 
d e t a i l e d  k i n e t i c  mechanism described. i n  Sect ion 4.5 was used f o r  
the subsequent oxidat ion of  CO and H2, and the Zeldov ich mechanism 
( reac t ions  (4-38) and (4-39)) was used t o  p r e d i c t  NO format ion.  
An i n l e t  t e m p e r a t u r e  and p r e s s u r e  o f  600 K and 1 atm were assumed 
for  the ca lcu lat ions.  Residence t ime i n  t h e  r e a c t o r  was assumed 
t o  be equal t o  t h e  e s t i m a t e d  r e s i d e n c e  t i m e  i n  t h e  r e c i r c u l a t i o n  
zone o f   t h e  ORJ f o r   t h e  above exper imental  cases (2 msec). The 
r e s u l t s   a r e  shown i n  F igure 3-23. Experimental  emission  index 
values agree qui  te we1 1 w i t h   t h e  we1 1 s t i r r e d   r e a c t o r   p r e d i c t i o n s ,  
and a re  s ign i f i can t l y  l ess  than  wou ld  be  expec ted  a t  equ i l i b r i um.  
These r e s u l t s  show t h a t  NOx emiss ion leve ls  approaching the limit- 
ing va lues  o f  a w e l l  s t i r r e d  r e a c t o r  a r e  i n d e e d  p o s s i b l e  i n  pre- 
m i  xed combus to rs .  Comparable studiesC351 on the  use o f  premixed/ 
prevaporized systems t o  limit NO, emiss ions 'have  y ie lded  s im i la r  
concl us i ons . 
3.4.2. NO and NO2 Formation 
Recent controversy has a r i sen  su r round ing  the  fo rma t ion  o f  
NO2 i n  combust ion  systems.  Theoret ical   studies  involv ing  both 
chemica l  equ i l ib r ium cons idera t ions  and chemical k i n e t i c  c a l c u l a -  
t i ons  have  genera l l y  p red ic ted  tha t  NO2 s h o u l d  c o n s t i t u t e  a 
n e g i  i g i b l e  f r a c t i o n ' o f  t h e  t o t a l  o x i d e s  o f  n i t r o g e n  e m i t t e d  from 
gas tu rb ine   t ype  combustors. c40 * 411 However, recent   exper i  - 
mental emission studies i n  bo th  gas turb ine exhaust  c421 and model 
1 aboratory combus t o r s  r16s 431 i n v o l v i n g  gas sampling have yielded 
r e l a t i v e l y   l a r g e   q u a n t i   t i e s   o f  NO2. 
. .  
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Figure 3-23. Comparison  between  experimental  and 
predicted  nitrogen  oxides  emissions. 
Well stirred  reactor  residence  time 
is 2 msec. T = 600 K; P = 1 atm 
(1 01 325 rd/m2) . 
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Experimentally measured NOx and NO dis t r ibut ion for  the OR3 
used i n  the present study are shown i n  Figures 3-24 through 3-36 
fo r  experimental  cases 1 ,  3, and 6. Also shown are the correspond- 
ing  temperature distributions.  NO2 is taken  as  the  difference 
between NOx and NO. I t  is  apparent that i n  a l l  cases NO2 is the 
predominant oxide of nitrogen found.  In cases 1 and 3 NO2 consti- 
tutes from 50 to  100 percent  of  the  total NO,. In case 6 100 
percent of the total  NO, exists as NO2. 
Some general observations can be  drawn from an examination of 
these results. Measurable quantit ies of NO were only found to  
exist i n  higher  temperature  regions. In case 1 NO was measured 
only i n  the recirculation zone where the temperature was i n  a 
range greater than 1400" K t o  1500" K (uncorrected for radiation). 
In case 3 relatively large quantit ies of NO were found i n  both 
the recirculation zone and over much of the downstream region of 
the combustor. Once again however measurable amounts of NO 
existed only i n  those regions where the temperature was greater 
than  approximately 1400" K t o  1500" K .  The presence of  NO i n  the 
cool region near the j e t  wall i s  probably associ.ated w i t h  down- 
stream  convection of NO from h ighe r  temperature regions. In case 
6 the maximum measured temperature was 1450" K and no NO was 
measured. 
In sumnary large quantit ies o f  NO2, i n  some instances con- 
s t i t u t i n g  up  to 100 percent of the total NO,, were  measured i n  the 
present investigation. Only i n  higher  temperature  regions i n  which 
the uncorrected temperature was greater t h a n  approximately 1400" K 
t o  1500" K was any NO measured. In  a recent experimental investi- 
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: a )  NO, concentrat ion,  ppm 
1 
b )  NO concentrat ion,  ppm 
JET TUBE - - 
Figure 3-24. Exper imenta l   d is t r ibut ions   o f  NO,, 1.10, and  tempera- 
tu re   fo r   case  1 .  Tp = 300 K; @ = 0.625; V = 7.74 m/s.  
P 
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a) r40x concentration, ppm . .  
3 
. .  
JET T U B 3  
b )  NO concentration, ppm 
1' 
c)  Temperature, O K  
L 
Figure 3-25. Experimental  distributions of NO,, NO, and 
temperature  for  case' 3. Tp = 600 K; 0 = 0.625; ' ' 
V p  = 7.74 m/s. 
i t .  ', 
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. a)  NO, concentrat ion,  ppm 
b )  Temperature, O K  
Figure 3-26. Exper imen ta l   d i s t r i bu t i ons   o f  NO, and temperature 
f o r  case 6. Tp = 600 K; $I = 0.45; Vp = 7.74 m/s. 
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gation by Merrymann and Levy c441 on a f l a t  flame premixed methane- 
a i r  burner significant quantities of NO2 were found early i n  the 
'flame zone. The data were consistent w i t h  the following reaction 
mechanism 
CN + O2 * NO + CO 
NH + O2 * NO + OH 
(3-4) 
(3-5) 
NO + H02 + NO2 + OH (3-6) 
NO2+ 0 +F NO + O2 (3-7) 
In the above mechanism NO formed i n  the flame zone by reactions 
(3-4) and (3-5) i s  rapidly converted to NO2 via reaction (3-6). 
Subsequent conversion of NO2 to NO is assumed to  occur i n  the early 
postflame region by reaction (3-7) due to a rapid increase i n  0 
atom concentration. Under fuel lean  conditions approximately 60 
percent of the NO2 was reconverted to NO. 
In the above mechanism NO2 exists primarily as a transient 
species due t o  the presence of 0 atoms. I t  i s  probable, however, 
than i n  turbulent systems such as encountered i n  this investiga- 
tion rapid mixing between hot and cold regions occurs. 
Cernans ky 'c431 has shown under fuel  lean  conditions  that i f  the 
resulting cooling of hot combustion gases is  rapid enough radicals 
such as H, 0, and OH which favor NO2 destruction fall to low levels 
and significant conversion of NO to NO2 can occur via reaction 
(3-6). T h u s  maximum [NO,]/[NO] ratios would  be expected i n  cooler 
regions of the combustion zone and near the flame front where 
rapid mixing between hot and cold gas mixtures occurs. T h i s  is 
precisely where maximum levels of NO2 were found i n  the present 
. . ,  
. .  
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investigation. A typical  radial  temperature  traverse  taken using 
the th.ermocoup1 e probe described i n  Chapter 2 is shown i n  Figure 
3-27. ' I t  is unlikely that the time response'of the. thermocouple 
probe is rapid enough to quantitatively follow the turbulent 
fluctuations occurring, b u t  the data presented do give a quali ta- 
tive idea of the temperature fluctuations occurring even i n  a pre- 
mixed system such as the ORJ. As expected maximum fluctuations 
occur i n  the outer regions of the combustor near the flamefront. 
I n  the recirculation region near the combustor centerline the 
temperature fluctuations are relatively 
Whi 1 e i t  appears that   the proposed 
conversion of NO t o  NO2 by H02 radicals 
experimental results, unfortunately the 
smal 1. 
mechanism i nvo1,vi ng 
is consistent w i t h  the 
same condi ti.ons which can 
explain the formation of NO2 i n  combustion systems a l so  ex is t  i n  
typical sampling probes due to the rapid decrease i n  gas tempera- 
ture resulting from aerodynamic expansion and water cooling. 
Further kinetic calculations by Cernansky c431 carried out for an 
idealized sampling probe a t  a pressure of 80 torr indicate that 
reactions involving NO2 are possible. Allen ["] has pointed out 
the possible importance o f  probe wall reactions such as 
probe wall 
NO + 0 -f N02 
and 
probe wall 
H (or  0 )  + O2 -t H02 (or  03) 
fol lowed by 
NO + H02 (or  03) -f NO2 + OH (or  02) 
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Figure 3-27. Experimentally recorded radial 
temperature data at an axial position 
o f  114.3 mn upstream from the com- 
bus tor exi t . 
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Thus, i t  appears the only conclusion which  can  be  drawn a t  this 
time regarding whether NO2 i s  formed in the combustion system 
i t s e l f ,  in the sampling system, o r  perhaps in both i s  that  much 
more study i s  needed to  resolve the question. 
CHAPTER 4 
ANALYTICAL  INVESTIGATION 
4.1. Introduction 
An analytical  model for predicing point by point properties 
and concentration distributions i n  the combustor configuration 
of the present investigation was developed. This model is' based 
on a numerical procedure developed by  Gosman, e t  a1 c441 f o r  the 
solution of the governing set  of e l l ipt ic  non-l inear  different ia l  
equations which describe recirculating flows of this nature. 
The governing differential equations and boundary conditions 
reguirements are presented i n  Sections 4.2 and 4.3.  Section 4.4 
discusses the necessary physical i n p u t s  and simplifying assump- 
t ions.  The  kinetic model i s  developed i n  Section  4.5. The 
computational procedures are discussed i n  Section 4.6. 
4.2. Numerical Calculations 
4.2.1. Governing Differential  Equations 
The  governing partial  differential  equations for a t u r b u l e n t  
steady flow sys tern i n  the absence of combus ti on a re  the conversa- 
t ion o f  mass  and the conservation of momentum. The conservation 
of energy and a conservation equation for each species must be con- 
sidered when dealing w i t h  a nonisothermal chemically reacting system. 
83 
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These equations i n   t h e i r  most general form are shown below i n  
tensor  no ta t ion .  [45] ' . 
. .  . .  I : , .  
. .  , .  . . -  , ,  . I '  . .  
Conser' lat ion o f  Mass: 
. .  
a 
- p =  a t  - (  v $1 
Conserva t ion  o f  Momentum: 
. ,  , .  
a +  - . .  - a t  P V  = - ( v  p 3  - vp - (v  T )  (4.2) 
Conservation o f  Energy: 
a 
a t  
+ -b 
' - ph = - ( V  pvh) - ( V G )  - (hv J i )  - (7 : VGj (4.3) 
Conservat ion of  spec ies:  
a + pmi = - ( V  p mi) - (V. .J .) - Ri = 0 + - a t  (4.4) 1 
. .  
Here 5 , q, and Ji r e p r e s e n t  t h e  f l u x  o f  momentum, energy,  and mas\s 
r e s p e c t i v e l y  and are g iven by the wel l  known r e l a t i o n s  
- +  
= p ( - $  V ";+ d e f  $) (4.5a) 
-+ 
q = -k VT 
+ 
Ji - - pDiVmi 
(4.5b) 
(4.5c) 
Ri represents a source term for  spec ies i due to  chemica l  reac t i on .  
-b 
Note  than i n  general  the  dependent  variables  v, h, and m. are 
1 
instantaneous values and a r e  f u n c t i o n s  o f  t i m e  as w e l l  as space s ince  
turbulence i s  character ized by unsteady f luctuat ions i n  these quan- 
ti t i e s .  T h e o r e t i c a l l y ,  a t  l e a s t  i t  wou ld  be  poss ib le  to  so lve  the  
above sys tem o f  equa t ions  fo r  t he  i ns tan taneous  va lues '  o f  t he  depen- 
dent  var iab les  i f  adequate computer f a c i l i t i e s  were avai lab le.  
Un fo r tuna te l y  the  excess i ve  compu te r  fac i l i t i es  requ i red  made such 
a so lu t ion  economica l l y  un feas ib le .  
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A more c o m n  approach t o  the problem i s  the introduction of 
becomes 
time averaged quanti t ies.  c311 For velocity this time average. becomes 
1 t+‘ vdt t = To It 
Here the integration is  taken over a sufficient period o f  time, to, 
t o  make the average value independent of time. The instantaneous 
velocity can t h e n  be written as the sum of the average value and 
a velocity fluctuation v ’  
v = v + v ’  + (4-6) 
A similar derivation can be made f o r  the other fluctuating variable.  
Substitution of these equations into the conservation equations 
(4-1) through (4-4) yields  the time smoothed conservation equations: 
Conservation of Mass: 
- (v  -pv )  = 0 (4-7) 
Conservation of Momentum: 
Conservation of Energy: 
t -+ - [V . &h] - ,‘V 31 - [V 4 ] - [hV J] - [hV J ] - +t  
- ( ‘ I :  v?) - (T : vat=o (4-9 1 
Conservation of Species: 
(4-1 0) 
Note i n  the above equations the appearance of a series of tur- 
b u l e n t  f lux transport  terms of the form 
(4-lla) 
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(4 - l lb )  
(4 - l l c )  
Much o f  t h e  d i f f i c u l t y  i n  .deal ing wi th turbulent f lows l ies i n  
adequately modeling these turbulent f lux ternls. 
An ear ly  proposal , c45' i n  analogy with laminar transport laws 
(see Equations 4-5 through 4-7), was t o  assume  a s imi la r  depen- 
dence o f  heat, momentum,  and species fluxes on average temperature 
veloci ty,  and concentration gradients respectively, and replace 
the corresponding transport coeff icients by effective transport 
coef f ic ients .  These new coeff ic ients are no longer constants but 
become funct ions of  the in tens i ty  and scale o f  turbulence. Thus 
the above tu rbu len t  f lux  equations can be wr i t t en  
(4-1  2a) 
(4-1 ZC) 
(4-1 2d) 
This i s  the approach  adopted i n  the present investigation. Further 
discussion o f  these ef fect ive t ranspor t  terms can be found i n  
Section 4.4. 
. .  
For t ha t  pa r t  o f  t he  flow away from the wall  the turbulent 
d i f f u s i v i t i e s  a r e  much greater than the corresponding molecular 
d i f f u s i v i t i e s ,  i.e., 
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and therefore the molecular transport terms i n  the conservation 
equations can be neglected. In a region very near the wall , 
however, the t u r b u l e n t  and molecular d i f f u s i v i  ties transport 
mechanism  become comparable. I t  can be shown fo r  the conditions 
of the present investigation that molecular transport is impor- 
tant  only i n  a region w i t h i n  1 m of the outer combustor wall. 
Since this region is not l ikely to have a s ignif icant  effect  on 
the overall combustion process, molecular transport was neglected 
i n  the solution o f  the  conservation  equations. 
T h i s  time averaged approach has been useful c441 i n  predicting 
convective  patterns i n  steady flow  combustors. However, as more 
experimental data are obtained, the limitations of this approach 
are becoming apparent. As stated by Pra t t ,  c461 "The  most serious 
shortcoming of this approach is the inabi l i ty  to  deal direct ly  
w i t h  the effect  of coupled species concentration and temperature 
fluctuations, which are ultimately required for correct predic- 
tion  of combustion stabi 1 i ty limits and formation of temperature- 
sensitive pollutants such as NO,." Even i n  the  present premixed 
system temperature fluctuations of several hundred degrees were 
apparent near the outer flame zone as was  hown i n  Figure 3-27. 
Concentration fluctuations are also almost certain to occur. By 
dealing w i t h  time average properties the entire process by which 
relatively cold large scale eddies containing unburned fuel-air  
mixtures break down into smaller scale eddies where molecular 
mixing between reactants and reactive combustion products occurs is  being 
substantially simplified. I t  is f e l t  t h a t  only through  comparisons 
w i t h  experimental data 'as is done i n  the present investigation 
can those possible shortcomings i n  numerical techniques be 
brought out and improvements made. 
4.2.2. .Finite Difference  Formulation 
For the purposes of numerical calculations the above system 
o f  governing differential equations can be written i n  a comnon 
form. This involves the introduction of two addi tional variables , 
the vorticity and stream function. 
The-vorticity,  w ,  i s  defined as 
Introduction of the vort ic i ty  allows the removal of pressure 
from the conservation equations and reduces the number of momentum 
equations to be solved from two t o  one. 
For two dimensional axisymetric flow the stream function, 
$, is  defined as 
Introduction of the stream function automatically satisfies the 
continuity equation and eliminates velocity from the conservation 
equations. Thus for  two dimensional axisymetric flow the above 
s e t  of conservation equations can be written as C441 
(4-1 3)  
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Here oh and ai refer ta the effective Prandtl and Schmidt numbers. 
rh7eff and ri, gff 
heat and mass transfer. These are defined by the following 
expressions . 
are the effective exchange coefficients for  
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The effective Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are  t reated further i n  
Section  4.3. Once the effective viscosity is  es tabi l ished,  a l l  
the transport properties are known. 
Equation (4-13) represents a system of simultaneous non-linear 
differential  equations for the dependent variables d r ,  I, h ,  and 
m i .  An approach to the solution of this system of equations was 
proposed by  Gosman, ” e t  a1 r441 i n  which  attention is confined to  
the solution of Equation (4-13) a t  a f ini te  number of nodal g r i d  
points. The above system  of equations is then reduced to  a set of 
simultaneous algebraic f ini te  difference equations i n  which the 
values of the variables a t  a par t icular  node are  re la ted to  the 
values o f  variables a t  adjacent nodes. Details on the derivation 
of these f inite difference equations can be found i n  reference [44]. 
4.3. Boundary Condi t i  ons 
The above s e t  o f  equations are ell iptic i n  nature and there- 
fore require that boundary conditions be specified for each 
dependent variable at all points surrounding the flowfield. These 
boundary conditions are generally of three types : 1 ) specification 
of the dependent variable value along a particular boundary, 
2) specification of the gradient of the variable normal to  the 
boundary, 3) specification of an algebraic relation which connects 
the value of the variable a t  the boundary to  the normal velocity 
component a t  t h a t  boundary. The boundary conditions used i n  the 
present investigation are consistent w i t h  the following descrip- 
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tion of the ORJ test section being modeled. Details on the finite 
difference form of the result ing boundary conditions can be found 
i n  the computer program 1 i s t i n g  i n  Appendix E .  
Inlet conditions were based on experimentally measured values. 
The main stream inlet  velocity profile i s  shown i n  F i g u r e  4-1. 
Main stream inlet composition and temperature profiles were found 
to  be uniform. For the experimental case being modeled (case 3)  
these were taken as corresponding to  an i n l e t  equivalence r a t i o  of 
0.625 and  an i n l e t  temperature of 600" K. Velocity,  temperature, 
and composition p ro f i l e s  a t  t he  j e t  ex i t  were also assumed to  be 
uniform. For case 3 the velocity a t  t he  j e t  ex i t  was 95.9 m/sec 
and the composition corresponded to an equivalence r a t i o  of 0.625. 
Since the j e t  i n j ec to r  was water cooled, a j e t   i n l e t  temperature 
of 300" K was assumed. 
The outer Vycor wall is assumed to  be adiabatic and impermeable 
to  mass fluxes. Thus  gradients i n  mass fraction and enthalpy 
normal t o  the wall  are equal t o  zero. The  same considerations 
apply t o  the ax i s  o f  symmetry a t  the  centerline. An assumed 
parabolic distribution i n  the dependent variable o f  in te res t  was 
used to calculate i t s  value a t  the wall from the value a t  the two 
nodes adjacent to the wall. Since the velocity normal to  a wall 
or the centerline is zero, the stream function takes on a constant 
value along these boundaries. 
A t  the exit plane the streamlines are assumed to  be parallel 
to the axis. T h i s  i s  valid i f  the walls a t  the exi t  are  paral le l  
to the center1 ine and i f  the recirculation zone is reasonably 
f a r  upstream.  Subject t o  the same constraint, gradients i n  mass 
8 .O 
6.0 
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Figure 4-1. Main stream inlet  veloci ty  dis t r ibut ion.  
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f ract ions and enthalpy were a l so  assumed t o  be zero a t  the exi t  
plane. Subsequent experimental  results showed this assumption 
t o  be valid.  
Vorticity presents a problem since neither vorticity along a 
wall nor the vort ic i ty  gradient  normal to the wall  are known 
i n i t i a l l y .  An equation for v o r t i c i t y  a t  the wall was derived by 
Samuelsen c471 based on the following assumptions: 
1. The flow between the  wall and the node adjacent to 
the wall i s  para1 le1 to  the  wall ( v r  = 0)  arid the 
velocity varies according to the 'if power of the 
distance between the two points. T h u s  f o r  a 
horizontal  wall  (constant r )  
n 4- 
n1  vz 
= s -  
where 
s = a constant 
n = normal distance from wall 
n l  = normal distance from wall Lo adjacent node 
2. The density varies l inearly between the  wall and the 
adjacent node. An expression  for  the  wall  vorticity 
can then be derived through integration of  the vort i -  
city stream function relation using a f in i te  d i f fe rence  
approximation. 
Since the je t  in jec tor  i s  water cooled, the outer wall of 
the j e t  i s  non-adiabatic and the temperature must be specified.  
More detailed radial temperature profiles were taken i n  the region 
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Of the j e t  w a l l ,  'and ex t rapo la t ion  .o f  these prof i les  ind icated.  
a wa l l  temperature o f  700' K. - ., 
4.4. , Thermodynamic Propert ies 
The required inputs, t o  the numerical program are density, 
t ranspor t  coe f f i c ien ts ,  a.nd speci f ic  heat .  
Density: The idea l  gas equation o f  s t a t e  i s  used t o  r e l a t e  
density  to  the  pressure and temperature. Thus 
where the molecular weight o f  t h e  m i x t u r e  i s  computed from the 




Spec i f i c  Heat: The  spec 
temperature from the r e l a t i o n  
T 
i f i c  heat i s  used t o  compute the 
h = 1 (1 mi)  dT + C AHFimi 
To %i i 
where 
h = stagnat ion  enthalpy  of   mixture 
C 
P i  
= constant pressure specif ic heat of species i 
AHFi = heat of  format ion o f  species i 
mi = mass f r a c t i o n   o f  species i 
To = reference  temperature 
(4-15) 
Since C i s  a nonl inear  function  of  temperature,  the  determination 
o f  T from Equation (4-15) would require a  more ex tens i ve  i t e ra t i on  
procedure. .Thus i t  was Pound .desirable i n  the numerical calculat ions 
P i  
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bust ion (products  CD2 and 
us ing  JANAF thermochemica 
f o r  s p e c i f i c  h e a t  o f  1.22 
t o  assume a cons tan t  va lue  fo r  spec i f i c  heat .  A value was chosen 
which would give an adiabat ic f lame temperature for  complete com- 
H20) i n  agreement w i t h  t h a t  c a l c u l a t e d  
1 data.c483  Calcu lat ions  y ie lded a value 
J/gm O K .  I n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  a constant  
s p e c i f i c  h e a t  was e s t i m a t e d  t o  i n t r o d u c e  a maximum e r r o r  o f  
approximately 4.0% i n  f lame temperature ca lcu lat ions.  
E f f e c t i v e  V i s c o s i t y :  A s i m p l i f i e d  v i s c o s i t y  model developed 
by Pun and SpaldingC4'] and Odlozi nski c501 was used i n  the present  
ca l cu la t i ons .   Th i s   i s   g i ven   by  
(4-1  6) 
where 
K = constant  (0.012) 
D = combustor  diameter 
L = combustor  length 
p = densi ty 
mv2 = incoming k inet ic  energy 
D e r i v a t i o n  o f  E q u a t i o n  ( 4 - 1 6 )  i s  based on the observations that: 
' 0  p e f f  i n c r e a s e s  w i t h  l o c a l  d e n s i t y  
2. p e f f  increases with the  incoming k ine t ic  energy  ra te  
3* u e f f  decreases w i t h  an i n c r e a s e  i n  chamber l eng th  and 
i ncreases w i  t h  chamber diameter . 
, It should be no ted   t ha t  . , .  c u r r e n t l y  more  advanced turbulence 
mode ls -are   ava i lab le   o r   a re   be ing   deve loped.  c51 Most of these 
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i nvo lve  the  so lu t ion  o f  add i t iona l  equat ions  fo r  a turbulent k ine- 
t i c  energy +and mixing length 1. As o r i g i n a l l y  proposed  by Prandt l  
t he   f f ec t i ve   v i scos i t y  can  be calculated  from an equation o f  
the  type 
where vt i s  re la ted  to  the  tu rbu lence  k ine t i c  energy 
V t  a JIZ;. 
Such  a  model would a lmost  cer ta in ly  resul t  i n  a more rea l i s t i c  p re -  
d ic t ion of  turbulence proper t ies.  However, such  models are s t i l l  
i n  the developmental stage and involve some degree o f  empiricism. 
Because o f  these considerations and the approximations necessary 
i n  the  k ine t i c  model, i t  was concluded tha t  the  add i t iona l  expense 
and complexity did not warrant the use o f  a more advanced v iscos i ty  
model i n  t h i s  i n v e s t i g a t i o n .  
Ef fect ive  Prandt l  - and Schmidt Numbers: The ef fect ive  Prandt l  
and Schmidt Numbers were def ined previously as 
(4-1  7) 
For gases in  tu rbu len t  f lows,  the  e f fec t i ve  Prandt l  and Schmidt num- 
bers are near 0.7~~''. I n  the present invest igat ion their  values 
were taken as equal t o  1 .O. Referr ing to Table 4-1 one can see 
t h a t  t h i s  has the ef fect  of  considerably s impl i fy ing the source 
terms i n  the energy conservation  equation. Once veff i s  known the 
other  t ranspor t  coef f ic ients  can be determined from Equation (4-17). 
4.5. Chemical K inet ics  
4.5 .l. Introduct ion 
Uncer ta in t i es  ex i s t  i n  bo th  the  mechanism and the  ra tes  fo r  
the high temperature oxidation of higher hydrocarbons and the 
I 
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resulting intermediates. The complexity  involved makes the 
modeling o f  even a re la t ively simple hydrocarbon,such as methane 
quite d i f f i cu l t .  Recent work by.  Glassman, , " e t  a1 L261 in an 
adiabatic flow reactor has identified the presence of a numb.er 
o f  intermediate hydrocarbon species d u r i n g  the oxidation o f  h i g h e r  
paraffin hydrocarbons  uch as propane. These include C3H8, C2H4, 
CH4, and C2H6. Further oxidation of these. species would require 
cons! deration o f  a large number of additional species and a com- 
plicated. set of largely unknown reaction steps. 
. .  
. .  
The h i g h  temperature mechanism fo r  
we1 1 known.  The principal CO oxidation 
f 1 ames C531 i.s . 
CO + OH 4 C02 + 
CO oxidation i s  f a i r l y  
reaction i n  hydrocarbon 
H '  (4-18) 
Thus ,  to 'p red ic t  CO oxidation rates a knowledge'of. O H  and H 
concentrations  is  necessary. In :  the i n i t i a l  flame  zone, radical 
concentrations are determined by the bimolecular reactions C 541 
H + 0 2 + O H + 0  (4-1 9) 
O + H 2 ' O H + H  ( 4- 20) 
H 2  t OH f H20 + H (?-?1) 
OH + OH * H20 + 0 (4- 22) 
A t  some la ter  point  i n  the combustion zone the relatively slow 
thermol ecul a r  recombi nation  react; ons 
0 + 0 + M+02 + M (4-23) 
H + H + M * H 2  + M (4-24) 
H + 0 + M + O H  + M (4-25) 
H + 'OH + M H20 + M '  (4-26) 
, . .  . 
. .  I !, , . .  . .  . .  . .  . .. I .  . . . .  
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a l s o  become impor tan t  i n  de te rm in ing   ove ra l l   r ad i ca l   l eve l s .   Ra te  
cons tan ts  fo r  t he  above reac t ions  are  presented  i n  Table 8-1 . 
It can be seen from the above discussion that any d e t a i l e d  
mechanism descr ib ing  propane ox ida t ion  wil c o n s i s t  o f  a l a r g e  
number o f  species  and  reaction  steps.  Since  each  species  considered 
invo lves  the i n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  an a d d i t i o n a l  speci.es conservation 
equation, the use o f  any d e t a i l e d  r e a c t i o n  mechanism i n   - t h e  numeri- 
c a l  s o l u t i o n  u s e d  i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  l e a d s  t o  ,..:essive 
computer  times  and  costs. Thus an o v e r a l l  o r  g l o b a l  r e a c t i o n  
k ine t i c  concep t  was employed. Th is   invo lves   the   assumpt ion   tha t  
a d e t a i l e d  r e a c t i o n  mechanism i n v o l v i n g  a number o f  elementary 
steps can be d e s c r i b e d  i n  terms o f  a few main reactants and overal l  
reac t ion   s teps .  Such an approx ima t ion   en t i re l y   neg lec ts  any 
react ions occurr ing between hydrocarbon in termediates or  rad ica ls .  
As a resu l t  g loba l  mode l i ng  can, a t  most, be expected t o  d e s c r i b e  
on ly  spat ia l  energy  re lease ra tes  and reac tan t / f ina l  p roduc t  con- 
c e n t r a t i o n   d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  As s ta ted   by  Glassman, " e t  al[?61  "Under 
what  circumstances  such an o v e r a l l  ( g l o b a l )  c o r r e l a t i o n  i s  usable 
i s  l a r g e l y  dependent on b o t h  t h e  k i n e t i c  mechanism to  wh ich  i t  i s  
app l ied  and the physical  environment i n  which the process i s  
occur r ing .  Where a p a r t i c u l a r  r a t e - d e t e r m i  n i n g  s t e p  o r  sequence 
i n  the t rue chemical  react ion mechanism  occurs  and the  phys ica l  
circumstances o f  t h e  a p p l  i c a t i o n  a r e  s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  i n  w h i c h  
the express ion was de r i ved ,  t he  ove ra l l  app rox ima t ion  i s  a v a l i d  
and v a s t l y  simp1 i f y i  ng idea.  However, ex tens ion  o f  such a 
cor re la t ion  to  exper imenta l  cond i t ions  ou ts ide  the  range s tud ied  
should never be done w i thou t  some reserva t ion . "  
I 
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4.5.2. Propane Oxi dation 
Two global approximations for  propane oxidation have been 
used i n  the past. The f i r s t  and simplest assumes  an infinitely 
f a s t  oxidation of propane to H2 and CO. [541 Such an approach 
however offers no possibility of predicting unburned hydrocarbon 
levels. The second, perhaps a somewhat better approach, is the 
use of .a ‘ f i n s  te ra te  global expression for  the oxidation o f  the 
hydroca”n based on overall experimental observations i n  a parti- 
cular system. Edelman  and Fortune c551 derived such an expression 
for  the oxidation of a parrafin hydrocarbon based on shock tube 
ignition delay  times. For propane, they wrote the overall reac- 
tion as 
C3H8 + 2 O2 3  CO + 4 H2 3 
and gave the global rate as 
R =  5.52 x lo8 (C3H8) 1/2 (02) T exp (- A 12 T 200)moles J(4-27) 
P-825 cm sec 
As mentioned above caution should be exercised whenever a glo- 
bal reaction rate derived for one combustion configuration is used 
for  another. In two such different systems as a shock tube ,  where 
low radical concentrations are present dur ing  the i n i  ti a1 stages 
of hydrocarbon oxidation, and a strongly backmixed system such as 
a well stirred reactor where ) h i g h  radical concentrations are 
present throughout the combustion process, i t  is  probable that 
both the important reaction paths and the rate will be different. 
To determine the  feasibi  1 i ty of using the above mechanism to  
model propane oxidation i n  the present system, experimental pro- 
pane disappearance rates based on average estimated residence 
. .  
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t imes and average measured species concentrati'ons i n  the combustion 
zone were compared wi th  ra tes predic ted f rom .Equat ion (4-27) .  
From the  exper imenta l  resu l ts  o f  Chapter  4 and Appendix G i t  can 
be seen t h a t  C3H8 and O2 concentrat ions and temperature are 
r e l a t i v e l y  u n i f o r m  i n  t h e  r e g i o n  u p s t r e a m  o f  t h e  p l a n e  o f  t h e  j e t  
e x i t  once the  i n i  ti a1 f l a m e f   r o n t  has been traversed. This, i s  due 
t o   t h e   i n t e n s e   t u r b u l e n t  m i  x i  ng c h a r a c t e r i s   t i c   o f   t h e   r e c i r c u j a -  
t i o n   r e g i o n   o f   t h e  ORJ. ,Any ra tes   der ived   f rom  exper imenta l  :... 
measurements should thus be more representa t ive  o f  the  chemis t ry '  
o f  the  sys tem as  opposed t o  m i x i n g  phenomena. Such  an ana lys is  
l i kens  the  ups t ream reg ion  o f  t he  ORJ t o  a p e r f e c t l y  " s t i r r e d -  .' 
reactor. Average residence. t ime '1: was computed f r o m  t h e  r e l a t i o n  
( 4- 28) 
. .  
The volume V was taken as t h a t  r e g i o n  u p s t r e a m  o f  t h e  j , e t  e x i t  i n  
which the concentrat ions.  had achieved 95% o f  t h e i r  maximum -o r  m in i -  
mum value. The dens i t y  was ca l cu la ted  f rom the  i dea l  gas law us ing 
average propert ies i n  t h e  combustion  zone. The mass f l o w  r a t e  m was 
assumed equal t o  t h a t  p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  f l o w . w h i c h  pas.ses through the 
f lamef ron t  upstream' o f  t h e  j e t  e x i t  p l a n e .  It should be n o t e d  t h i s  
' . , -  
. , .  . 
' . _  ; 
approx imat ion neglects  d i f ferent  res idence t imes encountered by 
gases e n t e r i n g  t h e  f l a m e f r o n t  a t  d i f f e r e n t  l o c a t i o n s .  T a b l e  4-2 
shows a  comparison of predic ted (Equat ion (4-27))  and experimental 
propane disappearance rates. 
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TABLE 4-2. EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED PROPANE DISAPPEARANCE RATES 
i' : ,  
Case moles 
. .  RC3H8 -C RC3H8 ,PRED, - 
moles 
cc-sec 
1 7.17 x 5.6 x IOm2 
2 6.34 x 10-5 9.9 x 
3  3.08 x 1 0 ' ~ .  3.8 x ,  ' '  . . . . . .  . .  
- 
Predi'cted propane disappearance rates are approximately two 
orders o f  magnitude greater than those experimentally determined. 
S imi lar  ca lcu lat ions were made based on concentrat ion prof i les  
f o r  propane combus t i o n   i n  an adiabat ic  f low reactor .  c261 The 
f ind ings were i n  agreement w i t h  those o f  Table 4-2, wi th  p red ic ted  
disappearance rates approximately two orders  o f  magnitude t o  f a s t .  
This again emphasizes t h e  d i f f i c u l t y  encountered in applying a 
g loba l  reac t ion  ra te  to  p red ic t  the  charac ter is t i cs  o f  a system 
f o r  which i t  was not derived. 
A t  t h i s  p o i n t  i t  was f e l t  a more representa t ive  ra te  fo r  
propane ox idat ion i n  the ORJ coul d be derived from the experimental- 
measurements of   the  present   invest igat ion.  The experimental  pro- , ._ 
pane disappearance rates o f  Table 4-2 together  wi th  .average 02, 
temperature, and propane concentrations were cor re la ted  w i th  a 
. .  
rate expression of  the form 
d [ c ~ H ~ ~  
d t  = A exp (- E/RT)- [C3H8Ia [021b . ' , 
The  unknown coef f i c ien ts  were determined 'using a nonl inear regres- ':' 
s ion analysis programC563,  and the f ina l  ra te express ion was 
, .  
found t o  be 
(4-29) 
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Note that the rate was found to  be independent of O2 concentration 
due to  the lean equivalence ratios be ing  considered. A plot of the 
correlated data is shown i n  Figure 4-2. An activation energy of 
9195 cal/mole appears to  be low when compared . . .  to  those, found by-, . , 
other investigators for higher hydrocarbons. [57,581 This  is 
attributable to the limited conditions over which the experimental- 
. . . . .  , .  . I .1 "- '".' 
data were considered. . .  
4.5.3. Carbon'  Monoxide Oxidation 
Several levels of approximation< have  been  used t o  model CO 3 
oxidation. Two'of these  are  the H2/02 partial equilibrium and j 
total equilibrium models. Each of these provides a means o f  
estimating ':radical concentrations i n  terms o f  more easily measured. 
species. 
._. . . .  1 .  
.. 
.r: , . .- . . 
d : c  I. 
A t  temperatures of interest  i n  most  po$$flarne  combustion j 
zones the biomolecular reations (4-19) through (4-22) can b&Lcon- ', 
sidered i n  a s ta te  of partial equilibrium. Under such condif.ions . _  .! 
i t  can be that the concentrations o f  OH, H, and 0 are 
related to the concentrations of the more stable species H Z ,  'H20. 
! 
and O2 as follows 
- .  
(4-31) ' 
where Ki is the equilibrium constant for the i t h  reaction. Sub- 
stitution of Equations (4-30) through (4-32) i n t o  the rate expression 
for CO oxidation from Equation (4-18) yields 
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Figure 4-2. Arrhenius .plot-..of propane. djsappearance .rate.: 
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- 
- k18F ( K  19 K 20  )’/2[CO][H2]’/2[02]’/2 
’k18R K 21 (K 19 K 20 )’/2[C02][H2]3/2 
[H20]-l  [02]’j2 (4-33) 
Here the equi 1 ibr ium constants K19yK20,K21 can be evaluated from 
curve f i t s  of JANAF thermochemical data. C601 
-.The total equilibrium model  assumes reactions (4-19) through 
(4-26) are  in  equilibrium. Then, from reactions (4-22) and (4-23) 
Elimination 





- = K23 
of [O’] yields, after some rearrangement 
only the forward direction of reaction (4-18) 
drcol - 1/2)-1/2 
d t  - k18F(K22K23 [CO][H20]’/2[02]1/4 (4-34) 
. .  Several 
. .  
investigators have experimentally determined values 
for the rate constant term k18F(K22K23 1’2)-1’2. These are pre- 
sented i n  Table 4-3. 
While both o f  the above  model s are approximations the parti a1 
equilibrium approach would appear to  be more physically realistic 
than the total equilibrium approach. The bimolecular H2/02 
propagation reactions (4-19)  through (4-22) would be expected to  
be i n  equilibrium much ear l ier  i n  the flame zone and over a larger 
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TABLE 4-3. OVERALL CO OXIDATION RATES 
- 
-d  [CO]/dt Tempera t u   r e  Equ i v . 
(mole/cm  sec) 3 ( O K )  Ratio  Fuel  . Method Ref. 
" -" . "" " -~ "" ~~ _ _ _ ~  
1.3  x 10'4[CO] [0,]o'5[H20]o.5 
, .  
840-2360 OVERALL  CORRELATION, , 61 
exp(-15.10/T) OF SEVERAL  STUDIES 
5.6 x 10'4 [CO] [O,] 0.25 [H2010.. 5- 
1030-  1230  0.04- 
exp(-21.64/T)  CH4  Reactor 0.5 
62 
1.8  x 013 [COJ [02]o*5[H20]o'5 1450-1750 0.5- We1 1- 
. . . .  
0.8 cH.4 S t i r r e d  63 
exp(-12.58/T)  Reactor 
n r  
range o f  cond i t ions  than the  re la t i ve ly  s low te rmolecu la r  recombina-  
t ion  react ions  (4-23)   through  (4-26) .   Addi t ional ly ,  as e q u i l i b r i u m  
i s  approached the reverse react ion C02 + H -+ CO + OH should be 
considered as i s  done i n  Equation  (4-33). A problem was a n t i c i p a t e d  
however i n  a p p l y i n g  t h e  H2/02 pa r t i a l  concep t  t o  the  ear ly  f lame 
reg ion  where temperatures are re la t ive ly  low ( e  11410°K) and r a d i c a l  
b u i l d u p  i s  s t i l l  occ'urr ing. 
The p a r t i a l  e q u i  1 i b r i  urn approach was inves t i ga ted  us ing  the ' , 
i d e a l i z e d  we1 1 s t i r r e d   r e a c t o r  program o f   P r a t t  and Bowman C381 
descr ibed i n  Sec t ion  3.4.1. Assuming  propane i s  p r e p y r o l  i z e d  t o  
H2 and CO, pred ic ted  rad i ca l  concen t ra t i ons  based on  a d e t a i l e d  
r e a c t i o n  scheme f o r  H2 .and CO ox ida t i on  ( reac t i ons  
. .  
. .  I . .  
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(4-18) through (4-26)) were compared with those obtained using 
the  part ia l   equi l ibr ium  approximat ions  presented above. Under 
the fuel lean condit ions considered, i n  app ly ing  the  par t ia l  
equi 1 
t o  be 
co ox 
b r i  um approach the primary H20 producing react 
OH + H + M z H 2 0  + M 
dat ion was  assumed t o  occur  v ia  the rate limit 
CO + OH 2 C02 + H 




Radical concentrat ions for the above react ions were computed from 
the  pa r t i a l  equ i l i b r i um re la t i ons  (4-30) through (4-32). 
The resu l t s  a re  shown i n  Figure 4-3, where radical concentra- 
t i ons  a re  p lo t ted  as  a funct ion of  residence t ime i n  the reactor.  
A t  short  residence t imes the part ia l  equi l ibr ium scheme s i g n i f i -  
cantly  overpredicts  radical  concentrat ions.  Since  the H2/02 
pa r t i a l  equ i l i b r i um concep t  i s  va l i d  on l y  a t  h ighe r  temperatures, 
such a r e s u l t  i s  n o t  e n t i r e l y  unexpected. 
Considering the above problems, i t  was decided t o  use a two 
step global  react ion mechanism i n  which propane reac ts  to  form 
CO and H20 fol lowed by the  ox ida t ion  o f  CO t o  C02 
C3H8 -+ CO + H20 (4-36) 
co -+ cop (4-37) 
The experimental ly determined rate for propane oxidation, Equation 
(4-29) was used fo r  reac t i on  (4-36). 
The choice o f  CO and H20 as the products i n  the one step 
g loba l  reac t ion  fo r  C3H8 ox idat ion was based on the resul ts  o f  both 
f l a t  flame ‘17’ and adiabat ic  f low reactor  s tud ies ‘261 o f  hydro- 
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Figure 4-3. Radical  concentration  as a funct ion o f  residence  t ime 
based on an a d i a b a t i c  w e l l  s t i r r e d  r e a c t o r  model. 
9 = 0.625; TINLET = 600 K; P = 1.01 x 105 N/m2.  -, 
d e t a i l e d  k i n e t i c  mechanism; --- , p a r t i a l  e q u i l i b r i u m  
model. 
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H20 and CO were. then computed from H and C atom conservat ion 
equations. Because t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e  r a t i o  i s  everywhere  uniform, 
the.02 ,mass f r a c t i o n  a t  any p o i n t  can  be  determined  from  the . 
i n i t i a l  C3H8 mass f r a c t i o n  and an 0 atom conservation equation. 
4.5.4. Formation 
. .  
Under fue l  l ean  cond i t i ons  NO fo rmat ion  i s  governed by the  
Zel  dovi   ch mechani sm C761 
O + N 2 = N O + N  (4-38) 
N + O 2 Z N O + O  (4-39) 
Invok ing  the  s teady  s ta te  assumpt ion  fo r  N atoms, it can  be shown 
t h a t  i n i t i a l l y  ( i . e . ,  f o r  [NO] << [N0lEq) t he  NO f o rma t ion  ra te  
i s  given  by ~ 6 5 1  
(4-40) 
It remains to  de termine the  0 atom concentrat ion.  
Three  approximations  have  generally  been  used. The most 
s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  approach i s  t o  assume 02/0 equ i l i b r i um.  Then 
[O] = KO [02]1/2 (4-41 ) 
I n  typical combustion systems, several recent studies [22, 66, 67) 
have ind i ca ted  0 a tom concent ra t ions  a t  leas t  an  order  o f  magn i tude 
grea ter  than tha t  p red ic ted  by  Equat ion  (4-41 ). 
. -  A second  approach is   p rov ided  by   the  H2/02 p a r t i a l  e q u i l i b r i u m  
assumption  presented i n  S e c t i o n  4 .4 .3 .  The 0 atom concentrat ion 
can then be calculated from Equat ion (4 -31) .  
(4-31 ) 
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indicate a rapid increase i n  both CO and H20 occurring simulta- 
neously w i t h  the hydrocarbon disappearance. H2 appears only as'an 
intermediate species a t  r e l a t i v e l y  low concentrations. This indicates 
a rapid oxidation of H2 t o  H20. The oxidation of CO t o  COP does 
not  appear t o  be s ignif icant  u n t i l  l a t e r  i n  the flame zone. ' 
Referring t o  Table 4-3 for overall CO oxidation rates, both 
the rates from References [61] and [64] were used i n  the numerical 
calculations. Global rate expressions would be expected t o  be 
somewhat dependent on fuel type,, system, and stoichiometry. There- 
fore i t  was i n i t i a l l y  decided t o  use the rate derived by  Hottel.;; 
e t  a1 [64] since the conditions for which this r a t e  was derived. :. 
appear to  most closely approximate those of  the present jnvestiga- 
tion. The resul ts  of subsequent numerical calculations showed 
poor agreement between experimental and predicted C02 and CO 
profiles.  This was primarily a resu l t  of the low activation energy 
associated w i t h  this rate. Since the temperature ranges associated 
w i t h  the rates  from References [62] and [63] f a l l  below those 
encountered i n  the case being modeled (average temperatures i n  
combustion zone for case 3 were greater than 1700 K,, uncorrected 
for  radiat ion) ,  the over a l l  correlat ion rate  given by Reference 
[26] was used to obtain the final results presented i n  Chapter 5. 
. .  
The above two equation reaction scheme ((4-36) and (4-37)) 
' .  . 
considers 5 species; C3H8, 02, C O Y  H20,  C02.  The required number 
o f  species conservation equations can be reduced however. The mass 
fractions of C3H8 and C02 were selected as dependent variables 
(requiring 2 species  conservation  equations). Mass fractions of  
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Sarofim and PohiC671 obtained agieement . I  j . '  w i t h  experimentally 
measured maximum NO product ion rates, on a f l a t  flame burner using 
methane,within a factor .of 5 u s i n g  Equation (4-31) t o  predict. 0 
atom concentrations. This  expression however requires knowledge . 
of the H2 concentration. The kinetic model used in the present ' 
investigation only considers the product species Npy 02¶ CO, COz. 
fverach, e't a1 c681 has suggested partial equilibrium of the : 
reaction 
CO + OH 2 C02 -k H .(4-18) 
in addition t o  !he H2/02 partial equilibrium scheme.  Then 
Subst i tut ion of. the partial equilibrium expressions for [HI and [OH] 
(Equations (4-30) and (4-32) i n t o  the above expression yields 
(4-42j 
Sufjstitution of Equations  (4-31) and (4-42) i n t o  (4-40) gives  the ; 
following expression %r NO foimation 
1n-the.present investigation kBfwas taken from the rate data of 
Baulch, e t  a1 E691 . . 
The equil ibr ium constants K18 and K1 were taken from a curve f i t  
of JANAF thermochemical data. S u b s t i t u t i o n  of  these values into . 
Equation (4-43) yields the final rate expression for NO formation 
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4.6 ' .  C&putati.onal  Procedure 
. . . .  . 
:- . As was discussed i n  the previous two 'sections the' numerical 
computa-tions, consist  'of so l v ing   t he .   f i n i t e   d i f f e rence  'form o f  a 
s e t - o f  s.imul taneous gove rn ing   pa r t i a l '   d i f f e ren t i a l   , equa t ions   a t   t he  
noda.1' p o i n t s ' o f   ' a   g r i d  network covering the flowfield:: '  In the 
present,  invest igat ion th is involves the Bolut ion of '  s ix equat ions 
, .  . . , . . .. 
f o r   s i x .  dependent variables: 
, .  
, .  
. .  . , , .  
Stream function, Y 
V o r t i   c i  ty . v a r i  ab1 e , dr' 
C3H8 mass f rac t i on ,  mC 
3 8  
C02 mass . f r a c t i o n  , Y o *  
. . .  2 . . 
' _., I . . .  NO mass.'fraction, mNO 
Stagnation enthalpy, h >;,,.. : / .  I .  , 
.The g r i d  network used is:shown i n  Figure 4-4. This i s  the same g r i d  
as used i n  a previous, study of the ORJ by S a m u e l ~ e n [ ~ ~ ~ .  The. g r i d  
i s  nonuniform i n  both radial  and axial  d i rect i .ons to .provide a 
f i n e r  mesh i n  . .  those.yegions  containing  the  steepest  gradients. 
Mi'nimum spacing i in. the radi 'al .  (J) 'direct ion, ' is 0.4064 mn (a t  the  
combustor: center l jne)  'Lhd 5.08 mn i n  " t h e ' a x i a l '  (I)' d i r e c t i b n  as ' the 
j e t   e x i t   i s  approached 
. .  
. ,  . .  
Primary i n t e r e s t  was i n  obtaini:ng..a numerical solution corre- 
'sporrd'ing ' to  th&:cbndit ions.  of  expckimental  'case' 3.  ' However . a  so lu t i on  
was 'also -obta ined  . for  a cold'  f low case'(no combustion)' i n  which CO 
was idtVoduced through the j e t   i ' n j e c t o r  . . I n  the 1 a t t e r  ' case three 
depende,n$ . .  va$i a41 es . were  consi.dered: '. .the' s t t e a m  funct ion , the 
v o r t i c i t y - v a r i a b l e ,  and the CO mass f r a c t i o n .   I n l e t   c o n d i t i o n s   f o r  
:..,.._ . - :  #. .. 
. .  . .  -, . 
. .  
'. ,. . . .  
r -. . .... . 
PYWE OF CORRELATION WITB 
MpERlMENTAL 
Figure 4-4. Grid for numerical calculations. 
a )  Actual size 
b)  Radial direction expanded (X2) 
I 
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the cold f low and hot  f low case are shown i n  Table 4-4. 
TABLE 4-4 COLD  FLOW INLET  CONDITIONS 
VARIABLE 
~" 
tlAI N STREAM JET STREAM 
Vel oc i  ty , mds 
Temperature, O K  295 
95.9 
295 
"Air" Mass Fract ion 1 .o 0.973 
CO Mass Fract ion 0.0 ' 0.027 
The CO d i s t r i b u t i o n  was measured experimental ly i n  the ORJ operating 
under the   cond i t ions   o f  Tab1 e 4-4 . i n  a co ld  f low mode using the 
sampling probe and NDIR CO analyzer described i n  Chapter 2. It was 
f e l t  a comparison of the experimental and numerical results would 
provide a p a r t i a l  v a l i d a t i o n  o f  t h e  v i s c o s i t y  model and numerical 
.. technique. The v o r t i c i t y  and s t reamfunct ion d is t r ibut ions ca lcu lat -  
... ed . in  the  .co ld  f low case were then used as i n i t i a l  guesses f o r  t h e  
case w i t h  combustion added. I n l e t  c o n d i t i o n s  f o r  t h e  case w i t h  
combustion are shown i n  Table 4-5. 
TABLE 4-5 HOT FLOW INLET CONDITIONS 
" 
VARIABLE MAIN STREAM JET STREAM 
" Veloc i ty  , m/s 7.74 95.9 
Temperature, O K  600 300 
Equivalence r a t i o  0.625  0.625 
I n  numerical calculations o f  the present type, the solut ion 
is considered t o  'have converged when the  f rac t i ona l  change i n  the 
value o f  each dependent variable from one , i t e r a t i o n  (N-1) t o   t h e  
next (N) i s  less than a certain prescr ibed value. This value was 
taken as 0 . 0 0 5 [ ~ , ~ ~ .  Thus the convergence c r i t e r i a  can be. w r i t t e n  
as 
-1 14- 
It has ‘been pointed out  c441 that divergence can occur i f  var ia-  
t i o n   i n  any o f  t h e  terms o f  t he  f i n i t e  d i f f e rence  equa t ions  i s  l a rge .  
No problems were encountered w i  th  the  co ld  f low so lu t ion .  Conver- 
gence problems did occur however when combustion was added. This 
was remedied by under-relaxing several  of  the var iables.  The 
expression used fo r  under - re laxa t ion  is  g iven  by 
%R 
where $N-l i s  the value o f  t he  va r iab le  which was computed on the 
(N-1) the  i t e ra t i on ,  $N i s  the value which would be computed i n  
the normal way on the  Nth  i te ra t ion ,  aUR i s  the under-relaxation 
parameter, and $ i s  the value which i s  a c t u a l l y  used fo r  t he  N th  
i t e r a t i o n .  Values o f  aUR used i n  the calculat ionswereas fol lows 
VARIABLE “UR 




h  1 .o 
From the standpoint  of  computer time, i t  was found advantageous 
to  d i v ide  the  ho t  f l ow  so lu t i on  i n to  two parts.  Since the f lowf ie ld 
propert ies are almost entirely determined by the hydrocarbon system, 
a so lu t ion  was f i r s t  obtained while neglecting NO formation. NO 
k i n e t i c s  were then superimposed on the hydrocarbon system as a 
separate problem. 
-1  15- 
The c o l d  f l o w  s o l u t i o n  w i t h  CO i n j e c t i o n  t o o k  160 i t e r a t i o n s  
t o  converge (30 seconds cent ra l  p rocess ing  t ime on  a CDC 7600). 
U s i n g  t h e  c o l d  f l o w  s o l u t i o n  f o r  w / r  and Y as an i n i t i a l  guess 
the  so lu t ion  fo r  the  hydrocarbon sys tem wi th  combust ion  took  1100 
i t e r a t i o n s  (5  minutes  computing  t ime).  Superimposing  the NO system 
k i n e t i c s  on the hydrocarbon so lut ion requi red an a d d i t i o n a l  70 
i t e r a t i o n s  t o  o b t a i n  a f i n a l  s o l u t i o n .  
. , , .. , 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
. ,  ._ . . _ .  . .  
I. . > .  . . . . . .  . _  . . _  . .  
' ,  .  . . .  I n   t h i s   , c h a p t e r   t h e   r e s u l t s . o f   t h e   a n a l y t i c a l   m o d e l i n g   a r e  
presented. Two cases  were.studied.. The r e s u l t s  f o r  c o l d  f l o w  CO 
i n j e c t i o n  a r e ' p r e s e n t e d  i n  S e c t i o n  5.1. and r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  case . ~ 
w i th  combust ion .  inc luded (cor respond ing  to  exper imenta l  case 3 )  1 
. . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . .  " 
. . I .  
. . . .  
. .  , .  . I / * . ,  
can be found i n  Sect ion 5.2. The resu l t s  a re  d i scussed  and  a 
comparison w i t h  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t a l  f i n d i n g s  i s  made. 
5.1. ... "- Cold  Flow CO I n j e c t i o n  , .  
. .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
: Predicted  stream  funct ion  and CO mole f r a c t i o n   d i s t r i h u t i o n s  
f o r  t h e  c a s e  o f  c o l d  f l o w  CO i n j e c t i o n  t h r o u g h  t h e  j e t  a r e  shown 
i n  F igures  5- la  and 5- lb .  . A lso  shown i n  F i g u r e  5 - l c  i s  t h e  e x p e r i -  
mental ly  .determined CO d i s t r i b u t i o n .  A l t h o u g h  some d iscrepancies 
e x i s t ,  agreement  between the  exper imental   and  predi .cted CO d i s t r i -  
but ions i s  q u i t e  good. The pr imary  d iscrepancies  are  near '   the . 
o u t e r  V y c o r  w a l l  w h e r e  t h e  p r e d i c t e d  a x i a l  r a t e  o f  i n c r e a s e  i n  CO 
i s   t o o   r a p i d ,  and a long  the  combus t o r   c e n t e r 1  i:ne where.the predicted 
CO leve l . 'decreases too rap id ly  as one moves upstream from"'the j e t  
e x i  t. 
. .  The i n l e t   c o n d i t i o n s   ' c o r r e s p o n d i n g   t o   t h i s  case a r e   i n l e t  . 
v e l o c i t i e s  o f  7.94 m/s and 95.9mjs i n   t h e  main stream and j e t  
streams  respectively,  and an i n l e t  temperature o f  295'K. To de ter -  
m i n e  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  e x p e r i m e n t a l  u n c e r t a i n t y  on. t h e  r e w l - i s - ,  i n l e t  
v e l o c i t i e s  and composit ions were varied by - + 5%. It was found t h a t  
. . .  
. . . .  , i  I I , ,  . .  
116 -. . 
I 
- 7  77- 
Predicted stream function distribution ( x  
b )  Predicted CO mole fraction 
c )  Experimental CO mole fraction 
Figure 5-1. Flowfield property distributions for cold flow co 
injection. 
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such a variation could not account for the observed discrepancy. 
Thus i t  would appear t h a t  t h e  observed disagreement between experi- 
mental and predic ted CO d i s t r i b u t i o n s  i s  due t o  t h e  s i m p l i c i t y  o f  
the turbulence model being used to  descr ibe  what i s  a very complex 
tu rbu len t  f low system. The e f f e c t  o f  a va r ia t i on  i n  e f f e c t i v e  
v i s c o s i t y  i s  shown i n  Figures 5-2 and ,5-3.  Figure 5-2 shows  a 
comparison  between measured and predicted CO center l ine  pro f i les .  .: 
Figure 5-3  compares  measured  and predic ted  rad ia l  CO p r o f i l e s  a t  . 
an ax ia l  d i s tance  o f  88.9 mm from the combustor ex i t .  Pred ic ted '  
prof i les  are presented for  two values o f  e f f e c t i v e  v i s c o s i t y ;  an ' 
e f f e c t i v e  v i s c o s i t y  as calculated from Equation (4-16) (used t o  
I 
VI .>, - <.. , . 
determine the predic ted d is t r ibut ions in  F igure 5- l ) ,  and  a second 
value representing a  25% reduction i n  peff .  While agreement w i t h  
exper imenta l  resu l ts  fo r  the  la t te r  va lue  o f  peff i s  somewhat improved, 
remaining dif ferences between experimental and predicted prof i les. ,  
represent a limit on the accuracy o f  the proposed v i scos i t y  model. 
5.2. Sol u t i  on w i  t h  Combus ti on 
5.2.1 . Hydrocarbon Sys tem 
Predicted and exper imentar" f1owf ield distr ibut ions are present- .  
ed i n  Figures 5-4 through 5-1 1. I n le t  cond i t i ons  correspond ' t o  those 
o f  experimental case 3.  The two step C3H8 and CO.oxidation scheme 
represented by Equations  (4-36) and (4-37) was used i n  conjunction 
wi th  the  g lobal  CO ox ida t i on   ra te   o f  Howard, e t  a1 . The pre- ; E61 1 
"
dieted s t ream  func t i on   d i s t r i bu t i on   i s  shown i n  Figure 5.4. .For 
the cold f low case the stagnation point was located approximately 
100 mm upstream o f  the j e t  ex i t  (F igu re  5 -1 ) .  W i th  combustion 
the stagnat ion point  has.moved .t.o approximately.146 mm upstream 
. .  
Q E L  
Q 6000 
I I I 
Fiaure 5-4. Pred ic ted  s t ream func t ion  d is t r ibu t ion  ( x  10 3 ) for f l o w  w i t h  combustion. 
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of the j e t  exit. Since’ the j e t  ve loc i t ies  a re  the same i n  both 
a r e su l t  of the expansion of  the hot combustion cases, this is  
gases . 
Predicted 
are  shown i n  F 
the center1  i ne 
’ and experimental C3H8 mole fraction distributions 
igure 5-5. . .  Qual i t a t ive ly  agreement i s  f a i r .  Near 
experimental C3H8 mole fractions begin t o  decrease 
15 mm fa r ther  upstream  than  predicted  values. In the lower 
temperature regions near the outer Vycor wall the predicted C3H8 
mole fractions begin decreasing farther upstream than the experimental. 
This i s  a similar behavior to that found in the previous section 
for  CO dis t r ibut ions i n  the cold flow case, and can par t ia l ly  be 
accounted for  by the simplified viscosity model employed. 
Perhaps a more direct cause of the predicted behavior i n  the 
lower temperature outer regions would  be the use of the experimen- 
tally derived rate for C3H8 oxidation 
d Cc3H81 
d t  = 4.97 exp  (-9195/RT) [C3H810m5 (4-29) 
T h i s  r a t e  was based on average concentration and temperature 
measurements taken over a 1 imi ted range of conditions i n  the high 
temperature  recirculation zone. For example, the temperature  range 
used i n  the derivation extended only from 1450” K t o  1750O K .  
Extrapolation of this rate expression to lower temperature regions 
of  the combustor could n o t  be expected to yi-eld accurate predictions 
throughout the combustion  zone. The trends shown i n  Figure 5-5 
indicate a predicted rate which :is too f a s t  a.t lower temperatures. 
T h i s  i s  direct ly  a t t r ibutable  t o  the low activation energy associat- 
I 
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a) Experimental C3H8 mole  fraction 
b) Predicted C  H mole  fraction 
3 8  
Figure 5-5. Experimental  and  predicted C3H8 mole  fraction 
distributions. 
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ed w i t h  Equation (4-29). Predicted C3H8 concentrations are also 
seen to decrease to much lower values downstream of  the ini t ia l  
flamefront. Again this is  a result of u s i n g  the above propane 
oxidation rate over a. range of condi t ions for which i t  was not 
derived. 
Predicted and experimental H20 distributions are shown i n  
Figures 5-6.  Again the  apparent  disagreement between the 
predicted and experimental resul ts  can  be explained i n  terms of the 
above discussion of the experimentally derived propane oxidations 
rate .  Due to the assumption of  a one step oxidation of C3H8 to  
H20 via reaction (4-36) 
C3H8 + CO + H20 
the H20 appearance ra te  is  direct ly  re la ted to  the C3Hs disappearance 
rate.  Thus the early  predicted C3H8 disappearance is accompanied 
by an early increase i n  H20, especially i n  the lower temperature 
regions of the combustor. 
The e f fec t  of the additional kinetic approximation introduced 
by assuming a one step oxidation of CO t o  C02 can be seen through 
a comparison of predicted and experimental CO distributions i n  
Figure 5-7. As expected, i n  the upstream region of the 
flamefront the predicted initial buildup occurs farther upstream 
than i s  found experimentally. This i s  more clearly shown i n  
Figure 5-8 where a comparison between predicted and experimental 
axial CO prof i les  a t  a  r a d i a l  distance of 13.2 mm from the combustor 
center1 i ne i s  presented. The i n i t i a l  r i s e  i n  CO occurs approximate- 
ly 35 mm upstream of t h a t  found experimentally although the peak 
i n  CO concentration  occurs a t  the same location T h i s  peak 
- .."". . - 
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a)  Experimental H20 mole  fraction 
b )  Predicted H20 mole  fraction 
Figure 5-6. Experimental and predicted H20 mole  fraction 
distributions. 
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a) Experimental CO mole  fraction 
b) Predicted CO mole  fraction 
Figure 5-7. Experimental  and  predicted CO mole  fraction 
distributions. 
+ " . . -  . .  
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Figure 5-8: Predicted and experimental CO profiles at a radial position o f  < .  
13-2 m from  the  combustor  centerline. . .  . .  
corresponds t o  a calculated temperature o f  1200" K and represents 
t h e  p o i n t  a t  which the oxidat ion of  CO t o  C02  becomes faster than 
the  producti  on o f  CO ' from C3H8 oxi   daki  on. 
Subsequently, as-one moves downstream toward the combustor 
ex i t ,  t he  p red ic ted  l eve l s  o f  CO decrease t o  values considerably 
below  those  found  experimentally.  This can a lso be seen i n  
Fi-gure 5-7 t o  be true. across the entire combustor once 
t h e  i n i t i a l  f l a m e f r o n t  has  been traversed. As has  been pointed 
out  by Howard, " e t  a1r61 I, the CO rate  expression used t o   o b t a i n  
the resul ts  o f  the present  sect ion can be expected to  g ive rates 
up t o  an order  o f  magnitude f a s t  when app l ied  la te  in  the  pos t f lame 
region where . .  the back react ion C02 + H -t OH t CO becomes important. 
Such appears t o  be the case here. 
The theoret ica l  wel l  s t i r red reactor  d iscussed in  Sect ion 4.4.3 
-was used.to compare species concentrat ion profi les using a de ta i led  
mechanism f o r  CO ox idat ion and the global one step reaction given 
by Howard, e t  a1 . c611 In le t  cond i t ions  were taken t o  be the same 
as  those of experimental case 3 (TIN = 600°K, 0 = 0.625), and  an 
i n f i n i t e  propane ox ida t i on  ra te  was assumed.  The resu l ts  a re  shown 
-. . I.. . > ,  i. 
i n  Figure 5-9 where [CO]/[CO,]'and T a re  p lo t ted  as a f u n c t i o n  o f  
reactor residence t ime. For increasing residence t ime the rat io of 
CO t o  C02 decreases much more rap id l y  when Howard's g l o b a l  r a t e  i s  
used than when using a de ta i led  mechanism. For the range o f  r e s i -  
dence times expected i n  t h e  ORJ combustor (1-5 m sec) operating 
under the present conditions, CO levels predicted using the global 
I. 
approximation are up t o  a fac to r  o f  3 lower than those predicted 
using the detai led mechanism. Calcul.ations also show tha t  t he  back 














2 x 1 ~ - 4  5 x ~ ~ - 4  2 x ~ 0 - 3  
RESIDENCE TIME , see 
Figure 5-9. Composition and temperature based on adi- 
abatic  well  stirred  reactor model. f =  
0.625; TINLET = 600 K; P = 1.01 x 10 N / m 2 .  - , detailed CO oxidation mechanism; ---, 
global rate for CO oxidation (Howard, et  a1 
W 1 ) .  
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reaction C02 + H CO f OH becomes important for residence times 
greater than 1 msec. lJhil e this comparison  between the well 
stirred reactor and an ORJ is only an approximation, i t  should 
be noted t h a t  overall concentrations of the species and tempera- 
tures are i n  agreement for the two systems and general observations 
made i n  one system should hold i n  the other. 
I f  the above explanation of the lov~ predicted Cb 1 eve1 s were 
indeed 'true then one wou1,d expect predicted C02 formation rates 
t o  be greater than those found experimentally. Examination  of 
Figure 5-10 show this t o  be the case, w i t h  the maximum 
COP mole fraction of 0.074 being attained much sooner and over a 
larger portion of the combustor insthe predicted .d is t r ibu t ion .  In 
I 
the following section the smaller predicted r a t i o  of [CO]/[C02] i n  
the h i g h  temperature *regions o f  the combustor will have a signifi- 
cant effect o n  predicted NO levels: 
Predicted and experimental temperature distributipns are shown 
. .~ 
. .  . .  
i n  Figure. 5-1 1. The experimental temperatures 
are uncorrected for thermocouple radiative losses and thus could 
be expected t o  be  somewhat lower t h a n  predicted values. As dis- 
cussed i n  Section 2.2.2 typical thermocouple corrections are on the 
order of 200 K, indicating ,agreement i n  the maximum levels attained. 
Since the- temperature i s  computed from the local enthalpy and species 
concentrations, the difference in predicted and experimental dis- 
tributions is a direct result of the differences i n  concentration 
distributions discussed previously. 
5.2.2. NO System -
Once the flowfield was established for the hydrocarbon system, 
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a )  Experimental C02 mole fract ion 
b )  Predicted C02 mole fraction 
Figure 5-10. Experimental and predicted C02 mole fraction 
dis t r ibut ions . 
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a )  Experimental temperature (OK) 
b )  Predicted  temperature (OK) 
c 
I i700 - 1200 1500 
700 
Figure 5-11. Experimental and predicted  temperature 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  
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the resulting temperature and species concentration distributions 
were used i n  conjunction w i t h  the simplified nitric oxide formation 
rate (Equation 4-42) to obtain the correspondingdN0 distribution. 
The predicted and experimental results are shown i n  Figure 5-12. 
,.Note that experimental results are presented as total oxides of .. 
nitrogen' (NO,) whereas predicted values are  for  NO. These concen- 
trations .should be comparable- since  all proposed schemes fo r  the 
. . . . -. 
,-. 
production of .NOp i n  h i g h  temperature flames involve conversion of ' 
the- init ia ' l ly formed NO. -. .. . .  . . I  I 
I t  is immediately apparent that  predicted NO levels are 
significantly lower ( u p  t o  50% a t   the  combustor exi t ) .  There are 
several explanations for this discrepancy, mostly related t o  sampli- 
fications used i n  the kinetic scheme. 
Pratt and ~ Mal t e  c703 have proposed thaf N20 may play  an' imp,or- 
.-tant . .. role . as an intermediate i n  NO production i n  low temperature 
fuel lean systems. The. proposed mechanism is as follows 
L N 2  + 0"k M-z. N20 + M (5-1) ' 
.. ,. N 0 f 0 * N 2  +--02 (5-3) 
. .. 
N20 + 0 * NO + NO (5-2) 
2 : . .  ,,.. . 
N20 + H 4 N2 + OH (5-4) 
To determine the possible importance o f  this mechanism i n  NO 
production under the conditions of the present investigation theore- 
t ical  we1 1 stirred reactor calculations were carried o u t  for an 
equivalence ratio of 0.625 and  an in le t  temperature of 600 K . 
In one case only the Zeldovich mechanism  was used (Equations (4-38) 
and (4-39)) and i n  the other the above N20  mechanism  was added. 
The results are shown i n  Figure 5-1 3. Approximately a 30% increase 
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a )  . .  .Ex.perimental NOx d i s t r i b u t i o n  (ppm) 
b )  Pred ic ted  NO d i s t r i b u t i o n  (ppm) 
- 







- .  RESIDENCE TIME, scc . .  . .  
Figure 5-,13. . Predicted NO concentrations-based on ad iabat ic  we1 i s t i r r e d  .-- 
. .  . .  
reactor  model. 4 = '0 .625 ;  TIN = 660 K; P = 1.01 x 105 N/m2. " 
_. . 
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i n  NO o c c u r s  w i t h  t h e  a d d i t i o n  o f  t h e  N20 mechanism.  Thus it 
appears  poss ib le  tha t  neg lec t ing  the  N20 c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  NO. pro- 
duc t ion  i n  t h e  n u m e r i c a l  c a l c u l a t i o n s  c o u l d  p a r t i a l l y  a c c o u n t  f o r  
t h e  l o w  l e v e l s  o f  p r e d i c t e d  NO. 
. .  
The NO f o r m a t i o n  r a t e  u s e d  i n  t h e  n u m e r i c a l  c a l c u l a t i o n s  i s  
given by 
(4-42) j 
The concen t ra t i ons  o f  N2 and O2 a r e  r e l a t i v e l y  c o n s t a n t  a c r o s s  t h e  
high temperature region of  the combustor.  Therefore the predicted 
NO f o rma t ion  ra te  becomes p r i m a r i l y  a f u n c t i o n  o f  [CO]/[C02] and T. 
T y p i c a l  r a d i a l  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t a l  and predic ted va lues 
o f  these  var iables  are shown i n  F i g u r e  5-14. Cons ider ing   tha t   the  ' 
e x p e r i m e n t a l  t e m p e r a t u r e  p r o f i l e s  a r e  u n c o r r e c t e d  f o r  r a d i a t i v e  
thermocouple  losses  the  agreement i n  temperature  prof i les  appears ' 
t o  be q u i t e  good. Note  however, e s p e c i a l l y  i n  t h e  h i g h  t e m p e r a t u r e  , 
r eg ion  where maximum NOx i s  formed, the  p red ic ted  [CO]/[CO,] r a t i o  
i s  anywhere from a f a c t o r  o f  2 t o  an order  o f  magn i tude less  than 
the  experimental  value. Thus t h e  i n a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  one s tep  CO 
o x i d a t i o n  scheme t o  c o r r e c t l y  p r e d i c t  [CO]/[C02] r a t i o s  i n  h igh  
temperature regions seems t o  be t h e  p r i m a r y  c a u s e  f o r  t h e  i n a b i l i t y  
o f  t h e  model t o  p r e d i c t  NOx concentrat ions.  
T h i s  c o n c l u s i o n  i s  v e r i f i ' e d  .by the   t heo re t i ca l :  we-11 s . t i r red .  . 
r e a c t o r   r e s u l t s   f o r  NO presented i n  Figure. 5-1 5. .. Corresponding 
va lues  fo r  [CO]/[CO,] and temperature were shown i n  F i g u r e  5-9. 
Note  tha t  when the  CO/C02 p a r t i a l  e q u i l i b r i u m  scheme [Equation 
4-43) i s  used ' f o r  NO fo rmat ion  together  w i th  a d e t a i l e d  mechanism 
I 
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f o r  CO ox ida t i on ,  good agreement i s  o b t a i n e d  w i t h  NO concentrat ions 
pred ic ted  us ing  the  Ze lodov ich  mechanism.  However when Howard's 
g l o b a l  r a t e  f o r  CO o x i d a t i o n  i s  used t h e  p a r t i a l  e q u i l i b r i u m  model 
underpredic ts  NO concentrat ions by an amount comparable w i t h  t h a t  
found i n  t h e  n u m e r i c a l  c a l c u l a t i o n s  o f  F i g u r e  5-1 2. 
5.3 Sumnary 
A comparison between experimental ly measured and p red ic ted  
p r o p e r t i e s  i n  a t u r b u l e n t  r e c i r c u l a t i n g  f l o w  w i t h  and w i thou t  com- 
bus t i on  has  been  presented. I n  t h e  case o f  c o l d  f l o w  w i t h  CO 
i n j e c t i o n  t h r o u g h  t h e  j e t  t h e  r e s u l t i n g  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  i n d i c a t e d  a 
s t rong  dependence o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  on the  tu rbu lence model. A com- 
par ison  o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  o b t a i n e d  h e r e  w i t h  a more s o p h i s t i c a t e d  t u r -  
bulence model would be i n f o r m a t i v e  i n  b r i n g i n g  o u t  t h e  s h o r t c o m i n g s  
o f  t h e  p r e s e n t  model. 
I n  t h e  case o f  f low w i th  combust ion  shor tcomings  in  bo th  the  
turbulence and k i n e t i c  models  were  found. Due t o  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  
between f l u i d  mechanics and chemistry however i t  i s  n o t  p o s s i b l e  
t o  i s o l a t e  t h e  r e l a t i v e  e f f e c t s .  Agreement  between experimental 
and pred ic ted  spec ies  d is t r ibu t ions  fo r  the  hydrocarbon sys tem was 
f a i r .  The major  discrepancy was found i n  low  temperature  regions 
a t  t h e  i n i t i a l  f l a m e f r o n t -  and near the outer Vycor wall  where the  
exper imen ta l l y  de r i ved  ra te  fo r  p ropane  ox ida t i on  was be ing  app l ied  
ou ts ide  o f  the  tempera ture  range fo r  wh ich  it was d e r i v e d .  I n  h i g h  
temperature regions a more comp le te  ox ida t i on  o f  CO t o  C02 was 
predicted  than  found  exper imental ly.   This was due to   the  impor tance 
o f  t h e  back r e a c t i o n  C02 + H -+ CO + OH which was n e g l e c t e d  i n  t h e  
s i m p l i f i e d  CO o x i d a t i o n  scheme. 
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Pred ic ted  NO l eve ls  were  up t o  50% lower than exper imental .  
It was p roposed  tha t  t h i s  was t h e  r e s u l t  o f  t h e  l o w  r a t i o  o f  
[CO]/[CO,] i n  the  h igh  tempera ture  reg ions  in  wh ich  NO i s  formed. 
The NO f o r m a t i o n  r a t e  used i n  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n s  i s  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  
t h i s  r a t i o .  N e g l e c t i n g  N20 as  an i n t e r m e d i a t e  i n  NO fo rmat ion  was 
a l s o  shown t o  have  a poss ib le  e f fec t .  F ina l l y ,  p red ic ted  NO l e v e l s  
a r e  s u b j e c t  t o  t h e  l i m i t a t i o n s  i n h e r e n t  i n  t h e  use o f  a t ime 
averaged  approach. Such an  approach  neglects   turbulent   f luc tuat ions 
i n  temperature and c o n c e n t r a t i o n  w h i c h  a r e  l i k e l y  t o  e f f e c t  l o c a l  
c h e m i c a l  k i n e t i c  r a t e s .  T h i s  i s  e s p e c i a l l y  t r u e  i n  t h e  case 0 f . a  
s t r o n g l y   t e m p e r a t u r e   s e n s i t i v e   p o l l u t a n t  such  as NOx. I nves t i ga -  
t i o n s  a r e  needed i n t o  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  t u r b u l e n t  f l u c t u a t i o n s  on 
k i n e t i c  r a t e s .  
. ,  
CHAPTER 6 
. .  I . .  , 
. ,  , . .  . . .  . -CONCLUSION 
An i n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  p o l l u t a n t  f o r m a t i o n '  u n d e r  f u e l .  l e a n  c o n d i -  
. .  
" . I  t i o n s  i n  an opposed r e a c t i n g   j ' e t  'model combustor' was.undertaken. 
t h e  i n t e n s e  m i x i n g  a c h i e v e d  i n ' t h e  OR3 a l - lows '  s tab i l i zed  combust ion  
.' t o ' b e  m a i n t a i n e d  a t  o v e r a l l  e q u i v a l e n c e  r a t i o s  as Tow as"0.45. 
Deta i led,  concentrat ion '  and temperature measurements over a rarige 
o f  e q u i v a l e n c e  r a t i o s  f r o m  0.625 t o  0.45 and a t   i n l e t  temperautres 
from 300°K t o  600°K have been presented. 
Fuel lean premixed combustion i s  conc luded to  be  an e f f e c t i v e  
means o f  a c h i e v i n g  l o w  p o l l u t a n t  e m i s s i o n  l e v e l s .  NO, l e v e l s  i n  
t h e  ORJ were found t o  approach those o f  a t h e o r e t i c a l  w e l l  s t i r r e d  
r e a c t o r  model .   Th is   represents   a   s ign i f icant   reduct ion  over  NO, 
l e v e l s  measured i n  convent ional  gas t u r b i n e  combustors.  Unburned 
hydrocarbon and CO l e v e l s  were somewhat h igh  due t o  t h e  l i m i t e d  
res idence  t imes  ava i l ab le  i n  the  exper imen ta l  con f i gu ra t i on  used. 
E f f i c ienc ies  approach ing  100% should be poss ib le ,  w i th  a r e l a t i v e l y  
smal l  increase i n  NOx emiss ions,  through the use of  longer  res idence 
times. 
S i g n i f i c a n t  l e v e l s  o f  NO2 were  measured.  Under cond i t i ons  
promoting lower f lame temperatures NO2 c o n s t i t u t e d  up t o  100% of 
t h e  t o t a l  NO,. A t  higher  temperatures  this  percentage  decreased 
t o  a  minimum o f  50%.  These exper imenta l  observat ions are consis-  
t e n t  w i t h  a mechanism i n v o l v i n g  c o n v e r s i o n  o f  NO t o  NO2 by t h e  HOO 
140 
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rad ica l .  Rap id  mix ing  o f  ho t  and co ld  reg ions  o f  the combustor 
appears  necessary t o  quench NO2 d e s t r u c t i o n  r e a c t i o n s  i n v o l v i n g  
0, H and OH r a d i c a l s .  . .  
An a n a l y t i c a l  model f o r  p r e d i c t i n g  p o i n t  b y  p o i n t  p r o p e r t i e s  
o f  t h e  opposed r e a c t i n g  j e t  f l o w f i e l d  was. developed.  Agreement 
w i th   exper imen ta l   resu l t s  was fair .   Discrepancies  were  found t o  
t)e t h e  r e s u l t  o f  t h e  s i m p l i f i e d  k i n e t i c  and f l u i d  mechanic approxi- 
mations. . I  
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I n t r o d u c t i o n  , . :  
- , .  
A b r i e f  d e s c r i p t i o n  of the combuStor and combustor test sec- 
was g i v e n  i n  C h a p t e r  3. I n  t h i s  a p p e n d i x  d e t a i l s  o f  t h e  
. .  
e x p e r i m e n t a l  f a c i l i t y  and related support  equipment are presented. 
, A  schematic o f  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t a l  f a c i l i t y  i s  shown i n  F i g u r e  ,A - l .  
The. f u e l  and a i r  s u p p l y  systems, metering o f  t h e  f u e l  and a i r ,  and 
d e s i g n  o f  t h e , f a c i l i t y  a r e  d i s c u s s e d  b e l o w .  
A.2. Main  Fuel  and Air . .  
""
Main a i r  i s  s u p p l i e d  f r o m  t h e  house compressed a i r  system 
which i s  m a i n t a i n e d   a t  a nominal  pressure o f  1.48 x 10 N/m . A 
50.8 mn l i n e  i s  used to   supply   the  exper imenta l   system. The pressure 
i s  reduced t o  4.46 x 10 N/m p r i o r  t o  m e t e r i n g .  The mai:n i i r  i s  
metered wi th  a standard 15.24 mn diameter ASME o r i f   i c e   ( w i t h   f l a n g e  
pressure tops) designed i n  accordance w i t h  ASME codes (ASME; .-  1961 ; 
C~nningham'~ ' ' ) .  The p r e s s u r e  r a t i o  a c r o s s  t h e  o r i f i c e  .was read 
i n  inches o f  water  on a manometer. U p s t r e a m  s t a t i c ' p r e s s u r e  i s  
measured w i t h  a  Boudon  gage  and the temperature o f  t h e ' f l o w  i s  
measured us ing  a thermocouple. The o r i f i c e  c a l i b r a t i o n  was, checked 
aga ins t  a pos i t ive d isp lacement  meter .  
6 2  
5 2  
- , .  . .. 
The main a i r  f low i s  c o n t r o l l e d  b y  means o f  a 12.7 mm needle 
meter ing valve.  The  50.8 mm l i n e  i s  reduced t o  a  12.7 mn l i n e  
t o  accomodate ' t h e  v a l v e .  A f t e r  t h e  c o n t r o l  v a l v e  a i r  p r e h e a t  i s  
prov ided by a General E l e c t r i c  a i r  c i r c u l a t i o n  h e a t e r  u t i l i z i n g  s i x  
6-KW stages, one o f  which has a Chromal.ox  (Model  CIPD73-6C) sol i d  
1 48 
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Figure A-1. Schematic o f  combustor t e s t  f a c i l i t y .  
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s t a t e   p r o p o r t i o n a l   t e m p e r a t u r e   c o n t r o l l e r .  Air preheated t o  a ,”  
maximum o f  812°K a t  t h e  h e a t e r  e x i t  can  be  maintained, Due t o  . , 
unavoidable heat losses i n  the  l i nes ,  t h i s  co r responds  t o  a maxi- 
mum t e s t  s e c t i o n  i n l e t  t e m p e r a t u r e  o f  650°K a t  t h e  f l o w  r a t e s  o f  
i n t e r e s t  i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  i n v e s t i g a t i o n .  
. .  
~ - .  . _  . - I  ’ . . . . . . . 
3 .  
* -. . ,-. 
The propane f u e l  used i s  Matheson Co. commercial  grade  supplied 
, .  
f rom  pressur ized  tanks.  Minimum p u r i t y  o f  t h e  propane i s  99.0 
mole  percent,   wi th a t y p i c a l   a n a l y s i s  as f o l l o w s :  99.4%  propane, . .  
0.05%  ethane,  0.50%  isobutane,  and 0.05% propylene. 
. .  . : 
. .. 
> .  
The main f u e l  i s  metered i n  a F isher -Por te r  S tab le -V is  
Rotometer (tube B3A-25, f l o a t  BSX-33-55) which was c a l i b r a t e d  w i t h  
a wet   test   meter .   Pressure and temperature o f  t h e  f u e l  i s  measured 
a t  t h e  r o t o m e t e r  t o  e n a b l e  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  f u e l  mass f l o w  r a t e .  
A f a s t  r e s p o n s e  s o l e n o i d  s h u t  o f f  v a l v e  l o c a t e d  i n  t h e  f u e l  l i n e  
p r o v i d e s  r a p i d  s h u t  o f f  o f  t h e  f u e l .  
The main stream fuel and a i r  a r e  mixed upstream o f  t h e  combus- 
t o r   t e s t   s e c t i o n   i n  a ventur i   sec t ion   des igned  by  Samuelsen . C47 1 
The f u e l  i s  i n j e c t e d  r a d i a l l y  i n t o  t h e  a i r s t r e a m  a t  a  22.86 mn 
diameter throat through four nozzles evenly spaced about the 
circumference. The f u e l  and a i r  m i x t u r e  t h e n  passes down a  one 
meter long, 57.15 mm d iamete r  s t ra igh ten ing  sec t i on  be fo re  en te r -  
ing   the   Vycor   tes t   sec t ion   (descr ibed  in   Sec t ion   2 .4 ) .  The pressure 
and temperature o f  t h e  main stream are measured j u s t  p r i o r  t o  t h e  
t e s t  s e c t i o n  i n l e t  t h r o u g h  t a p s  i n  t h e  s t r a i g h t e n i n g  s e c t i o n  w a l l s .  The 
f u e l  and a i r  m i x t u r e  i s  i g n i t e d  b y  a spark p lug (Champion H-14Y) 
l oca ted  d iamet r i ca l l y  oppos i te  to  the  p ressu re  and temperature taps 
a t  t h e  end o f  t h e  s t r a i g h t e n i n g  s e c t i o n .  
A.3. 
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Je t   .Fue l  and Air 
""
Propane f o r   t h e   j e t   i n j e c t o r   i s  
l i n e   j u s t  downstream o f  t h e  s o l e n o i d  
metered i n  a  Matheson b a l l  r o t o m e t e r  
tapped ' o f f   t h e  main propane 
valve. ; The j e t   f u e l   i s  
( tube 602) . ';which was 
i 
' c a l i b r a t e d  w i t h  a wet test-meter. . J e t  a i r  i s  tapped-o f f  the  main  
a i r  l i , n e  u p s t r e a m  o f  t h e  o r i f i c e  m e t e r ,  and subsequently metered 
i n  a Fisher-Porter Stable-Vis rotomeser ( tube B3A-25, f l o a t  
BSX-33-55). Both  rotometers were i n d i v i d u a l l y  c a l i b r a t e d  p r i o r  t o  
use with a wet tes t  me te r .  
. .  
. .  - .  
. I .  b '  . , I  . 
The j e t  f u e l  and a i r  i tre mixed i n  a 6.35 mm 'Swedgelok tee  
sect ion approximately 1.2 m. upstream o f  t h e  : j e t  i n , j e c t o r .  Tempera- 
t u r e  and p r e s s u r e '  o f  t h e  j e t  s t r e a m  a r e  measured j u s t  downstream 
o f  t h e  m i x i n g  t e e .  Because. t h e   j e t   a i r  was .tapped o f f  the main 
a i r   l i n e  upstream o f  t h e  a i r  h e a t e r ,  no preheat was 




p rov ided  to  the  
APPENDIX B 
Probe Calculat ions 
B.l I n t r o d u c t i o n  
. .   . .  . 
I n  the use of  combust ion gas sampling probes a major pro- 
blem i s  t o  o b t a i n  a rep resen ta t i ve  sample o f  combustion gases. 
As was discussed i n  Chapter 2 quenching o f  chemical  react ions 
i n  the sampling probe can best be accomplished through a r a p i d  
decrease  , in  both gas temperature and pressure.  The p a r t i a l l y  
water cooled probe used i n  t h e   p r e s e n t   i n v e s t i g a t i o n   u t i  1 i zes 
expans.ion o f  t h e  sample gas t o  a low pressure through a c r i t i c a l  
f l o w  o r i f i c e  l o c a t e d  a t  t h e  p r o b e  t i p  t o  quench r e a c t i o n s  i n  t h e  
i n i t i a l  uncooled por t ion of  the probe,  fo l lowed by a water 
coo led  sec t i on  i n  wh ich  an a d d i t i o n a l  d e g r e e  o f  q u e n c h i n g  i s  
obtained through a decrease i n  t h e  gas temperature. 
I n  t h i s  appendix a s i m p l i f i e d  t h e o r e t i c a l  a n a l y s i s  i s  
descr ibed i n  which an at tempt was  made to  determine whether  
t h e  p a r t i  a1 l y  cooled probe used i n   t h i s   i n v e s t i g a t i o n   d i d   i n -  
deed provide adequate quenching o f  chemical  react ions i n  t h e  
sample  gases. 
B.2  Probe  Analysis 
The dimensions o f  t he  p robe  used i n  t h e  a n a l y s i s  a r e  
shown i n  Figure  B-la.  Pressure and temperature  were  measured a t  
the  probe ex i t  wh i le  sampl ing  f rom the  opposed j e t  r e a c t o r  o p e r a t -  
ing  under  the  cond i t ions  o f  case 3 ( @  = 0.625, TIMLET = 600" K) . 
The sample gas temperature was found to be approximately 530" K 
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Figure B-1. Pressure  and  temperature  distributions i n  an 
idealized  partially cooled quartz  sampling 
probe. 
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(a   resul t  of the long sample 1 i ne) compared t o  what would be obtained 
dur ing  isentropic expansion indicated that a shock must be pre- 
sent i n  the probe. Calculations were made using the experimen- 
t a l ly  measured pressure, and the required position of the shock 
was found to  be 9.4 mm downstream  of the probe in l e t .  The 
resulting pressure profile along the probe i s  shown i n  Figure 
B-lb. The pressure drop due to  f r ic t ion  downstream of the shock 
was found to  be  on the  order of torr/cm  length and there- 
fore was neglected. Isentropic flow was assumed i n  that portion 
of the  nozzle  before  the  shock. Downstream of the shock heat 
transfercalculationswere used to  compute the temperature 
profile.  I n  the uncooled portion of the probe a  wall tempera- 
ture of 1860" K was assumed. As discussed below this corresponds 
to  the flame  temperature for the sample case studied. I t  should 
be noted that this temperature i s  quite close to the softening 
temperature o f  quartz which i s  1900" K and thus represents an 
upper limit on the probe wall  temperature. The result ing sample 
gas temperature p ro f i l e  i s  shown i n  Figure B-lc. 
I t  was necessary to  make several simplifying assumptions for  
the numerical calculations. A constant pressure of 35 t o r r  and a 
constant temperature of 1860" K were  assumed i n  the region pre- 
ceeding the shock.  Negledting  the  pressure and temperature  drop 
d u r i n g  the expansion preceeding the shock should represent a 
worst  case w i t h  regard to reactions occurring i n  the probe. One 
dimensional  flow was also assumed, thus radial concentration and 
velocity  gradients i n  the probe were neglected. Possible effects 
of this assumption will be discussed i n  the next section. 
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To determine probe inlet  conditions,  sampling was 2ssumed t o  
occur from an idealized well  st irred reactor operating at  inlet  
conditions equivalent t o  those of case 3 ( 4  = -.625, TINLET = 600"K, 
p = 1.013 x 10 N/m ). I t  was f e l t  this would provide more 
representative  radical  concentrations  than  if equi 1 i b r i  um condi - 
t ions were assumed. An operating p o i n t  f o r  the well s t i r r ed  
reactor (m/V)  was chosen which gave a flame temperature and NOx 
concentration approximately equal to those encountered experimentally 
i n  the ORJ. The sampling conditions are summarized i n  Table B-1. 
These concentrations were take as the probe inlet  conditions.  The 
corresponding flame temperature i s  1860°K. 
5 2  
TABLE B - 1 .  Probe Inlet  Species  Concentrations 
Species Mole Fraction -" 
O2 8.4 x lo-' 
co 8.5 x 
7.3 x c02 
H2° 9.3 x 
2.3 x 
OH 6.2  x 
H 1.7  x 
0 3.9 x 
N2 8.2 x 10-1 
N 1.8 x 
NO 1.05 x loe5 
8.3.  Reaction Scheme 
The reaction scheme used f o r  the calculations is  shown i n  
Table B-2. Due t o  the uncertainties discussed i n  Chapter  3 w i t h  
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regard  to  probe reactions 
f i n e d  t o  t h e  f o r m a t i o n  o f  
mechanismC391.  An excel lent  d iscussion o f  possible probe reactions 
involv ing interconversion o f  NO and NO2 i s  presented by ternansky 1431 . 
between NO and NO2 a t t e n t i o n  was con- 
to ta l  ox ides  o f  n i t rogen v ia  the Zeldov ich 
. .  
. .  . .  
TABLE B-2. Reaction Scheme 
Reaction 
1. OH + H2 + H + H20 
2. H + 0 2 + O H  + 0 
3. 0 + H20 OH + OH 
4. 0 + H 2 + O H  + H 
5. H + H + M + H 2 + M  
6. O + O + M * 0 2 + M  










H + OH + M +H20 + M 
H + H02 * OH + OH 
H + O2 + M + H O 2  + M 
H2 + O2 f H + H02  
CO + OH * C02 + H 
CO + 0 + M+C02 + M 
cop + 0 f co + o2 
N + N O * N 2 + 0  
N + 0 2 * 0  + NO 
Forward Rate Constant 
o1 3.342 
exP (-2.59/T) 






































Uni ts  - k: (cm mole ) sec where n i s   reac t i on   o rde r ;  3 -1 n-1 -1 
Because Of uncer ta in t ies associated wi th  a reac t ion  mechanism for 
propane under these conditions no attempt was  made t o  i n c l u d e  
-1 57- 
propane in  the  calculations. Wall reactions were also  neglected. 
T h e  kinetic calculations were carried out u s i n g  the 
Generalized Kinetic Analysis Program developed by Nickerson and 
Frey C741 . 
B.4. Results 
The resul ts  are  shown i n  Figure 9-2. I t  can be seen that  
quenching i s  adequate f o r  a l l  major species of in te res t .  As ~ 
expected obtaining representative concentrations of the radical 
species 0 ,  OH and H i s  not feasible w i t h  the present probe due to  
inadequate quenching. 
I t  was mentioned in the previous section t h a t  one dimensional 
flow was assumed i n  the probe. The primary effect  of a parabolic 
velocity distribution is a longer residence time for that p a r t  
o f  the flow nearest the wall. In an e f fo r t  t o  determine the 
effect  of t h i s  assumption on the results, the above calculations 
were repeated with the residence time i n  the uncooled section of 
the probe being increased by a factor of 2.  No change was found 
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Figure B-2. Predicted axial concentration  distributions 
for  idealized  partially  cooled  quartz 
sampl ing  probe. " . ,  
APPENDIX C 
Chemiluminescent Detector Interference 
C . l .  In t roduc t ion  
NOx concentrations were measured i n  t h e  combustor using a 
chemilumines.cent n i t r i c  ox ide  de tec tor . .  . It has been pointed out 
by severa l  invest igators  that  under  cer ta in  condi t ions the pre-  
. . . \ . .  . I : . . .  
sence o f  H20 and C02 can have a s i g n i f i c a n t  e f f e c t  on the measured 
l e v e l s  o f  NO. Both o f  these gases occur i n  the present system i n  
su f f i c ien t   quant i   t ies   to   war ran t   cons idera t ion .  
C.2.; Th i rd  Body E f f i c i ency  E f fec t  
, .  
The  reactions  of  importance- i n  the chemi 1 umi nescent  detector 
are c20 1 
NO + O3 -+ NO2* + -02 (C-1) 
NO + O3 + NO2 + O2 (C-2) 
NO2* -+ NO2 + hG (C-31 
NO2* + M -+ NO2 + M (c-4) 
In ter ference by H20 and  C02 i s  due t o  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  t h i r d  body 
e f f i c ienc ies  o f  these molecules associated with the NO,* quenching 
L 
react ion C-4. C02 has  been found by Clough and Thrush c231 t o  have 
an e f f i c i e n c y  o f  2.2 i n  th i s  reac t i on .  A l though  no quenching 
e f f i c ienc ies  cou ld  be found f o r  H20, a quenching e f f i c i e n c y  o f  
approximately-3-  t imes  that   of  C02 was estimated by Allen, e t   a l .  [24 1 
These val.ues compare w i t h  a quenching e f f i c i ency  o f  1.0 f o r  O2 and 
N2. 
' "It can be shown ' t ha t  t he  i n tens i t y  o f  chemiluminescence from 
the above system o f  reac t i ons  i s  g i ven  by the expression 
1 59 
-1 60- 
For gases w i t h  d i f f e r i n g  t h i r d  body e f f i c i enc ies ,  [M] can be re-  
placed by 
P [MI = Cxini 
i ’ (C-6) 
where xi and ni are the mole f r a c t i o n  and quenching e f f i c iency ,  
respec t i ve l y  o f  t he  i t h  species. Thus f o r  a system containing 
gases o f  d i f f e r e n t  t h i r d  body e f f i c ienc ies  the  f rac t iona l  reduc- 
t i o n  i n  i n t e n s i t y  due t o  t h e  presence o f  these gases can be 
calculated from 
I i s  the measured in tens i ty   f rom a system i n  which a l l  t h i r d  
body e f f i c ienc ies  are  1 .O. 
n=l  
C.3. Interference  Correction  Factors 
While Equation C-7 allows one t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  H20 
and COP on  measured concentrat ions of  NO,, a  more s t ra ight  forward 
approach was used i n  which the chemiluminescent detector was 
ca l i b ra ted  w i th  gas mixtures containing known quan t i t i es  o f  Ne, NO, 
H20, and COP. The concentrat ion of  NO was maintained constant 
whi le  N 2  was replaced by H20 and COP i n  concentrat ions typ ica l  o f  
those  found i n  the  present  investigation.  Pressure i n  the  detec- 
t.or reac t ion  chamber was 2.7 t o r r  i n  a l l  cases. The f rac t i ona l  
decrease i n  measured NO concentrations as  a f u n c t i o n  o f  H20 and 
COP mole f r a c t i o n  i s  shown i n  Figure B-1. 
These resu l t s  a re  s im i la r  t o  those  o f  A1 l e n ,  e t  alCP4’, who 
found a 1.5% reduction i n  detector s ignal  per 10% C02 a d d i t i o n  a t  
an organized oxygen t o  sample f l o w  r a t e  r a t i o  o f  6, up t o  a 7% 
reduction per 10% C O P  f o r  a r a t i o  o f  0.5. Figure C-1  shows 
0.20 ,I I I 
MOLE FRACTION 
Figure C - 1 .  The e f f e c t  o f  Hz0 and C02 in te r fe rence on NO measurements 
i n  a chemiluminescent detector; x - 10 pprn NO; A - 20 pprn NO. 
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TABLE D-1 (Continued) 
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TABLE D-1 (Continued) 
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TABLE D-1 (Continued) 
Z(IJ R ( J J  
127.0 1.40 
139 .7  26. B O  
139.7 2 4 . 2 6  
13% 7 21 a 7 2  
139.7 19.18 
139 .7  16m€4 
139.7 14.10 
1 3 9 . 7  11 a E 6  
139 .7  9.02 
L39.7 E a 4 8  
139.7 3.94 





146.L: 1 + e € 4  
146-CI 14alO 
146.0 11.56 
1 4 6 a b  9aO2 
1.46. G 6 . 4 8  
1 4 6 a O  3 m S 4  
14b.L 1 m40 
152.. 4 26.80 
152.4 24.26 
1 5 2 . 4  2 2 . 7 2  
152 .4  19.18 
152.4 l € a  €4 
152.4 14 .10  
1 5 2 . 4  11.56 
15Za4 9 m G 2  
152.4 6.48 
152.4 3.54 
152.4 L a 4 0  
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TABLE D-1 (Continued) 
R ( 3 )  
3 . 3 0  





















3 .30  
2 b e e Q  
24026 
21 0 72 
19018 
i 6 o E 4  
14.10 




3 . 3 0  
N O X  
- - 0 0 6  
- 0  00 
-e 00  
- .on 
-0 . 
- 0  0 
-0  0 
30 13 
5.63 
8 .90  
90 00  
-.un 
- e 4 0  
" 0  00 
- 0 0 0  
e78 
le 92 
- 0  0 0  
2.25 
4.50 
6 0 0 0  
- 6  0 0  
- 0  no 
- 0 0 0  
- 0  00 
e 52 
1.23 





-e 0 0  
- 0  0 
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- 0  0 0  











- 0  0 0  

























- . O D  . 5 0  
1.25 
2.19 
- 0  0 0  
6. 75 
7.75 
4. at l  
88 50 










0 1 3  











- 0 0 0  















0 .  
- 0  0 0  
- 0 0 0  
- m o o  
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TABLE D-1 (Continued) 
O A T A  FOF; CASE 5 
R ( J )  
2 6 . e ~  
2 4 . 2 6  










26 .80  
2 4 . 2 6  




1 3 . 4 6  
lfi.42 














i . 4 3  
26.80 





1 3 . 4 b  
1 0 . 9 2  
8.38 
8 . 3 6  
5.e4 
3 .94  
1.40 
2 6 . 8 0  
NO 
















a 1 3  
039 
- 0 0  0 -. 0 0  




.2 5 . 4 4  
a 6 0  
.so 
0 1 0  
*I5 
0 .  




- . G O  
- . o o  
. 1 9  
.44 
a 5 6  
0 31 
% G O  








e 0 6  
.20 







6 3  
00 
0.0 0 
m G 4  
.ll 
.55 . 4 4  
0 2 5  
0. 
0 .  . 31 




0 . 0 0  
004 
a 0 7  




e 0 6  
- 3 1  . 1 0  





e 3 0  
3 .  
c o  
0. 
.19 
0b3 . 44 
.is 
- .a0  
' o G 0  
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TABLE D-1 (Continued) 




- a 0 0  
- * O O  
0. 
0. 
0 .  
0. 
0. 
- 0 0  
0 0  
0. 
O m  
0. 
- 0 0 0  
- 0 0 0  









0 .  
a 0 6  
0 2 5  
0 1 5  
- . G O  
- 0 0 0  
0 0  
O m  




a 0 5  




- . G O  




O m  
0. 
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TABLE D-2 NOx AND NO DATA 
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76 .2  
8B.9 
R 8  09 




88,  9 
88  -9 
88 09 


































































































1470.oO - 0. 
-0 . 
-0 . 
-00  - .O - 00 
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L( 1 )  



















1 5 2  .4 
152.4 
15t.4 















-.. 0 - .o 
- 0 0  - 00 - 00 




325 .0  
-0. 
-0 . 
-0. -.I) -. 0 
-00 - 013 -. 0 
-00 - . 0 
- .o  - 00 - .O 
- 00 -0. 
-0 . 
-0 .  
-0. 
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TABLE D-2 (Continued) 
. .  
DATA F O R  CASE 3 TEMP= 600.0 EQIV= - 6 2 5 0  VEL= 7.240 
Z ( 1 )  R ( J )  HZ 0 02 coz C3,W N 2  co TE HP 
. O m  26.80  a0956 0 0 7 7 1  e0713 -0086 0 7 5 2 4  0 0 0 1 6  -0. 
0. 24026  a0817 0 0 7 9 4  - 0 7 1 6  . O O l l  0 7 8 2 8  0 0 0 1 3  -0 . 
0. 21.72  00743 0 0 7 6 3  a0749 00023 0 1 9 0 3  a 0 0 1 3  1740.0 
0. 19.18 0 1 0 1 1  .072-4 mO801 00028 a7396 m O O 1 1  1765.0 
0. 16.64  01003 e0806 ma742 a0031 .7628 - 0 0 0 8  1785.0 
0. 14.10  -0973 -0848 .0718 .OOZS a7358 .0'005 1795.0 
0. 11.56  00872 e0755 0 0 7 1 3  m o o 0 1  a 7 6 5 9  0 0 0 0 3  1800.0 
0. 9.G2 e1060 0 0 6 2 8  .0800 a 0 0 0 4  0 7 3 0 9  0 0 0 0 3  1780.0 
0. 6.48 m0949 a0949 00767 .000,9 0 7 3 2 6  0 0 0 0 2  1695.0 
a. 3.94  80954 0 0 7 0 6  - 0 8 0 3  a 9 0 1 0  0 7 4 3 7  "0  -0 . 
0. 1.40 - . 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  -. 0 
25.4 26.80  -1 24 a0882  .0588 a0019 a7286 -.O 1570.0 
25.4 24.26  a0864 a0725 00548 -0093 ,7990 moo22 1600.0 
25.4 21.72 . 0976 0 0822 0719 moo06 1.7477 -0015 1695.0 
25.4 19.18 . I O 1 7  0 0 9 3 3  m0723 .OO12 07226   00009   1750 .0  
25.4 16.64  a1083 00893  a0700 e0070 0 7 1 9 4  a 0 0 0 6  1785.0 
25.4 14.10  a0827 e0694   -0577  - 0 0 8 1  a7771  00005  1810.0  
25.4 11.56 00868 00654  00727 .0010 0 7 7 3 1   0 0 0 0 5  1800.0 
25.4 9 . 0 2   . I 0 7 1  0 0 8 0 8  a0789 a0010 0 7 3 2 1  -0004 -0. 
25.4 6.48 00849 0 0 6 8 9  mO634 0 0 0 9 0  0 7 8 3 7  m o o 0 3  1700.0 
25.4 3.94  e08.93 00786  a0724 mOO3Z - 7 5 6 4   0 0 0 0 2  -0. 
25.4 1.40 -00010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - . ~ 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0  0 
50.8 26.80  a0845 rn 0753  -0424 e0144 0 7 8 3 3  0.0 1275.0 
50.8 24.26 a0916 .0829  .0478 .0087 a 7 6 8 9  - 0 0  1350.0 
50.8 21.72  e0924 09895  e0590 0 0 0 0 8  a7534  'e0024  1575.0 
50.8 19.18  .Os82 e0855  e0 87 00084 -7642  00016  1710.0  
50.8 16 .64   01035 e0850 m0695 -0007 a7412  00012  1775.0  
50.8 14.10 -0826 00751   a0692  e0034 a7696 0 0 0 0 8  
50.8 11.56  a0994 .OB15 rn 0675 o0005 7510 m o o 0 5  1800.0 
-0. 
50.8 9.02  a0926 m0757 a0727 m0007 e7634   00005  1780mO 
50.8 6.48  e0859 0 0 8 6 8  a0659 00017 e 7 5 9 8   0 0 0 0 3  1680.0 
50.8 3.94  e0897 a0706 - 0 6 0 5  .00lO a7782 m O O O 2  -0 0 
50.8 1.40 -a0010 - 0 O Q I O  - . O O l O  - e 0 0 1 0  -e0010 -mO010  "00 
63.5 26.80 -.0010 - m o o 1 0  - m o o 1 0  - .0010 -00010 - m O O I O  1 1 1 0 . 0  
63.5 24.26 .0914 .09G8 SO492 a 0 0 1 0  0 7 6 7 6   - 0 0 4 8  1180.0 
63.5 21.72 a0836 0 0 8 0 3  e0543 .O107 0 7 7 7 1  moo29 1445.0 
63.5 19.18  e0 87 - 0 7 3 8  - 0 5 6 3  0 0 0 6 9  e7863 - 0 0  -0. 
63.5 16 .64   00954 - 0 8 4 3  00768 00097 0 7 1 1 8   - 0 0 1 2  172500 
m63.5 14.10 - 0 9 6 9  0 0 9 2 4  00704 e 0 0 0 6  a7167 - 0 0 0 8  1790.0 
63.5 11.56  00953 0 0 8 3 1  - 0 5 8 6  00990 0 7 3 4 1  e 0 0 0 5  1790.0 
63.5 9.02  a0933 m0954 - 0 6 4 2  -0083 - 7 3 8 8   0 0 0 0 5  1785.0 
63.5 6.48  a0905 00844 0 0 6 5 3  0 0 0 4 0  e7558 0 0 0 0 4  1775.0 
6 3 0 5  3.94  a0793 0 0 8 1 6  e0709 e 0 0 0 1  m7682 - 0 0 0 3  -0. 
63.5 1.40 -00010 - 0  0 0 1 0  0010 - e 0 0 1 0  -00010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0  0 
76.2 26.80 -.0010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - . O O l O  - .0010 - . 0 0 1 0  -.0010 950.0 
76.2 24.26 m0708 a1413 a0175 mol52 m7553 - 0 0 9 4  -0  . 
76.2 21.72  .099U a0876 ,0519 moo35 .758G 0 0 0 4 4  1320.0 
76.2 19.18  .0910 e0807 m0554 e 0 0 9 0  a 7 6 3 9   - 0 0 2 3  1560.0 
76.2 16.64 -0895 .0898 .0636 a0051 m7520 0 0 0 1 6  1700.0 
TABLE 



















































R (  J)  HZ0 02 c02 C3H8 N2 co 
14.10 00945 00842  00630  0 066  07447 - 0 0  
11.56 -0877 00803 0 0 6 3 6  00006 0 7 7 7 8  0 0 0 0 1  
9.02 00678 0 0 7 7 9  0515 00015 8213 0 0 0 0 5  
6.48 0 0 9 5 0  0 0 8 1 7  0 0 7 3 1  00006 a6786 0 0 0 0 5  
3.94 00935 0 0 7 7 2  00696 00014 0 7 5 8 0  0 0 0 0 3  
1.40  -.0010  -80010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 3  -.001[1  -00010 
26.80 -.0010 - 0  0010 - . O O l O  - . O O l O  - 0  0010 0. 
24.26 a0585 0 1 9 7 9  00140 00143 0 7 1 5 3  00200 
21.72 0 0 8 6 7  0 1 0 6 3  00358 00016 0 7 6 1 6  m0087 
19.18 00917 0 0 8 7 2  0 0 4 6 6  00186 0 7 6 5 8  0 0 0 3 2  
16.64 01098 0 0 9 4 3  00675 00043 0 7 2 4 1  .0017 
14.10 00988 0 0 8 3 3  0 0 6 9 7  00070 - 7 4 1 1  . O O l l  
11.56 00914 0 0 7 8 6  0 0 6 3 1  a0128 - 7 8 5 1  - 0 0  
9.02 0 0 9 7 1  0 0 8 0 4  0 0 7 0 3  m O O 1 2  0737G 0 0 0 0 5  
6.48 00967 0 0 8 5 6  0 0 7 1 3  0 0 0 0 6  07392 m 0 0 0 4  
3.94 00954 0 0 9 0 9  00627 00045 0 7 5 3 6  - 0 0  
1.40 0 0 9 8 1  0880 00556 00083 o t 5 0 0  m0020 
26.80 -.OOlJ - 0 0 0 1 0  -.0010 - .0010 -.0010 - 0 0 0 1 0  
24.26 00294 0 2 1 0 9  m0100 0 0 3 5 1  06866 0 0 0 3 0  
21.72 00438 0 1 7 8 7  00263 . 0 0 2 0  0 7 4 9 2  00190 
19.18 00638 0 1 0 4 9  0 0 3 9 4  00073 07847 0 0 0 5 0  
16.64 00898 0 0 8 7 2  00612 a 0 0 0 8  0 7 6 1 1  '00019 
14.10 0 0 9 4 8  0 0 8 4 5  0 0 6 6 7  00087 0 7 4 1 3  0 0 0 1 0  
11.56 00859 00830 .Os46 00013 07802 0 0 0 0 7  
9.02 -1010 0 0 6 6 7  0 0 6 6 9  .I3033 a 7 4 2 1  0 0 0 6 3  
6.48 m0876 0 0 6 9 8  00599 00066 0 7 9 0 0  0 0 0 0 6  
3.9'4 e0927 0 0 6 7 8  0 0 5 4 7  ,0062 - 7 6 8 7  .0012 
1.40 00925 0 0 7 6 9  00562 oOO70 07574 00020 
2 6 - 8 0  - -0010 - . O O $ O  - - 0 0 1 0  - - 0 0 1 0  - . 0 0 1 0  - - O O I O  
2 4 - 2 6  - . 0 0 1 0  - . 0 0 1 0  - * 0 0 1 0  -.0010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  
21.72 o0310 - 1 8 6 0  >0116 - 0 2 1 5  0 7499 0 0 0 2 8  
19.18 0 0 5 7 3  0 1 2 2 2  0 0 1 8 6  00136 0 7 6 8 3  - 0 1 5 0  
16.64 -0799 00850 0 0 5 7 6  00071 - 7 7 0 4  - 0 0 2 7  
14.10 0 1 0 0 5  0 0 8 5 8  00566 00142 0 7 2 1 7  - 0 0  
11.56 00872 09824 00494 00115 - 7 6 9 6  0 0 0 0 8  
9.02 0 0 8 9 2  0843 -0488 ,0103 0 7 5 7 4  " 0  
6.48 00832 0 0 7 1 8  00654 moo48 - 7 8 4 8  - 0 0  
3.44 0 0 8 8 4  0796 0579 a 0 0 6 6  7675 0 0 0 8  
1.40 -0964 0 0 7 5 7  0 0 5 7 9  00126 0 7 5 7 4  - 0 0 1 1  
26.80 - . 0 0 1 0  - . 0 0 1 0  - . 0 0 1 0  - . 0 0 1 0  - . 0 0 1 0  -.0010 
24.26 -.OD10 - 0  0 0 1 0  - 0  0 0 1 0  -00LJl.0 - 0  0010 - 0 0 0 1 0  
21.72 00225 0 1 9 0 7  0 0 0 4 1  00221 0 7 9 0 6  - 0 0  
19.18 -0386 0 1 6 1 9  00144 -0197 0 7 9 5 4  0 0 2 3 0  
1 6 - 6 1  00556 0 1 2 6 5  0 0 2 9 0  00123 0 7 6 4 7  0 0 0 6 5  
14.10 00849 0 0 3 6 2  00481 00153 0 7 4 5 7  - 0 0  
11.56 e0743 0 0 8 0 9  0 0 5 1 6  - 0 1 1 7  0 7 7 9 6  0 0 0 1 0  
53-02 0 0 8 2 6  0 0 6 8 2  00538 00097 0 7 8 5 7  - 0 0  
6.48 00914 air792 -0474 00082 0 7559 0 0 0 0 5  







































1 7 1 0 . 0  
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TABLE D-2 (Continued) 



































R ( J  B H23 02 c02 C3H8 N2 co 
1.40 e0921  -0703  - 587  a0069  a7719 0 0 0 0 5  
26.80 -. 0010  -. 0010 -. 0010 -.oa1o -. 0010 -. 0 0 1 0  
24.26 -a0010 - . 9010  - 0 0 0 1 0  -00018 -00010 - 0 0 0 1 0  
21.72 - a 0 0 1 0  -e 0010 - .0010 - . O O l O  - .0010 - 0 0 0 1 0  
19.18 SO272 0 2 0 0 0  0. 00246 07482  .0018 
16.64  a0444 e1668 mol89 m0022 -7611 moo60 
14.10  e0629 a1342 00408 a0118 07910 -0065 
11.56  a0750 . I 1 5 2  00372 . O i l 0  m7552 -0027 
9.02 a0964 00998 00373 e0174 a7393 - 0 0  
6.48  a0916 .0922 .0420 a0106 .7457 rn 0016 
3.94 -0970 e 0 8 6 8  e0551 mol04 .7407 m0005 
1.40 01138 -0855 e0546 mol61 m7201 m 0 0 1 0  
26.80 - . o o l o  -.OGIO - . o o ~ a  -.001o  -.001o - -o010  
24.26 -.OGiO -mO010 - m O O l O  - 0 0 0 1 3  - 0 0 0 1 0  - .0010  
21.72 - . O O l O  - . 0010  - 0 0 0 1 0  -00G10 -.0010 - 0 0 0 1 0  
'19.18 - . O L i l O  - 0 0 0 1 0  -a0010 - .UO10 - 0 0 0 1 0  -moo10 
16.64 -iO010 - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  -. 0010 
14 .10  -0418 01896 .02.00 e0219 m7420 - m O  
11.56 a0374 m1652 a0132 a0156 e7586 . 0250  
9 .02  e 0 5 2 4  e1342 m0242 a0148 e7743 a 0 0 2 1  
6.48 .0666 a1242 e0480 -0096 a7416 -0028 
3.94 a0831 01148 a0451 a 0 1 1 7  -7452 mOO90 
1.40 e0939 .0947 a0356 -0246 -7512  -0030 
26.80 - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0  0 0 1 0  -iO.010 -mO010 - .0010 - .0010  
24.26 -.0010 - 0 O G i O  - 0 0 0 1 0  - .0010 - .0010 -.OOiO 
21-72  - 0 0 0 1 0  -e0010 - m O O t O  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - . O O l O  
19.18 -.OOlU -.0010 - .0010 - .BO10 - .0010 -.0010 
16.64 -mOO10 -00010 -mO010 - m O O l O  - a 0 0 1 0  - m O O I O  
14.10  -a0010 - . 0 0 1 0  - .0010 - m O O I O  -.OOlO - 0 0 0 1 0  
11. 5 6  ,0155 1720 .OJ21 -0230 m7874 0.0 
9.02  a0201 a1907 a0035 a0251 a7576 00005 
6.48 e0237 ; I821  e0074 -0276 a7592 0 0 0 8  
3.94 e0322 m1616 .0204 00124 07735  .0015 
1.40 00570 a1987 00284 m0201 a7157 m0243 
TEMP 


























TABLE D-2 (Continued) 
DATA FOR CASE 6 TEMP= 600.0 E Q I V =  .0450 VEL= 7.240 
211) R ( J 1  HZ 0 02 coz C3H8 N2 co 
0. 26.80  00259 a 2 0 0 0  00095 00175 0 7 4 7 1  - 0 9 2 5  
0. 24.26  00351 a1906 00179 00158 0 7 4 0 7  0 0 0 2 4  
0. 21.72  00413 0 1 7 2 5  00211 0 0 1 5 6  a7455 0 0 4 2 3  
4- 19.18  00546 - 1 6 7 3  00238 a0114 0 7 1 3 0  0 -0  
0. 16.64  a0575 1320 0 0 2 6 8  0 0 0 9 3  0 7 8 4 5  00024  
O m  14010   00654  0 1 3 9 7  0 0 3 5 5  00063 ,7530 - 0 0  
O m  11.56  00657 a1349 00550 0 0 0 0 2  e7502 00025 
0. 9 .02   00681 0 1 3 2 7  0 0 5 8 7  0. e 7 0 4 5  0 0 0 2 0  
0. 6 -48   00653  0 1 2 8 4  00593 0 0 0 0 1  0 7 2 9 8  0 0 0 2 0  
0. 3 ~ 9 4  00757 0 1 0 8 5  0 0  57  0 0 0 0 5  0 7 0 7 6  0 0 0 2 6  
0. 1.40 -.0010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  -.OOlG - 0 0 0 1 0  
25.4 26.80 00177 0 1 9 0 7  0 0 0 3 6  0 0 2 2 3  07752 - 0 0  
25.4 24.26 00337 01980 , 00128 00210 0 7 3 4 5  0 0 0 2 1  
25.1, 21.72 0 0 3 0 5  0 1 7 4 0  0 0 1 7 8  00170 a7607 0 0 0 2 2  
25.4 19.18 00535 0 1 7 4 7  0 0 2 1 2  00076 07334 -0025  
25.4 16.64 -0544 0 1 4 9 7  oOZ53 .O lb$  07545 00027 
25.4 14.10 a0533 0 1 5 2 1  00384 00070 e7392 - * C  
25.4 11.56 0 0 6 2 1  0 1 5 1 2  00580 00057 0 7 0 7 9  0 0 0 2 8  
25.4 9.02 ,0615 0 1 4 6 8  00526 0. 7 1 9 1  0023 
25.4 6.48 0 0 6 9 1  01207 0 0 6 1 3  00006 0 7 4 8 4  00019 
25.4 3 - 9 4  00601 0 1 1 6 7  e0552 0001i7 a7673 0 0 0 2 8  
25.b 1.40 - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  -00010 -00010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  
50.8 26.80 -00010 - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  -00010 - 0 0 0 1 0  -r00,10 
50.8 24.26 0 0 1 4 0  0 1 8 8 8  0 0 0 4 1  ,0154 a7776 - 0 0  
50.8 21.72 00287 0 1 9 0 3  ,0140 oOJ76 0 7 4 9 2  , 0 0 2 0  
50.8 19-18 0 0 3 2 0  ,1775 0 0 1 8 6  00130 ,7789 0.0 
50.8 16.64 00508 0 1 5 8 5  0 0 2 1 2  00122 0 1 2 1 3  - 0 0  
50.8 14.10 00503 0 1 4 5 7  00390 .0100  0 7 5 5 1  - 0 0  
50.8 11.56 0 0 5 5 3  01512 0 0 4 3 7  ,0113 - 7 1 8 5  0 0 0 3 3  
5 0 0 8  9.02 0 0 5 8 8  0 1 4 0 7  0 0 5 7 8  00096 0 7 3 0 1  0 0 0 2 5  
50.8 6.48 -0593 0 1 2 5 1  00642 a0004 0 7 5 1 0  0 0 0 2 3  
50.8 3.94 00766 a1267 0 0 6 4 1  00016 .IO11 0 0 0 3 0  
50.8 1.40 ~ r O O l U  -00010 -00010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  -00010 
63.5 26.80 - 0 0 0 1 0  -00010 -00010 -00010 -00010 - 0 0 0 1 0  
63.5 24.26 0 0 2 3 6  0 1 8 8 9  0 0 0 2 4  00187 07663 0 0 0 1 5  
63.5 21.72 00302 0 1 8 6 6  0 0 0 5 2  a0155 0 7 6 2 5  0 0 0 2 0  
63.5 1 9 - 1 0  -0.366 0 1 7 9 5  00139 00115 - 7 5 1 3  - 0 0 2 4  
63.5 16.64 00363 0 1 4 9 6  0 0 2 3 5  00105 0 7 8 0 1  0 0 0 2 9  
63.5 14.10 0 0 4 1 5  0 1 6 0 5  0 0 2 8 9  00109 0 7 6 6 4  - 0 0  
63.5 11.56 00548 0 1 3 1 8  0 0 4 0 2  00084 0 7 6 4 9  - 0 0 3 4  
63.5 9.02 00615 0 1 3 7 9  0 0 5 3 5  O m  0 6 8 7 1  0 0 0 3 4  
63.5 6.48 a0698 0 1 3 1 1  00489 0 0 0 4 4  0 7 3 8 9  0 0 0 2 6  
63.5 3.94 -.0010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  -00010 - 0 0 0 1 0  0 0 0 2 7  
63.5 1.40 -000i-U - 0 0 I i l O  - 0  0 0 1 0  -00010 -.OOlG - 0  0010 
7 6 0 2  26.80 - 0 0 0 1 0  -.0010 - 0 0 0 1 0  -00010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  
7b.2 24.26 -00010 -00010 -00010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  
76.2 21.72 00237 0 1 9 4 7  0 0 0 2 9  0 0 1 7 1  0 7 7 1 6  00016 
76.2 19.18 a0473 0 1 8 4 3  0 0 1 2 6  00178 0 7 3 8 0  0 0 0 2 1  
76.2 16.64 mO4kl 1658 0262 00148 - 7 0 9 1  "0 
TEHP 
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1 1 4 e  3 
114.3 
114.3 




127 . 0 







R ( J )  HZ 0 02 c02 C3H8 N2 co 
14.10 e 0 5 0 1  e1677 e0369 -0103 e7349   -0032  
11.56 -0494 m1486 e0440 e 0 1 0 0  e7612  e0035 
9.02 a0536 m i 4 0 1  e0481 e0103 -7419  e0030 
6.48 m0640 e1383 .0568 e 0 0 0 4  e7316 map27 
3.94 no656 m1308 e0621 e0053 m?$96 -0025 
1.40 - m O 0 1 0  - e 0 0 1 0  - m  0 0 1 0  - . U U 1 0  - m  0 0 1 0  -m0010 
26.80 - . tO iU  0 0 1 0  - . 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - .0010 - m O 0 1 0  
24.26 mol64 e 2 G 2 1  0. a0199 e7815  ,0009 
21.72 e0221 .1949 . 0020  e0180 e7751  .OD14 
19.18 a0348 m1956 .0044 eQ247 e7405 - 0 0  
16.64 e0377 a1633 e0173 a0163 m76S4 -0027  
14.10 e0509 a1656 -0233 e0175 e7424 m003.4 
l i e 5 6  e0544 e 1637 - 0 4 5 7  m o o 0 3  e 7 2 0 8  e0037 
9.02 - 0 5 7 1  -1357  e0446 a0036 .7530 e0031  
6.48 .0627 e1237 a0630 moo16 -7490  e 0040 
3 - 9 4  e0650 ,1281 a0678 0. i t 3 9 0  - e 0  
1.40 e0531 e1517 e0478 . O O O O  a7414 a0063 
26.80 -.OOIU -. 0 0 1 0  -.oalo *.OOLO - . o o 1 o  - .OOIO 
24.26 -.oo1a - . o 0 1 0  - . 0 0 1 o  - .OOIO -.ooio 0. 
19.18 .0309 .2038 . 0085  .0212 .7356 .oa19 
21.72 e0188  a2031 mOOlb .0214 e7551  moo12 
16.64 e0421  a1613 e0167 mol38 e7660 w e 0  
14.10 a0389 01582  e0231 moo99 - 7 7 9 4  e0033 
11.56 .0589 e1385 .4511 e 0 1 4 5  r 7 4 3 3  moo36 
9 d 0 2  e 0 6 7 1  e1336 e0443 a0074 86996 e0033 
6.48 m0628 e1310 m0649 e 0 0 0 2  a7411 ,0031 
3.94 .OS46 a1329 a0588 0. e7236 e0056 
l e 4 0  e0548 a1393 e0443 e0003 0 7 6 1 3  - 0 0 8 4  
26.80 - .a010 - . o a 1 o  - . o a t 0  - . o a l b  -.OOIO - . a o 1 u  
19.18 .0260 .zit18 .eon . o m  .7223 -.o 
24 .26  -a0010 - e 0 0 1 0  -so010 - c O O l O  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 9 5 3  
21.72 m0215 m1955 0. mO239 -7482  e 0 0 0 9  
16.64 a0386 e l S i 0  a 0 1 1 0  e0188 a 7 5 0 5  -.O 
14.10 e0530 m1642 mol44  ,0176 -7507  e0033 
11.56 .0656 a1585 e0583 e0067 a6789 e0037 
9.02 e0744 e1303 e0596 e0034 e7233 moo31 
6.48 m0614 - 1 2 7 9  -0580 e0051 a7476 m0030 
3.94 a0642 e1294 a0545 e0041 a7418 moo50 
1.40 e0711 a1360 -0503 mol15 m7201 a0092 
26.80 - * 0 0 1 0  - a  0010  -00010 - 0 0 0 1 0  - . O O l G  -.0010 
24.26 -.OOiO - . 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - m o o 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  -e0010 
21.72 -00010 - . O O l O  - . 0 0 1 0  - e 0 0 1 0  - e 0 0 1 0  e 0 0 0 8  
1 9 e l 8  m0299 .2035 e 0 0 1 4  -0217 e7435 -0150 
16.64 .os50 .18z7 .0033 .0154 .7417 .0022 
14.10  m051Ii -1540  e0197  -0207  a7746 " 0  
11.56 e0557 a1463 e0519 a0050 a1291 e0036 
9.02 e0523 e13C3 e0468 e0104 a7603 a0031  
6.48 .0772 a1233 ~ 0 4 5 2  . O i l 8  e7425 m o o 2 5  






-0 -. 0 
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TABLE 0-2 (Continued) 
ZtI)  
1 2 7  a 0 
1 3 9 . 7  
139 .7  
1 3 9 . 7  
13% 7 
1 3 9 . 7  
13Y T 
1 3 9 . 7  
13907 
139 a 7 
139.7 
1 3 3  a 7 
2520 4 
152 i 4 
1 5 2  a 4 
152 a 4 
152 a 4 
152 4 
152 a 4 
152.4 
152 a 4 
152 a 4 







1 5 8 r  7 
158 .7  
15 8.7 
1 5 8 . 7  
158- 7 
R t J  1 H 20 02 c02 C 3 H 8  N2 co 
l a 4 0  a 0 7 3 9  a1163 a 0 4 9 3  a 0 1 0 8  a 7 3 9 7  - a 0  
2 6 . 8 0  -a0010  - a 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - a U 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0   - a 0 0 1 0  
2 4 . 2 6  -000i 'J  - a 0 0 1 0  -0 ,0010  - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0   - a 0 0 1 0  
2 1 - 7 2  -a0010  - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  a 0 0 4 9  
19.18 a 0 1 7 5  a 2 0 4 4  O m ,  0 0 1 9 3  a 7 7 8 7   a 0 0 0 9  
1 6 . 6 4  a 0 2 9 7  a 1 8 7 9  0 0 0 0 3  a 0 1 6 2  a7538 a 0 0 2 6  
1 4 - 1 0  a 0 4 8 1  a 1 6 9 3  a 0 0 8 8  00188  a7531 . .   a0024  
11.56 a 0 4 8 3  a 1 6 9 6  a0239 a0097  a7263 a 0 0 3 1  
9 . 0 2   a 0 6 5 1  a1514 a 0 5 7 2   a 0 0 1 2  a7251 a 0 0 2 8  
3.94 a 0 7 1 1  a 1 0 4 5  m0587 00'006 a 7 5 7 9  a 0 0 1 5  
l a 4 0   a 0 7 8 1  a1216 00535 a 0 0 6 4  a7312 a 0 0 1 7  
2 6 . 8 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  -a0010  - a 0 0 1 0  - a d 0 1 0  
24.26 - 0 0 0 1 0  - a  UOl.0 - a U O l O  - o O O & U  - a  3 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  
2 1 . 7 2  -000iO - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  
1 9 - 1 8  - 0 0 0 1 0  -a0010  - 0 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - a O O ' l Q  
16.64 - 0 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - o O O I O  -a0010  - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 / 0  
1 4 - 1 0   - 0 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  -000 .10  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - r 0 0 1 0  
11.56 0 0 2 6 9   0 2 1 4 4   0 0 1 1 6   0 0 2 3 2  - 7 0 3 8  - a 0  
6048 a 0 6 2 6   - 1 2 5 4  .os73 . e 0 0 7  . m o  . o o 1 9  
9 - 0 2  -036 .7  a 1 9 0 7  0 1 5 0  a 0 2 4 2  a 7 3 3 5  . 0 0 1 0  
6.48 0 0 5 1 5  0 1 8 1 5  0 0 3 1 9  a 0 1 7 1  a 7 0 8 1  a 0 0 1 2  
3.94 0 0 5 5 1  a 1 6 0 8  0 0 5 6 6  0 0 1 2 5  a 7 1 5 0  - a 0  
& a k O  a 0 4 7 6  a1288 0 0 5 2 6  a 0 0 0 8  a 7 7 0 2  - a 0  
2 6 - 6 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  
24.26 - 0 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - o O D i O  - a 0 0 1 0  
2 1 - 7 2  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0  0010  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 G  - a 0 0 1 0  
19.18 -00010  - a 0 0 1 0  - 0 o o i o  - 0 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  
1 6 . 6 4  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0  0010  - o O O I O  - 0 0 0 1 0  - 0  0 0 1 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  
1 4 . 1 0  -00010  -a 0 0 1 0  - 0  OOIO - a 0 3 1 0  - 0  0 0 1 0  "0010 
11.56 0 0 2 3 2  0 2 1 3 4  0 0  io181 a 6 9 0 3  - 0  0 
9 . 0 2  0 0 1 6 4  .a2128  0 0 0 8 4  0 0 1 8 0  0 7 4 4 3  0 0  
6 - 4 8  0 0 2 4 5  a 2 0 3 8  0 0  00163 a 7 2 4 8  - a 0  
3 - 9 4  0 0 2 1 6  0 1 9 6 2  a 0 1 2 8  0 0 2 4 8  0 7 6 4 6  - a 0  
1 - 4 0  - 0 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  -.OD10 - 0 0 0 1 0  - . 0 0 1 0  - a 0 0 1 0  
TEHP -0. 
- a  0 
6 1 5 . 0  
700a0 
-0a  
1 0 0 0 . 0  
1 2 0 0 . 0  
1 3 3 0 - 0  
i42Oa 0 
1 4 4 5 . 0  
-0. 
-0 0 
- 0  0 
5 7 5 . 0  
- a  0 
650  a 0 
7 5 0 . 0  






- a  0 
- 0  0 
- 0 0  
- 0  0 
6 2 0 . 0  
69000 
7 8 5 . 0  
8 7 5 0 0  
1 0 2 o a o  
-0 a. 
- a  0 
APPENDIX - E 
Numerical Computer 
This appendix l ists  the numerical 
Program 
computer program used i n  
this investigation to solve the governing differential equations 
for  the opposed reacting jet  f lowfield.  T h i s  program represents a 
modified version of the original program developed by  Gosman, e t  a1 C441 
and l a t e r  used by S a m u e l ~ e n ~ ~ ~ ’ .  Section E . l  defines  the  Fortran 
symbols used i n  the program  and Section E.2 provides a complete 
l i s t i ng  of the program. The various subroutines are described i n  
detai l  i n  the above mentioned references. 
E. 1 . Fortran Symbol s 
Fortran Symbols 
A ( I ,  J ,  1 to  9), 
also AQ(1, J ,  1 to  9 )  
ACTE ( I )  





Dependent vari ab1 es 
Act i va ti  on energy 
See GLOB ( I ) 
F u l l  names for  dependent variables ; for  
use i n  p r i n t - o u t  
For convenience, some variables are 
assigned two variable-names, through an 
EQUIVALENCE statement, one of the two i s  
AQ 
Temporary storage locations 
Symbol array for dependent variables, e.g. 
STRM for stream function; for use i n  
p r i n t - o u t  
T i t l e  o f  problem to be i n p u t  through th i s  
a r r ay  
The finite-difference approximation for  
the convection terms for the dependent 




BGLOB ( I ) 
cc 




DELX 1 ( I )  
DELX 2 ( J )  
G l ( I , J ) ,  also AQ(I,J,lO) 
G2(I ,J) ,  a lso AQ(I ,J ,11)  
GC 
GCPM 
G M l E ,  GMlW 
GM2N,  GM2S 








Coefficient i n  the quadratic representa- 
t ion of a -prof i le  near  an adiabat ic  
boundary 
See GLOB( I )  
Convergence c r i t e r i o n  
Specific heats of mixture components 
Reference specific heat 
Chamber dimensions 
D i  vergence d r i  teri on 
Length of control volume i n  the z direc- 
t i on  fo r  nodes on gr id- l ine  I 
Length of control volume i n  the r direc- 
t i o n  f o r  noeds on gr id- l ine  J 
Mass ve loc i t ies  i n  d i rect ions z and r 
respectively 
Gravitational  constant 
Uni  versa1 gas constant 
Quant i t ies  used for  evaluat ion of the 
convection terms 
Preexponential factor i n  E uation  4.24; 
GLOB = AGLOB( I )  - 1 OBGLOB( 9)  
Heat of formation 
Grid-line designations 
Number of  par t ia l  d i f fe ren t ia l  equat ions  
t o  be solved 
Number of z = constant g r i d  lines 
= I N - 1  
Respectively, value of I on J th  .1  ine a t  
lefthand boundary and righthand boundary 
Control index f o r  geometry of  low: 1 
for Cartesian coordinates,  2 for  cy l indr ica l  
coordinates 
- 1 88- 
Control  index  for  densi,ty: 2 for  non-, 
uniform density, 1 for  constant  densi ty  
INDRO 
INDE ( K) 
I NDZMU 
JN 










NZMN and i d e n t i f y i n g  
NZMH l y  f o r :  







Only when th i s  i ndex  is  put equal to 1 
wil the equat ion for  the dependent 
var iable having the order ing index 
equal t o  K be solved 
Contro l   index  for   v iscos i ty :  2 f o r   va r iab le  
v iscos i ty ,  1 fo r  cons tan t  v i scos i t y  
Number o f  r cons tan t  g r id  l ines  
Grid- l ine designat ions 
JC2 + 1 
JC2 - 1 
JC1 - 1 
JN - 1 
A control index used dur ing  ca lcu la t ion  
o f  v o r t i c i t i e s  on boundaries: when KVORT 
= 0, wa l l  vo r t i c i t i es  a re  no t  Ca lcu la ted  
when  KVORT = 1 , wall  values calculated as 
we1 1 
Vor t i c i t y / rad ius  
Stream funct ion 
Fuel mass f r a c t i o n  
C02  mass f r a c t i o n  
NO mass f r a c t i o n  
Stagnation enthalpy 
M ix tu re  f rac t i on  
Swirl vel   oc i  ty 
Stat ic pressure 
Maximum number o f  i t e r a t i o n s  t o  be 
performed 
Results, .to be p r in ted  ou t ,  i n  d i sp lay  
form, a t  i n t e r v a l s  o f  NPRIN i n te ra t i ons  
, .  
-1 89- 
. .  . . . .  
. .  
NHOT ' '  -' NHOT = 0,  cold f low; 'NHOT = 1 , h o t  f.low 
NPRES NPRES = 0 s t a t i c  pressure  not obtained; 
NPRES = 1 static pressure is  obtained. 
NREAD Number of dependent variable  values  to 
be read i n  from previous solution 
PHIP 'Primary  stream  equival nce r a t i o  
' PHIJ : J e t  stream  quivalence ra t io  
P R  91 to  9)  Prandtl o r  Schmidt numbers, i .e. 
O r  'fu,eff 
' 'h,eff 
PREF Reference s t a t i c  pressure 
R ( J )  Value  of r a t  the  constant r grid-line J 
RADCl , RADCZ, RADN Chamber radii 
RO(I,J),  also  AQ(I,J,12) Mixture density, p 
RO P Mixture density a t  primary or fuel  inlet 
ROREF Reference density 
RO J Mixture density a t  j e t  i n l e t  
ROWF 
RP (1 to 9 )  
Weighting factor ( o r  under-relaxation 
factor) for density 
Relaxation parameters for dependent 
variables 
STC Stoichiometric  fuel/air ratio 
SOURCE The source term for the dependent variable 
I is approximated by: source term = 
SOURCE + ZQ x 
T(I , J )  Absol  Ute temperature 
TREF Reference temperature 
VINP Axial velocity a t  primary in le t  
Axial velocity a t   j e t   i n l e t  
Spatial length to grid-line I 




Exponential  factor,  Equation 4.24 
Jou le 's  cons tan t  
AMU(I,J), a l s o  AQ(I,J,13) E f f e c t i v e   v i s c o s i t y ,  peff 
ZMU K Constant K i n  t h e  e f f e c t i v e - v i s c o s i t y  
1 aw 
AMUREF Reference  v iscosi ty 
ZMW (1 t o  3) Molecular weights 
zu See AU 
ZQ See SOURCE 
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E.2. 
c OP 
For t ran  Lis t ing  of Program OPJET 
RLCCK  CATA 
J E T  
COHMON/CVP/A(33rl5~9)rC10r62(33~15I~~2~33~15~ . R 0 ( 3 3 r 1 5 l r Z M U ( 3 3 r 1 5 )  
C O M H O N / C G R I D / I M I N ( 3 3 ) r I H 6 X ( 3 3 J ~ I N ~ J N ~ I N ~ ~ J N M ~ I E  
C O P ' O N / C N U W B R / N W ~ N F 1 N Z M L 1 t ~ Z M H , ~ Z ~ C , N Z F F I N Z P N , N P ~ ~ V T  
CO~YON/CINDEX/INDE(~)~INOGIINDG~INDRD~IND~~U 
C O P W O N / C C H E C K / R S D U ( ~ I ~ R P ( ~ ) , C C I D ~ ~ N M A X I N P R I N  
C O Y P O N / C R E F E R / R O R f F ~ P R E F ~ Z ~ U R E F ~ T R E F ~ C F R E F ~ T O  
C ~ O Y M O N / C C O N S T / P R ( 9 ~ r Z H W o r t P J ( 3 ~ ~ C P J ( 3 l ~ G C P M ~ G C ~ Z J C  
C O ~ U C Y / C H E ~ / S T C I S T O X I H F P ~ H F C O I  h F C 0 2 1 H F ~ 2 0 r C L 0 8 ( 3 t , Z E X (  3 )  
C O ~ ~ @ N / C Y L I / J C l ~ J C 2 ~ I C ~ R A D C l r R A D C 2 ~ R A D N ~ D C N ~ D N ~ J J C 2 ~ I C M ~ J C 2 M ~ J C l M  





C O H M O N / C P A R A H / V I N J I V I N P ( ~ ~ ) ~ T P I P P I T J I P J I P ~ I P ~ P H I J  
C O H H O N / C G L O B I A G L O B ( 3 ~ ~ B G L O B 1 3 J ~ A C T E 1 3 )  
COMHON/CTI  ME/TMAX 
COCHON/CENTHL/NENTHL  tNSTRM 
D I P E N S I O N   A Q ( 3 3 1 1 5 r 1 4 1  
EQUIVALENCE I A ~ l ~ l ~ l I r A Q ( l r l ~ l 1 ~  














DATA NHOT~NPUNCHINREADINPRESINGRIDINENTHL,NSTRM / 
1 11 1 9  5, 0 ,  1, I ,  1/ 
DATA  ISTAGl r ISTAG29JSTAG / 
1 l l r  25, 8 /  
DATA  ROWF*ZMUK/ 
1 1.001 0.012/ 
4CTE IS ACTIVATICN ENERGY I N  CAL/HOLE 
DATA ~ A G L O B ~ I l t I ~ l r 3 l r ~ B C L O ~ ~ I l ~ I ~ l ~ 3 l ~ ~ A C T E ~ I l ~ I ~ l ~ 3 l /  
1 2.6, 1.3649  .959 
2 2.0, 11.0. 10.01 
3 9.195E03,  3 .OE03r 68.869E031 
DATA ( V I N P ( J ) * J = l r l 5 ) r  PHIPI  VINJI H JI TJI  TP / 
1 12*25.3,24.61r23.06,0oO* 
2 0.625. -315.09 0.625,  540.09  1080.0/ 
DATA N H A X ~ N P R I N ~ I N D G ~ I N D R O I I N D Z H U I T H A X  /
1 2999 1 5 0 1   2 1  29 29 420.0/ 
DATA JNI I N ,  J C l r   J C 2 r  IC / 
1 15933, 31 6 9  27 / 
DATA RCREFIPREFIZMUREFITREFICPREFITO/ 
1 0.0769 2116.0, 0.0111. 530.01  0.294.  536.67 / 
DATA (RP(Ll)rL1=1.9),(PR(~2I,~2=1,9)~(2Mh(L3l , L 3 = l r 3 I /  
1 0 . 7 5 ~ 1 . 0 ~  0 ~ 2 r 0 ~ 2 ~ 5 * 1 ~ 0 ~ 9 * 1 ~ 0 ~ 4 4 ~ 0 9 ~ 3 2 ~ 0 ~  28.02/ 
DATA ( C P J ( L l t r L l = l r 3 1 , C C r D C I G C P H I G C 1 Z J t /  
1 3*0.29. 0.00509 1000.00, 1545.09 32.2, 778.0 / 
DATA NW~NF~NLHL~NZHC~NZMHINZ~NINZMN~NZMF~NP~NVT~IE/ 
1 1, 29 39 4. 5 9  6s 79 8 ,  9 9  61 
CATA STCvHFP,HFCOrHfCOZ, kFHZO/ 
1 0.0'64099 -1012.61  -1696.49  -3844.19 -5770.8 / 
EN 0 
PROGRAM CPJET ( INPUT,PUNCHITAPE~.OUTPUT I 
COMHON/CVP/A(33rl5r9)~G1(33~15)vG2(33~15) ~ R 0 ( 3 3 r l S ) r Z M U ( 3 3 r l S I  
C O H M 3 N / C P A R A H / V I N J ~ V I N P ~ l 5 ~ ~ T P ~ P P I T J I P J . P l ~ I P ~ P H I J  
C G ~ ~ O N / C X l X 2 / X 1 ~ 3 3 ~ ~ X 2 l l 5 I ~ D E L X 1 o r C E L X ~ ~ l 5 ~  
COMKON/CNA~E/ATITLE( l Z I 9 A S Y W R C I l Z )  r A h A C E ( f r l 0 )  
C O ~ ' M O N / C G R I O / I M I N ( 3 3 ~ ~ I M A X ( 3 3 ~ ~ I ~ ~ J ~ ~ I N M ~ J N M ~ . I E  
C O Y M O N / C I N O E X / I N O E ~ 9 ~ . r ~ N C ~ ~ I t ~ D R ~ ~ I ~ ! D Z M U  
C G ~ M ~ N / C N U M ~ ~ / N W I N F ~ ~ ~ Z M L ~ N Z ~ ~ H ~ N Z ~ C ~ N Z ~ F * N Z ~ N ~ N P ~ N V T  
COYb'ON/CYLI/JClrJC2r I C ~ R A D C l r R A D C 2 s R A D N ~ D C N r D N r J J C Z ~ I C M r J C 2 ~ ~ J C l M  
COMCCN!CRAD/R ( 15 1 
C O n M 3 ~ / C C O ~ S T / P R ~ 9 ) , Z M W o  ,CPJ(~)~GCPMIGC,ZJC 
COI ' IHON/CREFER/ROREFtPPEFtZlu lJREF~TREFrCPREFrTO 
C D l u ~ O ~ / C H E ~ ~ S T C ~ S T D X ~ H F P ~ H F C O ~ H F C O Z ~ ~ f ~ Z O ~ G L O B ~ 3 ~ ~ Z E X ~ 3 ~  
COPM@N/CNITER/NITER 
C O P M O Y / C V A R Y / N H O T r N P ~ I N C H r N R E A D ~ N P R E S r N G R I  C
C O M H O N / C C H E C K / R S D U l 9 ) 1 R D ( 9 ) 1 C C 1 D t r N M A X ~ N P P I N  
COHP'YN/CGLOfi/dGLOS( 3 1 9  BGLOB( 3 t r A C T E ( 3  I 
D I  PENSION AQ(33915,14)  
EQUIVALENCE ( A ( l r l t l ) r P Q ( l v l 9 1 ) )  
C * * * * * + * * * * * * * * ~ * ~ * * * * * * ~ ~ * * * * * ~ * ~ ~ ~ * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C 
C 








2 3  
2 2  
27 
READ 101. ATITLEI  ASYM8Lv ANAHE 
I F  (NHOT.EQ.0) GO TO 60  
GO T O  61 
I E   = 2  
INDRO= 1 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTE K I N E T I C  PARAMETERS 
GLOB(1 ~=AGLO8lII*lO.O**BGLOBlI 1 
CONT I NUE 
INM+IN-1 
JNV= J N-1 
JJCZ=JC2+1 
I cn= I c-1 
JCZM=JC2-1 
JC lH=JC1-1  
SPECIFYING  INDE*S 
DO 8 L z l r  I E  
I N O E I L J = l  
I E l = I E + l  
I N D E [ L I = 9  
HC=O m0 
DO 6 2  J=1,3 
ZEX( I )=ACTE( I )*1.8/1.987 
DO 9 L t I E l r 9  
I F  (NPRES.EQ.11 I N D E ( N P ) = l  
If (NHOT.NE.0) GO TO 2 2  
DO 2 3  L s l . 6  
ANAME(L9 3 )=ANAHE(L99 I  
ASYMBL(3)=ASYCBL(91 
GO TO 29  
N Z = I E + l  
DO 2 7  L = l r 6  
A N A ~ E ( L I N Z I = A ~ A H E ( L * 8 )  
ASVMBL(NZ)=ASYMBL(81 
IF I INDt i lNP I .NE.11  GO TO 29 








P P = P R E F  
P J  =PREF 
VT=O.O. 
I F ( I N O F ( N V T I . N E . 1 )  GO T O  46 
IF (NI ’ IOT.EQ.0)   TJ=TP 
00 4 5  J z l r J C L  
A (   I C r J v N V T I = V T * R ( J )  
CC h T  I NU€ 
C 4 L L  I M I  T 
CALL   I1EADCT 
I T d R = I E + l  
I T A B = 6  
C A L L   S C L V C T   ( 1 T b . B )  
I F ( I N O E ( N P I . E Q . 1 )   C A L L   P R E S C T  
GO TO 92  
C C N T   I N U E  
C A L I .   P R I N C T   ( I T A @ )  
I F  ( N H O T . E Q . 0 )   I T A B = I T A B - l  
I F  (NHOT.EQ.0)  GO TO 9 2  
I Z = I E  
I F  (NPUNCH.EQ.OI  GOT  16  
PUNCH ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ I ~ J I K ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ I N I ~ J ~ ~ ~ J N ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ I Z I  
C@RT I NUE 
I F ( N I T E R . G E . N H 4 X )   S T O P  
I T A R = 7  
C A L L   T A B K T   I I T A R )  
C A L L   P L O T C T   ( I T A B I  
C O N T I N U E  c C A L C U L A T E  H O L E   F R A C T I O N S  











NH CT-20  
A F U I = A ( l r l r N Z M L )  
DO ZOO J = l * J N  
I L = I M I N ( J I  
I H = I M A X (  J I 
DO 2 0 0  ! = I L r I H  
A F U = A ( I I J I N Z M L I  
AFC=A(  I *  J INZVC)  
A H = A ( I * J * N Z M t i I  
A C @ = 1 ~ 9 0 5 9 * ~ A F U I - A F U l ~ O ~ 6 3 6 * A F C  
AH20~1~634*(AFUI-AFU)+O~O0151 
F O X ~ A F U I / ~ P H I P ~ S T O X ~ ~ O ~ E E ~ ~ ~ A H 2 C ~ O ~ O O l 5 ~ ~ ~ O ~ 5 7 1 2 ~ A C O ~ O ~ 7 2 7 * A F C  
FNZ=L.O-FOX-AFU-ACO-AH20-AFC 
T E H P ~ T O + ( A H - A F U * H f P - A C O * H F C 0 2 - A F ~ ~ H ~ C O 2 - A ~ ~ O * H F H 2 ~ ~ / C P R E F  
Z M E A N = l . O / ( A F U / L H W ( l   l + F O X / Z H W ( 2 l   + F N Z / Z H W (  3 ~ + A C O / 2 E . O l l + A H 2 0 / 1 8 . 0 1 6  
l + A F C / 4 4 . 0 1 1 )  
A ( I * J I ~ I ~ A ( I I J ~ N Z Y L I * Z M E A N / ~ ~ . O ~  
A ( I * J I Z I = A ( I I J * N Z M C I * Z M E A N / ~ ~ . O ~ ~  ’ 
A(I1J13)=AH20*ZMfbN/l8.016 
A (  1 1  J 1 4 ) = A C 0 * 2 H E A N / 2 8 , 0 1 1  
A t  I r  J . 5 l = F O X * Z C E A N / 3 2 . 0  
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N Z = I E + 2  
DO zn  1’ I,(> 
A S Y ~ r B L ( E l Z ) = I : S Y i ’ i ) C ( < I )  
2 8  P N & t ~ F I L l k Z ) . A E A ! : F ( C 1 9 )  
2 9  W h l  1 ti!!!- 
I f : ( C I C i l i C . E Q . l I  GO T O  ill 
DO 9’)9 I =  1, I!I 
DO 99fi J = l  rJC!  
999 X l ( I L = C ~ . ( ! 5 ~ F : ~ . O & T ( l - l ~  
998 X2 ( J  )=0.025*FLC!AY (J-1) 
G@ T O  24 
2 1  FCTz1.37 
x2 ( 1  t-To.0 
X 2 ( 2 ) = P . 0 1 6 / 1 2 .  
X2 (3 )=0 .032 /12 .  
DO 900 J=4,  JN 
I F  J.GE.71 FCT= l .  195 
900 X 2 ( J I = X Z ( J - l ) + ( X 2 ( J - L I - x 2 (  5-21  )*FCT 
FCT=l.O 
X l ( l ~ = O . O  
X l ~ 2 ~ = 0 . 5 0 0 / 1 2 .  
DO 910 I =3 , IF :  
I F  ( I  eGE.6)  FCT=1./1.36 
I F  (ImGE.9) FCT=1.0 
I F  (I.CE.281  FCT=1.33 
I F  f I.GE.31)  FCT=l.OO 
910 X l ( 1  I=Xl(I-l 1+(X1(  I-ll-Xl( 1-21  )*FCT 
3 OELXl(II=O.5*(Xl(I+1~-Xl(I~l)) 
4 D€LX2(Jt=0.5*(X2(J+l)-XZ(J-ll) 
24 PO 3 I=ZpINH 
DO 4 J=ZvJNM 
DO 5 J = l , J N  
IF( INDG.EQ.1)   R(J)=1.0 
IF(XNDGm€Q.Z) P ( J ) = X E ( J I  
5 CONTINUE 
C FOR PLANE FLOWS PUT THE CHAMBER R A D I I  EQUAL UNITY 




GO TO 7 
C**** SPECIFYING CHAMBER DIMENSIONS 
6 R A O C l = X Z ( J C l I  
RAGC2=XZ(JCZI 
R IDN=XZ(JNI  
D N = X l ( I N )  
7 D C N = X l ( I C l  
C***+ SPECIFYING  ICIN+S AND IYAX#S 
30 I C I I N ( L ) = l  
32 I H A X ( L   I = I C  
C* ** 1 SETTING I N I T I A L  VALUES 
33 I M I X ( L  1= I N  
DO 30 L = l , J N  
DO 32 L= lpJCZN 
DO 33 L=JCZ, JN 
DO 2 J= l r  JN 
DO 2 I t l r I N  
0 0  1 3   K x 1 , I E  
A(I*JvKl=-l.OE-78 
13 CONTINUE 
A (  I s  J e N f  )=-5.OE-03 
G l f I , J I = O .  
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A ( I r J r 6 ) - A ( I r J r N Z M N I * Z ~ N E A N / 3 O . O  
A ( I r J r 7 ) f T E M P / l . A  
ZCO C O Y T   I N U E  
C A L L  P R I N C T ( 8 )  
100 F G S Y A T  ( ! i ( E L 6 . 9 )  1 
101 F O R M b T ( l 2 A 6 1  
STOP 
END 
S U B R O U T I N E   I N I T  
C C ) Y M ~ l Y / C P A R A Y / V I N J r V I M P ( 1 5 L r T P ~ F P ~ T J t P J r P ~ I P r P H I J  
C O M ~ O N / C V P / A ~ 3 3 r 1 5 r 9 ) . r G ~ ( 3 3 r l 5 ~ r G Z ( 3 3 r l 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ r l 5 ~ r Z ~ U I ~ ~ r l 5 l  
CO~H~N/CNUf~BP./NWrNFrNZHLrNZ~H*hZF'CrNLnFrr\:Z~NrrrPrNVT 
C O M Y O N / C G R I D / I H J N ~ 3 3 l ~ I ~ l A ~ ~ 3 3 l r l N I J N I I N Y ~ J t ~ t 4 ~ I E  
C O ~ E ' T J N / C H E M / S T C r S T C ) X r I i F P ~ H F C C ~ h F C O Z r ~ F I ? Z C r G L O R ( 3 ~ r Z E X l 3 !  
COMMON~CYLI/JClrJC2rICrRADClrRADCZrRADLrOCN~DI~I~JJC2rIC,CIrJC2M~JClW 
CO"MON/CCONST/PR(9 ) tZMWI3) rCPJL3 l rCCPJ~3~rGCP~~*GCrZJC 
CO~F'@N/CRECER/PDREFrPRfFtZMUREF,TREFICPRFfrTO 
CO~F'ON/CIGNIT/ ISTACl( ISTAG21JSTAG2~JSTAG 
COMYON/CVARY/NI . IOTrI . IPUNCHrNREAO~NPRESrNCIZIC 
C @ M M C l N / C R A D / R  I 15 1 
C3"~~~N/CINDFX/INDE(9)rINDGtINDG~I~~RO~I~DZM~ 
C * * 9 * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * ~ ~ * ~ < * * ~ * * * * + 4 ~ * * ~ * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * 9 ~ * * ~ t * * ~ ~ ~  
C C L L C U L A T E S   D E N S I T Y 9   E N T H A L P Y ,   F U E L  M A S S  F R b C T I O N r  PND M I X T U R E   F R A C T I O N  
C MASS F L O H   P A T E  AT I N L E T  PLANE O F  APPROACH  AND  JET  
C * * * * * * t * * t * * * * * * * * ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * ~ * * * ~ * * * * . * * * * *  
A F U S T C = S T C / (   l . + S T C )  
F O X S T C = l  .O-AF U S T C - F I   P S T C  
S T @ X = A F U S T C / F O X S T C  
F I P S T . C ~ A F U S T C / ~ ( 2 8 . 9 6 6 / ( 0 . 7 9 * 2 8 . 0 1 6 ~ ~ * S T C ~  
C 
C FUEL F'ASS F R A C T I O N   A f I r J r N Z M L I  
C 
XX =PH I P*STC 
A F U P = X X / ( l . + X X I  
FN2=5.0*3.77*28.016/PHIP 
F N Z P ~ F W 2 / ~ 4 4 ~ 0 9 4 + 5 ~ 0 * 3 2 . O / P H I P + F N Z + 5 ~ O * O ~ C l 2 ~ l 8 ~ O l 6 / P H I P  1 
X X = P H I  J * S T C  
AFUJ=XX/  ( 1.+XX 1 
FN2=5.0*3.77*28.016/PHIJ 
F N 2 J ~ F N 2 / ~ 4 4 ~ 0 9 4 + 5 . 0 * 3 2 ~ 0 / P ~ 1 J t F N ~ + 5 ~ 0 * 0 ~ 0 1 2 * 1 8 ~ 0 1 6 / P H 1 J ~  
00 4 J + l r J N  
DO 8 J Z l r J C l  
4 A (  l r  Jr NZML  )=AFUP 
8 A ( I C v J r N Z M L ) = A F U J  
IF(NREAD.GE.3)   GO TO 22 
I I l i I M I N I J I  
X I Z = I M A X t J I  
DO 2 J x l r J N  
2 
DO 2 I ~ I I l r I I 2  
ir( 11 JINZML  )=AFUP 
00 3 J Z l r J C l  
3 A (   I C r  J I N Z H L   ) = P F U J  
I F  (NHOT.EO.0) GO T O  22  
7 5  DO 14 Js l r  J S T A G  
1 4  A ( I r J r K Z , H L I ~ l . O E - O I  
D@ 14 I= I S T A G l r  I S T A G Z  
22 C O N T I N U E  
C 
C D E N S I T Y   R O ( 1 r J t  
C 
H U M I D ~ 0 . 0 0 1 5 1  
FH20=HUMID 
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COZ M A S S  F R A U  I O N  A( f r ,J rNZHCJ 
IF(NREAD.GE.4) GO TO 23 
DO 31 J = l r  JN 
I I l = I H I N ( J l  
I I Z = I M L X ( J )  
DO 31 I=I111112 
31 A t  I r JrkZMCl=@.O . , .  
oa 4 3  J = I *  JSTAG 
DO 4 3  I = I S T A G l r I S T A G 2  
. .  
4 3  A l I r J r K Z M C l = O . 1 1 ~ 5  
' 23 CONT INUE 
7 0  CONT I'NUE 
'C 
C 
'. C ENTHALPY A( 11  JrNZM.Ht 
DO 50 J=LI JN 
DO 5 1  J = L r J C l  
50 A t 1 1  JtNZMH1=CPREF*(TP-T01+AFUP*HFP+Fk2O*HFHZO 
51 A (  I C I J ~ N Z H H ) = C P R E F * ( T J - ~ O ~ + A F U J * F F P + F H ~ O * H F H ~ O  
IF(NREAD.GE.5) GO T O  24 
A I  l~ lrNZMH1=CPREF*lTP~TO1+AFUP*HFP+FH2C*HFHZO 
DO 9 J Z l r J N  
I I l = l H I N ( J )  
I I Z = I M A X I J I  
D q  9 I ~ I I l r I I 2  
A ( ? C ~ l r N Z M H ) = C P R E F * ( T J - T O ~ + A F U J * H F P + F H 2 ~ * H F H ~ O  
DO 11 J=l r  JCl 
9 A ( I r J I ~ Z H H 1 = A ( l r l r N Z H H )  
11 6lICrJrNtMHI=AIICrlrNZ~H~ 
24 CONTINUE 
c NO MASS FPACTIOK A(I*J*NZMNI .' 
IF(NREAD.GE.61 GO TO 25 
DO 3 2  J Z l r J N  
I I l = I M I N ( J )  
I I Z = I W X ( J )  
DO 32 I = l I l t I I 2  
32 A (  I r  JtNZHNl=O.O 
2 5  CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C MASS VELOCITY G I (  I t J )  
C 
2 1  CONTINUE 
IF(NREAD.GE.5) CALL DENSCT 
DO I 7  J = l e J N  
17 G l ( l r J ) = R O ( l r J 1 * V I N P 1 J I  
. .  
. .  . . i-:. 
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00 19 J = l , J C I H  
19 G L ( I C . J I - F O ( I C . J I ~ V I N J  
, IF(NREPD.GE.2I RETIJRN 
C 
C IhrLET VORTICITY 
C 
JJ=J+1 
DO 30 J = J J r J N M  
~ ( l r J . h W ~ ~ - A D F I l ~ J , 2 t l S I / R ( J l  
30 I F  (AeS(A( I IJ .NW)I .LT.1 .0)   A( I rJ tNWJ=O.G 
C 




SURPOllTt NE HEAOCT 
C O H H O N / C l N D E X / I N D E 1 9 )   ~ I R D G ~ I K D R O ~ l N D Z 5 l U  
COVMON/CCHECK/RSDU(9) rRP (9 l .CC9DCrwAX.NPRIN 
C O ~ # O N / C R E F E R / R 0 4 E F r P R E F , Z f ~ U R E F r T ~ ~ F . C P R ~ F r T O  
C O ~ H O N / C G 4 l D / I H I N ~ 3 3 ! + 1 H A X ~ ? 3 l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l N ~ I ~ M ~  J N t f r I E  
COHHON/CCtiNST/PR(9lrZMWI3)rtPJI3)tCtPH,GCPM~GC.ZJC 
C O C ~ O N / C Y A r E / A T I T L E ( 1 2 ) . b S Y M e L ( 1 2 ) . A ~ A ~ E ( ~ , l ~ )  
C O M M O ~ / C N U ~ B R / ~ W I N F I N Z M L ~ N ~ ~ H . N Z ~ C ~ N ~ M F ~ ~ ~ Z ~ N . ~ P ~ N V T  
C O ~ M D N / C Y L I / J C l ~ J C 2 r I C ~ R & D C l ~ R A D C 2 ~ R A D N ~ ~ C N ~ D N r J J C Z ~ I C M ~ J C 2 ~ ~ r J C l M  
C O M ~ O N / C H E H / S T C ~ S T O X ~ ~ F P I H F C O ~ ~ F C O ~ , H F H ~ O ~ G L U B ( ~ ~ ~ Z E X ( ~ ' ~  
COHHON/CXlXZ/Xl (  3 3 )  r X 2 (  15)  r O E C X 1 ( 3 3 I r O E L X 2 ( 1 5 ~  
COMYON/CPARAM/VINJrVINP( ~ ~ ~ ~ T P ~ P P I T J , P J ~ P F I P ~ P H I J .  
C*****************+**************************************+******** 
C **HEADING++  SUBROUTINE 
C T H I S  SUBR. ,PRINTS OUT  SOME OF THE  INFORHATICN FED I N  
C** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *+* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
P R I N T  1 0 1 9  A T I T L E  
IF(INDG.EQ.2) GO T 0 . 3  
P R I N T  401 
GO TO 4 
3 PRINT 402 
4 IFI INDZHU.EQ.2) GO TO 5 
P R I N T   1 0 5  
GO TO 6 
5 PRINT 106 
6 lF(INDRO.EQ.2) GO TO 7 
PRINT 107 
GO TO 8 
r PRINT 108 
8 PRINT 109 
00 10 K x l r I E  
PRINT 1111 J N r   I N .  (JII 
10 IF ( INDE(Kl .EQ.11  PRINT l r  6 )  
1 9  J N ) ,  
P R I N T  201, J C ~ ~ J C ~ ~ I C ~ R A D C ~ ~ R A D C ~ ~ R A D N I D C ~ ~ D N  
DO 20 I t 1 9  I N  
DO 2 1  J x l v J N  
P R I N T   2 0 2 1  l I s I  = 1 9  11) 
PRINT  203s  ( X l ( I ) r  I lt 11 l 
PRINT 204 ,  ( X 2 t J ) r  J 1 s  11) 
I F  IIN.GT.21 J GO TO 5 0  
P R I N T   2 0 5 r   ( I 1 1 = 1 2 1 2 1 )  
P R I N T   2 0 3 s  ( X l ( I ) r  I = l 2 . 2 1 1  
20 X l t I  ) = X 1  ( 1  1*12. 
21 X 2 ( J I = X Z ( J I * 1 2 .  
GO TO 51 
50 PRINT 2.05, (1.  I * 12. 2 2 1  
PRINT 2039 ( X l ( I 1 r   I = 1 2 1 2 2 )  
.. . . 
- .. 
I 
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5 1  I F  ( J N o G T e l l I   P R I N T  2049 ( X 2 ( J ) r  J * 1 2 9  JN) j .  
I F  ( IN.GT.221  PRINT 2 0 5 1  ( I t 1 ~ 2 3 , I N I  
I F  (J'N.GT.22) P R I N T   2 0 3 ,  I X l [ I ) r  1 = 2 3 r I N 1  
00 2 2  I x l r  I N  
,' - 
2 2  x 1  ( 1  ) = X 1  ( 1  ) / 1 2  . 
2 3   X Z ( J ) = X 2 ( J 1 / 1 2 .  
. .  
DO 23 J z l t J N  
P R I N T   1 1 2 t   ( V I N P ( J ) r J = l v J N I  
P R I N T   1 1 3 9   V I N J t  TPc PPI T J t   P J t  ROREFr  PREFr 
P K I N T   3 0 l t S T C t S T O X  
IF I INDE  (NZNH1 aEQ.11 PRINT 114r C P J I l I  
. .  
1 ZMUREFt TREFt  CPREFt  GCr ZJC 
IM=,NLMH-NLHL+l 
I F  ( INDE(NZMLI.EQ.11  PRINT  1159 I M r  ZMWr C P J t   ( P R ( L ~ ~ L ~ N Z M L I  NZMHI 
P R I N T  1 1 6 9  CC. DC, NMAX 
P R I N T  230rGCOB(llrZEX(lIrGLOR(2JtZEX~2l 
2 3 0  F O R M A T I ~ H O / / / ~ ~ X I * K I N E T I C  REACTICN  RATES  CONSICERED  ARE*t/r2Xt*" 
1""" ""- """"" " - * t / / t  l O X t + R C 3 H @ = * t E 1 4 . 8 ~ 4 3 H  MC3H8**1.0* 
2M02**0.5*HH20**0.5*RO**2.O/EXP(tF9.3t*/T1 L B / F T  3 SEG*r / / r *RC02=+.  
3EL4.8,41H M C U * * 1 . 0 * H U Z ~ * 0 . 5 P M H 2 O * * O ~ S * R O * * Z ~ O / E X P ( r f 9 ~ 3 ~ * / ~ l  LR/FT  
4 3 SEC*I  
101 FORMAT( lHl r35Xv43HFINZTE-DIFfERENCE  ITERATION  S LUTICN  FOR/ 
236Xt4,3H-----------"---------------------------- / /  
3 2 0 x 1  126 6 1 
105 f ORHAT ( l H 0 5 0 X  t 15HFOR  LAMINAR AND 
106 FORPAT( l H 0 5 0 X t 1 7 H f  OR T.URBULENT A h D I  
107 fORMAT(lH050Xr  ZDHINCOHPRESSIB,LE FLOW 1 
1 0 8  FORMAT(1H050Xt24HNOV-UNIFiYRM-DENSITV FLOW I 
109 F O R r A T ( l H 0 / / 4 6 H  THE  DEPENDENT  VARIABLES BEING CONS IDEREO ARE./  
246 H --_ ---___-_- -- _-___ - ---  ---_ ---___ -__ I .  
110 FORMAT11HO40XtbA6I 
111 F@RMAT(  lH024HTHE  GEOMETRICAL D.ATA ARE/ 
2 2 5 ~  _ _ _  --__---_--- -- "-1 
3 4 1 X t 4 4 H J N ~  THE NUMBER O F  ROUS (DIRECTION-21 =r13/ 
4 4 1 X t 4 4 H I N t  THE  NUMBER  OF COLUMNS (DIRECTION-11 = r I 3 / /  
441x1 l H J t   1 1 X t 4 H I Y I N t   1 0 X r 4 H I M A X / / (  1H 39x1 3( I2t 1 1 X J  I) 
112  FORHAT(2ZHlTPE  PHYSICAL OATA ARE/ 
210Xt50HVINPt   INLET  VEL .  OF THE  PRIMARY STREAM9 F T / S E C = r l 5 F S ~ l l  
2 1 Q X * 5 O H V I N J t   I N L E T  VEL. OF THE JET  STREdMt  FT/SfC=*F10.2/ /  
2 1 0 X t S O H T P ( R I r   P P I P S F I v  APPROACF INLET T AND  P..,o.o.....=tZF10.2// 
2 1 0 X r 5 0 H T J ( R l r   P J ( P S F I t   J E T   I N L E T  T AND P................=t2FlO.2// 
310Xr 5OHR@REF t REFERENCE DENS1 T Y  FOR THE FLU1 Do .. 0 o = v  F10.4/ 
410Xt50HPREFt  REFERENCf PRESSURE FOR THE fLUIO.........trFIO.4/ 
510Xr50HZMUREFt REFERENCE VISCOSITY F!YR THE FLUID........=rFlO.B/ 
OlOXt.50HTREFv  REFERENCE TEMPRATURE FOR TkE FLUID .  m = t F l O  .4/ 
710XtSOHCPREFv  REFERENCE  SPECIFIC-HEAT FOR THE fLUID..-.=rF10.4/ 
610x1 SOHGC t GRAVITATION61  CONjTANT...................=rFLO.4/ 
7 1 0 X * 5 0 H Z J C r  JOULESS  MECH.EOUIVAL€"T FOR HEAT.........=rF10.4/1 
222H --- -------- ---- "-/ 
113 FORMAT ( 
114 FORHATllH  9XtSOHREFERENCE  SP-PEAT FOR F IRST MASS COMPONENT....... 
1=rF10.41 
1 1 5  FORWAT(1H 9 x 1  SOHIHI NUMBER  OF MASS SFECIES  BEING. CONSIDERED.. 
l = r  161 
2lOXr50HZMW*S MOLECULAR  WEIGHTS OF SPECIES  19213 ...;..=t3f10.4/ 
3LOX*50HCPJ+S REFERENCE  SP-HEATS FOR SPECIES l r 2 r 3  .mo..=t3Fl0.4/ 
410Xt50l'PR*S  TURBaSCHMIDT KUMBERS FOR SPECIES  192.3  . =r3F10.41 
116 FORMAT( lH0 / / /24H OTHER DATA  SUPPLIED  ARE/ 
2 2 4  H -_--_ _-__ -__."--- "-1 1, 
31OXr5OHCCr THE CONVERGENCY CRITERION........ ..... ...= *F13.7/  
41OX. 50PUCt THE DIVERGENCV CRITEklON.............  r.=rF13.7/ 
51OXr5OHNMAX* THE  MAXINUfl NUMBER OF ITfRdTIONS.........=rI6I 
-1 99- 
231 F@PMAT(  I t iOr20Xv22H 
1 
2 
/1HOv 2OCr 2PH hADClrRhDC2,RACN = r 3 I F 6 . 3 r l l 4 r J r 5 X r  
3 
16HF1,  RESPECTIVELY/ 
1H0,2OX, 1911 
4 16HFi r   RESPECTIVELY/ )  
J C l r J C Z r I C  = r 3 ( 1 3 r l H I ) r 1 2 H R ~ S P E C T I V E i - Y  
DCkrDN = * 2 ( P € o 3 r l H * t r 5 X r  
202 F O R ~ l A T ( 1 H l t l O X r L O H  I OR J r 5 X r   1 1 1 3 x 1  12, 2x1  t 
203 F l?P .FhT( lH   r lOXr lOH X l ( 1 )  r 5 X r l l ( F 8 . 4 ) )  
2 0 4   F ~ l I ~ C b T ( L t ;   r l O X * l O H   X Z ( J I   r 5 X r   l l l F 8 e 4 I l  
205 FCRPAT(  LHOrlOXrlOH I OR J 95x1 1113x1 12,  ?X1 1 
3 0 1  FORtAATt 10x1 
1 SOHSTC. (STC  LB OF FUEL REACTS WITH 1 LD  OF A I R t r r ~ F b O o 4 / 1 0 X r  
2 50t4STOXr  ISTOX L B  OF FUEL  REACTS WITH 1 L B  CF OXlr=,F10.4) 
401 FORMAT( lHO5DXr  24HIN CARTESIAN COORDINATES t 
402 FORMAT(.lH050Xr26HIN CYLIhDRICAL COORDINATES1 
RF TURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE  SOLVCT [ I T A B I  
COMHON/CVP/A(33,15,9)r~l~33r15~~G2133rl5t rRO(33 .15 t rZMU133r15 )  
COrUON/CINOEX/INDEI9)r  INCGr INORC. INDZMU 
C O ~ M O N / C C H E C K / P S D U ( 9 ) r R P o r C C r D C r ~ ~ A X 1 N P P I N  
C O M ~ J N / C G R I O / I M I ~ J ( 3 3 t r I H A X ( 3 3 ) r I ~ r J N r I N ~ r J N M ~ I E  
C O C M 3 N / C N A M E / A T I T C E ( 1 2 ) r A S Y H A L ( l 2 ~ r A N A M E ~ ~ r l O t  
C O ~ M O N / C N I J Y R Q / N W . N F r N Z M L * ~ Z M H r ~ Z ~ C r N Z M F r ~ Z ~ N , N P r ~ V T  
COMFON/CNITER/NITER 
COMMDN/CPARAM/VIRJrVINP(l5 ~ ~ T P ~ P P , T J ~ P J ~ P ~ I P I P P I J  
C O M N O N / C D I / D I F H A X ( 9 ~ 1 I P T ( 9 t r J P T ( 9 ) r I P T R ( 9 t r J P T R ~ 9 t  
COCMON/CKVOPT/wVORT 
C C ~ H O Y / C Y L I / J C l r J C 2 r I C ~ R ~ D C l ~ R A D C 2 r R A D ~ ~ D C N ~ D N r J J C 2 r I C M ~ J C 2 ~ r J C l ~ 4  
COHHON/CTIME/THAX 
C O ~ ~ O N / C V A R Y / ~ ~ O T , N P U N C H r N R E A D I N P R E S  
C O ~ M O N / C I G N I T / I S T A G l r I S T ~ G 2 r J S T ~ G  
COMMON/CENTHL/NENTHL  rNSTRM 
C * * * * * 9 * * * * * * * * 8 * * * * * * * * * * + + * * * * * * * + * * * * ~ 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 4 ~ * * 4 * * * ~ ~  
C #*SOLVE*# SUBROUT1 NE 
C THIS  SURR. COKTROLS THE ITERATIOk  PROCEDURE 
C * * * * * 9 ~ * * * * * * * * * 0 9 * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + + ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ 4 *  
PRINT 101 
10 I F ( I N O E ( K I . E Q . l l   P R I N T  1021 Kr   (ANAHE(L rK1sL  = l r  61 
DO 10 K = l , I E  
PRINT 103. ( A S Y H B L l K l r K = l r   I E )  
N I7E!l= 1 
NNh=NPRI N 
KVORT=O 
CALL ROUNCT (NU 1 
1 CALL  HVELCT( NF t 
IF l (N ITER.EQ.~~NMAX-9) ) .AND. INHOT.EO. l11  NENTHLZl ' 
I F  I ( N I T E R . E ~ . ( N t J A X - l l l . A N D . ~ N H O T . E Q . L ) )  NSTRMZ1 
I F ( ( I N D Z H U . E O . l t . A t ~ D . ( N ~ T € ~ . E ~ . l ~ l  CALL VISCCT 
IF1INOLYU.EP.21  CALL  VISCCT 
IF(INDRO.EQ.21  CALL OENSCT 
CALL MVBCCT 
OD 2 K = l * I E  
DIFHAX(K t=O.  
RSDU(Kl=O. 
IF(IE.EO.6.ANDeK.LTo6t GO TO 2 
I P T R ( K l = l  
J P T R I K 1 r l  
IFI(NSTRM.EQ.~I.AND.(K~€~.Z)I GO TO 2 I 
IF((NENTHL.EQ.2) .AND.(K.EQ.NZHHt I GO TO 2 
D I F H I X I K  l = O .  
RSCU(Kl=O. 
IF(INDE(KIoEQ.11  CALL  FCEOCT(Kr1RDGI 
-200- 
2 CONTINUE 
F R l N T  104, KITER, I R S D U ( K ) r I P T R ( K ) r J P T R ( K ) r K = l ~ I E I  
IF( IE.EO.6)  GO TO 300 
GO TO 34 
IF((NEKTHL.GE.2I  .OR.tNHOT.EO.O1) GO TO 30 
I F  I A R S ( R S D U I N Z M H t I . G T s . 0 ~ 5 )  GC TO 30 
NENTtIL-2 
PRINT 61  
30 CON1 I NU€ 
6.1 FORHATlSXr*ENTHALPY  HAS VET CONVERGENCE C R I T E R I A * )  
I F ( ( N S T R M . G E . 2 1 . Q R s ( N H ~ T . E ~ . o l  I CO f O  34 
NSTRY=2 
P R I N T   6 2  
34 CENT IPlUE 
I F  (ABS(RSnU(NF)I.GT..O051 GO  TO 34 
6 2  FORYATtSXr*STREAH  FUNCTION HAS MET CCNVERG C R I T E R I A * )  
IPTRR=IPTR(NWI 
JPTRR=JPTR(NWI 
PRINT 109, A (  IPTRRr JPTRR rNW) 
300 RES=RSDU(61 
IF(NITER.GT.NMAX) GO  TO 5 
I F  (NITER-NNN I6.797 
7 NNPi=NNN+NPRI N 
8 CONTINUE 
KV OP.T= 1 
CALL  ROUNCT(NWI 
CALL f R I N C T   ( I T A B I  
IF(INDE(NP).EO.l)   CALL  PRESCT 
PRINT 103, ( A S Y M B L ( K I , K = L r   I E 1  
:: I 6. CONTINUE 









N I  TER=NI TER+ 1 
IF((ABS(RESI.GT.CC).0Ro(NITER.LE.2) I GO TO 1 
GO TO 33 
I F  ((NENTHL.EQ.2 1 .OR. (NSTRM.EQ.2) I GO TO 3 2  
CONTINUE 
KVOR T= 1 
CA.LL BOUNCT(NW1 
RETURN 
N E N T H L r l  
NSTRH= 1 
PRINT 121, N ITER 
N I  TER=NHAX-25 
NNN=(NITER/NPRIN)*NPRIN + NPRIN 
GO TO 1 
P R I N T  106, N ITER 
KVORT= 1 
CALL BCUNCT (NU)  
FORMAT ( E ( E 1 0 . 3 )  I 
F C R M 4 T ( l H l / / / l @ X , 4 5 H T H E  FOLLOWING ARE PAXICUY  RESIDUES I N  THE F IE ,  
I F  (NHOT.EQ.01 GO TO 33 
I F  ((ABSIRSDUlhZHH)).GT..005t.CR.(ABS(RSCL(NF) I.GT..005)) GO TO 1 
141HLD CF INTEGRATION AT EACH ITERATION  FORm.//I 
FCRHATflH  40X912.3H. v 6 A 6 )  
FORMAT (lH1,30X*35H..NOTE..  PREFIX * R *  DENOTES RESIDUE//  
1117PO.m.oNOTE.....LEFT-HANC-COLUKNS FGR FRACTIOPIAL  DIFFERENCFS,  RI. 
1CHT-HAND-COLUMNS FOP CORRESPCNDIKG  AeSCLUTE DI FFERENCES// /  
2 6 X , 5 H N I T E R , 9 ( 7 X , l H R I A b ) / / )  
1 0 4   F O P H A T ( 1 H   r 6 X 1 1 3 r 6 t l ~ P E i 2 . 3 r Z I 3 I )  
106 F@RMAT  (32HOTHE PROCESS D I D  NOT CCNVkLZE I h ' r I S r l 3 H  I T E R A T I O h S )  
L O 7  ,FORPAT  (46X ,4 (1PE lZm3r213J I  
I 
-201 - 
108 FORMAT (32HOTHE PROCFSS D I D  NOT  CONVERGE I N * F 8 . 3 r 9 H  SECONCS) 
1 2 1  FORYAT  (35HOVORT. STRMI FUMF .HAVE CCNVERCED IN I IS*  
109 F D P M A T ( l H + r l 0 5 X *  1( lPE12.3) I 
1 13H  ITERATIONS) 
RETURN 
END 
SUHROUTIIJF FDEOCTtKg INDG) 
C O ~ M 3 N / C V P / A ~ 3 3 t 1 5 ~ 9 ~ r C L ( 3 3 ~ l 5 I ~ G 2 ~ 3 3 ~ 1 5 l ' ~ R O ~ 3 3 ~ l 5 ~ ~ Z ~ U ~ 3 3 ~ l 5 l  
C O M M D N / C C O E F / C E I C W ~ C N I C S I C ( ~  I 
C O ~ K ~ N / C C H E C K / R S D U f 9 l ~ R P I 9 ~ ~ C C ~ D C ~ ~ ~ , ~ X ~ ~ P P f N  
C O ~ M O N / C C R I D / I ~ I N ~ 3 3 I r I M A X I 3 3 l ~ I ~ ~ J N ~ I N ~ ~ J N ~ ~ I E  
C O ~ Y O N / C N U ~ @ R / ~ W ~ N F ~ t i ~ M L ~ ~ ~ M H ~ N Z ~ C ~ N Z ~ F ~ N ~ ~ N ~ N P ~ N V l  
C @ M W O N / C D 1 / D I F M ~ X ( 9 I ~ l P T ( 9 l ~ J P T ( . 9 l ~ I P ~ R ( 9 ~ ~ ~ P T ~ ~ ~ l .  
COMM3N/CYLI /JCl*JC2r  I C ~ R A O C ~ ~ R A D C Z T R A D N I D C N ~ D N T J J C ~ * ~ C M * J C Z U * J . C ~ M  
COHHON/CZW/LWtIL r I H  
. .  
. I  
' . . ,  
C C ~ H O N i C X l X 2 / X l ~ 3 3 l ~ X 2 o , O E L X L 1 3 3 ) r D E L X l ~ 3 3 l ~ D E L X 2 ~ l S ~  
COMMON/CRAD/R ( 1 5  
WClH(WK*DELF,POP.DELRO1RADI= -DELF/(324.*DX2*CX2*(W$*DX2+kADl*  
, .  
C O ~ C O N / C P A R A H / V I N J ~ V I N P ( l 5 ~ t T P ~ P P I T J I P J I P ~ I P ~ P H I J  
1 ( R O P * I W K * O X 2 / 5 7 . + P A D / l 9 . I + D E ~ R O * ( ~ K ~ O X ? / 5 5 . + ~ A ~ / 3 7 . I  l l  
2 (ROP*(RAD/6o+WK*DX2/8.1 
3 +DELRO*(RbD/8 .+WK*DX2/10. )  I 
4 / (RAD*!ROP+(RAD/3.+5.*WK*DX2/24.)  
5 +CELRO*( 5.*RAD/24.+3.*WK*DX2/20.l ) 
W C Z H ( W K ~ R O P ~ D E L R U t R A D I ~ - ( R P D t W K * D X Z I *  
W C L V ~ D E L F ~ R O P I O E L R O I E T A ~ ) = - D E L F / ( ( ( E T A Z * D X ~ ~ * * ~ ~ *  
1 IROP/3.+5.*CELRD/24- 1 )  
W C 2 V ( R O P ~ @ E L R O ~ ~ - ( R O P / 6 . + D E L R O / 8 . ) i ~ R O P ~ 3 ~ + 5 ~ * D E L R O / 2 4 ~ ~  
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * + t f * * * * * * ~ + * * + * * * * * ~ ~ * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C ##FINITE-DIFFERENCE-EQUATICN** SUBROUTINE 
C** * * * * *+* * * * * * * * *+* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *~* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
I P T f ? f K I = 2  
J P T R ( K ) = 2  
I P T ( K ) = 2  
JPT( I(. I =2 
I L = I H I N (  J l+l 
I H = I  M A X I  JI-1 
DO 10 J = 2 t J N H  
XF(J.EQ.JCZI IH=IC- l  
00 10 I = I L , I H  
I F . t I K o E O o N W ~ o A N D . I ( J . E ~ ~ J C 1 I o A ~ D o ~ I . E Q . [ I C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  GO TO 100 
GO TO 110 
100 CALL COEFCT ( I I J ~ N F I   I N D G l  
VY=AlIrJtNFI*tCE+CU+CN+CSB 
Y Y = Y Y - ( C E * A ( I + 1 ~ J t N F ) + C W * A ( I ~ l ~ J ~ N F ) + t N * A f I ~ J + l ~ N F ~  
1 + C S * A ( I , J - l t N F )  I 
Z t A f . 1  W J V N W I  
A I  l * . l r N W  )=YY/R(J )  , .  
GO TO 222 
110 CONT I NUE 
CALL  S@RCCT( ITJ~KISOURCE~ZQI  
CALL  CCEFCTl 1 1  JIKI INDGI  
. .  
IF(K.NE.NWI G O - T O  999 
C*** INCORPCRATING B.C. FOR V D R T I C I l Y   I N  THE F I N I T E   D I F F .  FORMULATXON 
C*** ' ,UP TO STATEMENT NUHRER 999 
ZW-0. 
ZWMU=O .o 
IF((I.EQ.IH).AND.((J.GE.JC~).AKO.(J..LE.JCZ~~) GO TO 600 . 
. ,  G O ,  T O  ,700 




















11 C O N T I N U E  
IF~AH2O.LE~O.O~OR.FOX.LE.O.O~ GO T O  350 
A C O = ~ . ~ @ ~ ~ * ( A ( ~ , ~ T K Z H L ) - A ( I ~ J , N Z ~ L ~ I - O . ~ ~ ~ * A F C  
SORC=SORC**2.0 
SORC=SCRC*GLCP ( 2  ) % F O X * * O . S O * ~ H 2 0 ~ * 0 . 5 0  
S O R C = S O R C / ( t X P ( Z E X I 2 ) / T E P P ) )  
SOUPCE=SORCS*R ( J  I 
SORCZ=O. 6 3 6 * A F C *  SORC 
ZO= ( S O R C Z / A F C  I *R ( J  1 
SORCS=L.9059+fAll,lrNZMLI-A(I~J,NZML~~*SCRC 
A ( I T  J v 7 ) = A C O  
A I  I ~ J I B ) = S O R C S  






















C * * * * + * * f * * * * * * * ~ ~ ~ * * * Q * * t * * * 4 * * * * ~ ~ * * * * 4 : + ~ 4 * * * 4 * ~ * * * * * * * ~ ~ * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * 4 *  
C # + D E N S I T Y ? +   S U F ? R C I I T I N E  
C V I X T U K E  D E N S I T Y  C A L C U L A T I C K  
C f * ( * 9 * * * * * * * * ~ * * ~ ~ * * * ~ 4 * * * * * ~ * * ~ ~ * * ~ ~ * 4 * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * ~ * ~ ~ * * * * * * * * * * * ~ 4 * *  
DC 40 J = l r J N  






C O W  I NUE 
AH=h(I,J,NZMH) 
TEPP=TG+ (At i -AFU*HFP-ACO*~FCO-AFC*HFC@Z-AH2G*HF~ZOI /CPREF 
IF (TEMP.GE.300 . )  GO TO 50  
T E M P = T R E F  
C O N T I N U E  
Z M E A V = l . O / ( A F U / Z M W (  1 )+FOX/ZMW(  21 + F I P / Z P W (  3)+ACC/2R.Oll+AH20/18.016 
1 + A F C / 4 4 . 0 1 1 !  
D E N S T Y = ( Z b l E A N * P R E F )   / ( G C P Y * T E M P )  
CO  NT I NUE 
R E T U S N  
EN 0 
S U S R O U T I  NE V I  SCCT 
R O ~ I ~ J ) = R ~ W F * D E N S T Y + ( l ~ O ~ R D ~ F ~ * R O ~ I ~ J l  
C O Y M O N / C V P / A ( 3 3 ~ 1 5 ~ 9 ) r G l I 3 3 1 1 5 ) 1 G t I 3 3 , 1 5 ~  r R 0 ( 3 3 ~ 1 5 l r Z ~ U ( 3 3 ~ 1 5 )  
C O M M ~ N / C I N D E X / I N D E ( ~ ) ~ I N C G I I N C G ~ I N D R O ~ I N D Z M U  
CO~'MON/CREFfR/ROREF,PREFIZCI IREFvZb'~J~EF*TREF~CPR€F~TO 
C O M M O ~ / C G R I D / I ~ l N ~ 3 3 J ~ I M ~ ~ ~ 3 3 I l l h , J N I I N M ~ J N M ~ I E  
C C ) ~ M O N I C N U M B R / N W r N F , N Z M L . ~ N Z ~ ~ * N Z M C , N Z M F ( N Z ~ N t N P . N V T  
C O M M O N / C Y L I ~ J C ~ ~ J C ~ ~ ~ C T R A D C ~ ~ R A D C ~ ~ R A D ~ ~ D C N ~ O N ~ J ~ C ~ ~ I C M ~ J C ~ M ~ J C ~ M  
C O M M O N / C P A K A ~ / V I N J I V I N P ( ~ ~ ) * T P I P P I T J I P J I P ~ I P * P ~ I J  
C C Y Y O N / C Z M U K / Z P U K  
C O Y ~ O ~ / C X l X 2 ~ X l l 3 3 ~ ~ X 2 o r D E L X 1 [ 3 3 ) r D E L X l ~ 3 3 l ~ D E L X 2 I l 5 ~  
C * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * a * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * *  
C * * V I S C O S I T Y + #   S U @ R @ l J T I N E .  
C M I X T U R E   V I S C O S I T Y  
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * * ~ + 0 * * Q * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * ~ ~ * * * * *  
I F ( I N O Z M I J . E Q . 1 )  GO T O  20 
ZMP=2.*( A l  11 JNINF I - A (  1.1 r N F I  I 
Z M J = - 2 . * 1 4 ( I C ~ J C l ~ N F ) - A ( I C ~ l ~ N F ~  1 
1 F I I N O G . E P . Z I   M P = Z M P * 3 . 1 4 1 6 2  
I F l I N D G . E Q . 2 )   Z M J = Z M J * 3 . ' 1 4 1 6 2  
V I  NPSUHzO a 0  . 
DO 40 J=l, JN 
40 . V I  N P  S U H = V I  N P  S U M + V I  N P  ( J I 
V P M E A N = V I Y P S U M / F L O A T ( J N  I 
Z H V V = Z ~ P * V P M E A N * * Z t Z M J * V I N J * * Z  
Z V V V = Z M V V * * 0 . 3 3 3 3 3  
AA=ZMUK*(  I 2 . *X21 J N I  ) * * 0 . 6 6 6 6 6 7 l * Z M V V / 1   ( O C h ) * * 0 . 3 3 3 3 3 )  
. . .  . . .  . I F ( I N D E ( N V T I - E P , l )  Z M V V = Z M V V + Z C J * ( A ( I . J C I . - l s N V T ~ * * 2 1  . . 
-208- 
-209- 



































F J I R O J I Y I X I ~ ) U F R ~ S E + ~ ~ ~ ~ + V I N J * ( Y - X I ~ ) ~ (  ( 0 .  L o ( Y 4 X I 2 )   ) * * ( I N D G - l I  I 
V f J ( % I . 2 1 = 0 . 0 * X I Z  
U J ( X I Z l = O . O + X I Z  
1 
2 / ( R O P / 3 . + 5  . * D E L R 0 / 2 4 .  I 
H I t ~ ( W K ~ D E L F ~ W P t R O P t D ~ l R O ~ R A D ) 1  -( D E L F / ( D X Z * D X Z I  





HVW( D E L F ~ ~ P I K O P I D E L R O ~ E T A ~ I ~  -( D E L F / ( M T A 2 * D X l I * * Z l  
+WQ*IRtF/6.+DELRO/B.I  I 
(ROP* IRAD/C.+WK*DX2/8 .  I 
+ D E L R O * ~ R A D / B , + ~ J K * D X 2 / 1 0 . )  I t  
/ ( R A D * ( R O P * ( R A D / 3 . + 5 . r W K * D X 2 / 2 4 *  1 
+DELR0~(5 . *RA0/24 .+3 . *WK*DX2/20 .  I I I 
Y Y ( Y N t Y P I ~ L . / ( l . - I Y P / Y N I * ~ Z I  
C * * * * * * * * + * ~ * f * * * * * O * ~ * * ~ * ~ * * * + * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ *  
C **BOUNDARY:: - C O N D I T O N S   S U R R O U T I N E  
C B O U N D A R Y   V A L U E S   F O R   A L L   T H E   C E P E N D E N T   V A R I A E L E S  




C U N I F O R M   I N L E T - V E L O C I T Y   O I S T R I B U T I O N S . . .  
C Z E R O   A X I A L   G R A D I E N T S   F O R  bLL D E P E N C E N T   V A R I L B L E S   A T   E X I T  
C Q U A D R A T I C   P R O F I L E   N E A R   * A D I A B A T I C +   R C U k D b R I  ES 
C** * * * * * *+* f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *+* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *~*  
C**************************************************  
C FOR STREAM FUNCTION..... A ( I * J * N F l  
C * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ ~ * * * ~ ~ ~ * * * * * ~ ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ *  
2 C O N T I N U E  
GO T O   ( 1 * 2 * 3 9 3 * 3 t 3 9 3 t * K  
l F ( N I T E P " ' G E . 2 1   G O  TO 211 
DO 205 J - l r J N  
I F ( I N D G m E Q . 2 )  A ( l r J t N F l ~ F P ( R O ( l r J l r R A D N I R ( J ) I  
205 I F ( I N D G * E O . l I  A ~ l ~ J ~ N F I ~ F P ~ R O ~ l r J I o r X 2 I J I )  
00 2 0 4  I = l r I C  
204 A ( I t l r N F I = A ( l r l t N F l  
F B A S E = L I I C 9 l * N F )  
00 207 J = 2 * J C l  
I F ( I Y D G . E O . 2 1  A ( I C 9 J r N F 1 = F J ( R O ( I C 9 J ) 1 R ( J ) t R ( l l ~  
207 IF(IYDG.EQ.1l A I I C ~ J ~ N F ~ ~ F J ~ R O ~ I C I J I ~ X ~ ~ J I ~ X ~ ~ ~ I I  
DO 201 I = l *  I N  
201 A ( ' I 9  J N * N F ) = O .  
DO 208 J = J C l   t J C 2  
DC 202 I ~ I C I I N  
208 A (   I C I J t N F l ~ C I I C r J C l r N F )  
202 A ( I r J C 2 t ~ F l ~ k I I C t J C 2 r N F I  
211 C C K T I N U E  
B B ~ Y Y ~ 2 ~ * D E L X l ~ I N ~ 1 ~ ~ X l ~ I N ~ ~ X l ~ I N ~ l l ~  
00 210 J s J J C 2 t J N  
2 1 0  A ~ I N ~ J ~ N F l ~ B B * A ~ I N ~ 1 ~ J ~ N F l ~ ~ @ B ~ l ~ l * A ~ I k ~ 2 ~ J ~ N F ~  
299 K E T U R N  
C*4****************9*************************4* i* 
C FOR M A S S  F R A C T I O W t   E N T H A L P Y 9  AI4D M I X T U R E   F R A C T I O N  
C * * * * * * * * + * ~ * * * * * * * * * * 9 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * *  
C 
3 BB=YY(   2 . *DELXZ(  JNMI r X 2 (   J k I - X 2 (  JNP) I 
00 811 1=2* IblM 
I F  ( ( J C 2 - J C l I . E Q . 1 1  GO YO 5 1  
816 A I I t J N t K I = B B * A 1 I t J N ~ r K ) " 1 . ) * 6 ( I r J N - 2 ~ K l  
J J C I = J C l + l  
B B ~ Y Y ~ 2 . * D t L X l I I C - 1 ~ r X 1 ( I C I - X L ( I C l ~ X l ~ I C ~ l I '  
00 817 J = J J C l r J C Z M  
IF (K .EO.NZHf I )  GO T O  301 
1 
-21 5- 
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  -21 6- 





1 0 2  
1 0 3  
1 0 4  
. .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  
. .  
C * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * 9 * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * ~ * * * * * * ~ * * * * ~ * * * * * * *  
C #*PLOTTING*+  SUeROUTINE 
C THIS SUER. GlVES APPROX. CONTOUR-PLCTS OF THE DEPENDENT VPR. 
C ALSO OF  TEM'PERATURE 
C****+*t*********L****************************************************** 
C 






INTVAL=NUMBER'OF 'LINE-SPACING BETWEEN THO J-LINES 
NVJ=NUMBER OF CONTOUR-LINES TO BE PLOTTED FOR EACH  VARIABLE 
DO 2 0  J Z l r J N  
00 20 I = l r  I N  
A ( I r J r G U 1 = A ( I r J r N W I * R ( J I  
r F ( ( I N D E I N V T ) o E Q . l J o A N D . I R ( J ) . G T . O . O ) )  A ( I , J r N V T ) = A ! r * J t N V T ) / R ( J J  
CO>M I NUE 
I X = I N / 1 0  
J X = J N / l O  
. .  
IF ( IN .LT .10 )  IXtl 
IF I JN-LT. 10) JX=l 
. -  
IQ= ITAB 
DO 900 K = l v 1  C 
IFfK.EO.NFI G O  TO 3 0  
NVJ=NVJ l  
I F  (K.ECoNWl N V J t S  
I F  [ N V J o E Q s l l  N V J = N V J l  
FINDING M A X . *  HIN. AND PEAN  VALUES I N  THE F I E L D '  ANC 
HENCE O E T F P H I N I N C  THE INTERVALS 
VMIN.A(5*5*Kl  
VMAXzA(Er8rK 1 
SUM= 0 .  
NSUH=O 
DO 1 J = l r J N *  JX 
I I l = I H I N ( J l  
1 1 2 = I N A X ( J I  
. .. 
. .  
00 1 I = I I l * l 1 2 , X X  
IF (A( I , J *K l .GT .VMAKI   VMAX=A( I r J *K I  
-23 7- 
I F ( A ( I t J ~ ~ ) . l . T . V ~ I N I   V ~ ! I N = A I I * J I K ~  
.: SUP=SUt"+Al I r J e K )  
I . NS1;4=FlSIJV+l 
, ;..: : V M E ~ ~ ~ S U M / F L O A T ( N S U N t .  . 
V S l E P l = ( V Y E A N - V H I N I / J .  
VSTEPZ-(VHAX-VlrEAN1/3r 
VJ (1  t ~ V N I N + V S l ' E P L  
V J l l t = V H E A N  
VJ ( 4  t=VREAN+VSTEP2 
VJ(5 !=VJ(4 I+VSTEP2 
' I Y J : ( Z I = V J ( l  )+VSTEPL 
. .  
VJ[6t=0.95*VPAX 
VJ(7 t= l .OS*VHIN 
C 
C SPECIAL  VJ 'VALUES FOR OPPOSEC JET PRCBLEM , 
C 
C+ +* * 
. .  







PRIRT OUT CONSTANT VALUES TO BE PLOTTEC 
PRINT  l fJ l *ASYHBL(Kl  
P R I N T   I U Z * ( V J ( L ) r L f l * N V J t  
PRINT 202 
DO 90 J J S l r J N r  J X  
J= JN+l -J  J 
1-1 l * I E I N l   J t  ; 
I t 2 = f  HAX t J ! 
L l = (  I H I N t J  I/IX-l/IX)*10+1 
LZ=(IHAX(JI/IX-l/IX~*lO+l 
L39(  I C / I  X I * 1 0 - 3  
L 4 = ( 1 N / 1 X - l / l X I * 1 0  + 1 
I , B ~ f X - I / I X + f W I N (  JI 
DO 80 J J N = l r I N T V A L  
DO 100 L = L * l O l  
X(Lt=XEMTY 
X (  Ll t;=XBOUN 
X( L2 t =XBOUN 
. .  
. . .  
IF ( I N . L E . 2 1 )  C 3 = l I C / I X ) + L O  . .  
BIIUNDARIES FOR THE PROBLEM 
.. , 
IF - I ( J.LE'.JC~ t .AND.( J.GT. 1) I ,  L Z = L ~  . . _  
. .  
IF((J;EO.JNa.ANO.(JJN.EO.1)) GO TC 200 
I F I ( J . E Q . I I . A N D . ( J J N ~ ~ Q ~ l ~  t GO TO 200 
GO Ti3 300 
Do 231 L = L l , L 4  
X(Lt=XBOUN 
GO TO 390 
CON1 INUE 
, .  . .  . .  
-21 8- 
C****  SPECIAL  enUNDARIES FOR THE COCRUSTION-CHAHBER PROBLEM 
C 
I F  ~ ~ ' ~ J o L E o J C 2 I . A N D . ~ J o G T . J C l ~ I . O R o ~ ~ J . E Q . J C l I o A N ~ o ~ J J N o E ~ . l ~ ~ I  
GO Tf3 400 
1 GO TO 405 
405 DO 406 L = L 3 r L 4  
406 XIL l=XBOUN 
400 CENT INUE 
390 CG  NT I NUE 
C** * *  INTERPOLATION BETWEEN TWO CONSECUTIVE J- l  I.NES 
JlXJ-JX 
fFI(J.EQ.JC2t.AND.IJJN.NE.lt I I I 2 1 I C  
DO 70  I = I I L , I I 2  
I F  ( ( J . E O . l I . O R . ( ( J . E Q . J C 2 ) o A N C o ( € . G T . I C )  I I  GO TO 6 5  
D E L A J = ( . A ( I T J ~ ~ K I - A ( I ~ J I K ) ) / F L O A T ( I N T V A L )  
GO TO 70 
6 5  OE LA J=O. 
70 Y(It=A(IrJ~Kl+FiOAT(JJN-l)*DELAJ 
C**** INTERPOLATION BETWEEN TWO I - L I N E S  
00 60 I = I B r I I 2 r I X  
IHARK=O 
IF(IX.EO.2) GO TO 71 
Il=I-IX 
Go TO 79  
DO 72 ! J K = l r 6  
71 D E L Y l = ( Y ( I 1 + 1 1 - Y ( I l I ) / 5 .  
72 C (  IJK)=Y(I1l+FLOAT~IJK-l~*DELYl 
D E L Y Z = ( Y ( I ~ - Y I 1 1 + 1 ) ) / 5 .  
DO 73 I J K = 7 , 1 1  
73 C ( ? J K I = Y ( . I l + l ) + F L O A T ( I J K - 6 ) * D E L V Z  
GO TU 74 
79 COFIT I NUE 
D E L Y ~ I Y ( I ) - Y ( I l ) ) / l O .  
DO 5 0  I J K z l r l l  
50 C(IJKt=Y(Ilt+FLOAT(fJK-lI*DELY 
74 CONT INUE 
DO 40 K L t l t N V J  
DO 40 I J K = l r l O  
IF((IX.EQ.Zt.AND.IIJK.LT.6)) DELYZDELY l  
XF((IX~EQ.Z).A~D.(IJKOGE~~II CELY=DELY2 
N N = O  
I F ( ( V J ( K L I o G E . C ( I J K I I . A N D . ( V J ( K L I . L E . ( C ( I J ~ I + D E L Y / Z o ) J I  N N - I J K  
I F ( ( V J ( K L I ~ C E . ( C ~ I J K ) + D E L Y / 2 o t ~ ~ A N D . ( V J ( K L I ~ L E ~ C ~ I J K + l t t t  N N = I J K + l  
I F ( ( V J ( K L t . L E . C I I J K I l o A N D . ( V J ( C L ) . G f . ( C ( I J K ~ + D E L Y / 2 . ~ ~ ~  NN=IJI(  
IF(NN.EQ.OJ GO TO 44 
GO TO 4 1  
GO TO 40 
44 I F ~ ~ T H A R K ~ E O ~ O ~ o A N D ~ ~ J J N o N E ~ l ~ ~ A N D ~ ~ I J K ~ E C o l O ~ ~  GO TO 45 
4 5  D E L A J = ( A ( I ~ J ~ ~ K I - A I I ~ J T ~ ~ ~ / F L O A T L I N T V A L ~  
CTOP =A(fpJpKI+FLOAT(JJN-ZI*DELAJ 
I F ~ ~ V J ~ K L J ~ L E ~ ~ C T O P + O E L ~ J / 2 ~ ~ I ~ A N D ~ I V J ~ K L t ~ G E ~ ~ C ~ l l ~ t D E L A J / 2 ~ t ~ I  
1 N N = l l  
1 NN=11 
41 N1=( Il/IX)*lO 
NZ=Nl+NN 
X ( N Z ) = X A ( K L I  
IMARK= l  
I F ( I V J ( K L I . G E . ( C T O P + D E L A J / 2 . 1 ) . A N D o ( V J ( K L ~ o ~ E o ( C ( l l ) + D E L A J / 2 . l ~ t '  
IF(NN.€Q.Ot GO TO 40 
40 CONT I NU€ 
C**** PLOTTIF!G OF ALL  POINTS ON ONE J-LINE 
















1 0 4  
1 0 5  
20 2 
3 0 2  
00 66 L 5 = L 3 r L 4 9 2  
X I  L 5  b =XBOUN 
GO TO 6 2  
X(LSI=XBOUN 
CONT INUE 
I F  (JJh..EQ.lI   PRINT 104 
DO 69 L S = L l r L 3 r 2  
r J * ( X ( I P J  
IF (JJN.NE.~I PRINT 1 0 5 ~  IX(IP)*I 
IF(J.EQ.1J GO T O  90 
CO KT I NUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTI I U E  
FOPr4AI[25HlCCNSTANT-VALUE PLOT OF 
PRINT 3 0 2 9  (121 I Z = l r  I N 1  I X I  
* I P = l *  101) 
P t 1 . r  101 I 
r A 6 / / 2 3 H  NUPBERS  REFER TO THE 









F O P M A T ( 1 H   v 3 H 1 =   r l P E 1 2 . 4 ~   l H r r 3 X r  
3H2z l l P E 1 2 . 4 r   1 H * 3 X r  
3H3- r l P E 1 2 . 4 ~   1 H r r 3 X t  
3 H 4 1   r l P E 1 2 . 4 r  1 H p r 3 X r  
3H5-   v lPE12 .4 /  
4 H  6- ~ l P E 1 2 . 4 r   l H * r 3 X *  
3k!7= r l P E 1 2 . 4 ~   l H v r 3 X r  
3H8= r l P E 1 2 . 4 r   1 H r r 3 X r  
3 H 9 ~   r l P E 1 2 . 4 )  
FORMAT( 1 H 1  I 
FORWAT(1H r I 2 r l O X r l O 1 A l J  
FORMAT(1H r l Z X ~ l O l A l  t 
F O R M A T ( l H O / / / )  
RETURN 
EN0 
SUBROUTINE  PRESCT 
RETURN 
END 
F D R H A T ~ l H 7 / / 1 2 X ~ l l I I 2 , 8 X ) / )  
W . S .  GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1976 - 735-004/19 
